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Antibodies are key reagents in diagnostics, therapeutics, and experimental biology,
capable of detecting numerous targets. The immunization of animals (rabbits, mice, etc.)
with antigens mixed with an adjuvant and the induction of antibodies is a well-established
process. This procedure for the generation of monoclonal antibodies was originally de-
scribed by Köhler and Milstein, and is well-known and has been thoroughly tested [1–5].
Proteins were originally the focus for antibody production; however, in cases where the
native protein is not available or modified targets are of interest, synthetic peptides coupled
with an immunogenic carrier can be used as antigens [2–7].

The choice of suitable peptides is crucial for the generation of a good peptide antibody.
The peptides used are typically 10–20 amino acids long and can be designed to represent
many different targets, e.g., post-translational modifications, terminal ends, areas of high
conservation, turns, loops, α-helices, etc. [2,3,5]. Based on this, peptide antibodies have
many applications, especially because they can easily be produced against multiple tar-
gets [2–11]. For example, mutation-specific peptide antibodies have become important
research and diagnostic tools in malignant and premalignant conditions [5,9,11].

In addition to peptide antibodies obtained by the immunization of animals, they
can be produced using mammalian expression systems, which facilitate native antibody
folding and post-translational modifications [12]. This approach typically employs the
co-transfection of heavy chain (HC) and light chain (LC) genes on separate plasmids [12,13],
although the use of a bidirectional vector encoding both genes on a single plasmid may
be applied, as recently described by Carrara et al. [14]. Approaches such as these may
enable efficient small-scale antibody production by transient cell transfection. Another well-
established method is phage display, based on the genetic engineering of bacteriophages
and repeated rounds of antigen-guided selection and phage propagation [15,16]. This
approach was recently applied by Anderson et al. to generate antibodies specific for a Lassa
virus protein [16]. Crucial in this approach is the selection of phage-displayed antibody
libraries using synthetic peptides as targets, resulting in the generation of peptide-specific
antibodies, commonly referred to as phage-specific peptide antibodies [15]. Using phase
display, the in vitro production of antibodies to virtually any target is feasible.

Antibodies are typically expressed in a basic format with two HCs and two LCs
(HC2LC2) linked via disulfide bonds, although some antibodies are occasionally prone to
dimerization, or even oligomerization, as recently described by Mieczkowski et al. [17,18].
However, other antibody formats exist [4,13,15], for example, Anderson et al. recently
described the production of a single-domain antibody consisting of a monomeric variable
antibody domain which may have diagnostic and therapeutic potential [16]. Another
example includes a recently published model developed by Ramasubramanian et al., who
described a bivalent IgG where two different variable HC domains with distinct binding
specificities were grafted onto the first constant HC and constant LC domains, resulting in
an antibody with dual specificity [13]. Antibodies composed only of two HCs are commonly
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found in sharks and camelids, and were recently produced by Mieczkowski et al., showing
good physiochemical properties and stability [17].

Independent of antibody design and production method, relevant antibodies should
be identified by examining binding to the respective targets in the assay, where they are
intended to be used, in order to avoid assay restrictions [2,3,19,20]. For example, peptide
antibodies do not necessarily recognize native structures or do not necessarily detect the
final target in all immunoassay formats [3,19,20]. Thus, it is essential to test the produced
antibodies in a variety of formats, and ideally in the format of the intended use.

Following selection, (peptide) antibodies should be characterized in terms of reactivity,
specificity, and cross-reactivity, e.g., by titration assays and competition studies, where the
relevant target is used as an inhibitor [2,3,5]. Moreover, biochemical characteristics such as
isotype/subtype, solubility, stability, and binding characteristics should be determined [3].
Antibodies may be characterized systematically in relation to the antigenic epitope by
various mapping techniques [2,3,5,21]. For antibodies recognizing a conformational epitope,
this may involve mass spectrometry, nuclear magnetic resonance, X-ray crystallography,
and surface plasmon resonance, as described by Ramasubramanian et al., Anderson et al.,
and Mieczkowski et al.; however, these are time-consuming approaches [13,16,18]. In
contrast, if the epitope of the respective antibody is continuous, which typically applies
to peptide antibodies, but also to some antibodies generated for full-length proteins or
protein fragments [5,21], antibodies are more easily characterized by epitope mapping
or alternatively by analyzing antibody reactivity to peptides with sequence homology,
as recently described by Bergmann et al. and Fanelli et al., respectively [21,22]. Here,
amino acids essential for antibody binding are typically identified by Ala scanning and
“functionality” scanning after the terminal “borders” crucial for antibody reactivity have
been identified using systematically N- and C-terminally truncated peptides [5,21,23]. For
the characterization of peptide antibodies, resin-bound peptides have been applied with
success, because this approach is rapid and saves time compared with the use of free
peptides [5,21,23]. The advantage of using resin-bound peptides is that they may be tested
for binding activity directly on a solid support [5,21,23], where the peptide is connected to
the resin through the -OH group of the C-terminal amino acid. This allows the peptide to
fold into a conformation resembling the native conformation, whereas during the coating
of free peptides on a solid surface, the peptide may change conformation, or crucial amino
acid side chains necessary for the detection of antibody binding may be masked [3,19].

Peptide antibodies are used for research and diagnostics in many different immunoas-
says, e.g., immunohistochemistry, immunocytochemistry, immunoblotting, immunoprecip-
itation, and sandwich assays [5,8–11,15,24]. In the diagnostic field, peptide antibodies may
aid in the diagnosis of diseases and infections [8,9,11]. For example, peptide antibodies
have been used in immunohistochemistry for the detection of specific cancerous point
mutations with great success, such as peptide antibodies specific for point mutations or
deletions in B-raf, isocitrate dehydrogenase, and epidermal growth factor receptor, which
are associated with melanoma, lung adenocarcinoma, and gliomas, respectively [9,11].
Moreover, a peptide antibody to the frame-shifted C-terminal of calreticulin was recently
described; it showed promising results as a diagnostic candidate for calreticulin-associated
myeloproliferative disorders [5]. Additionally, peptide antibodies have been used for
detecting other tumors [10,11,15]. Moreover, peptide antibodies have been used for diag-
nosing neurodegenerative diseases, disorders of the immune system, infectious diseases,
cardiovascular diseases, and other disorders, and to detect the presence of various viruses,
bacteria, and parasites [8,11,25]. Despite obvious potential, the clinical therapeutic use
of peptide antibodies still needs to be demonstrated. A promising example is peptide
antibodies to gp120, which have been shown to neutralize HIV-1 infectivity in vitro [6].
Similar, a peptide antibody to procathepsin D has been proposed to inhibit breast cancer
development, and treatment with a peptide antibody to apoB has been shown to reduce
atherosclerosis in hypercholesterolemic mice, indicating that this antibody has therapeutic
potential [26,27]. Finally, a peptide antibody to C5a, a protein fragment released from
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the cleavage of complement component C5 by the protease C5-convertase, has shown
promising results in inhibiting sepsis [24]. Collectively, the abovementioned examples
indicate that peptide antibodies have an unresolved potential in the therapeutic field.

The seven articles featured in this Special Issue, addressing the design, production,
characterization, and use of (peptide) antibodies, are of considerable interest to scientists
investigating approaches related to this topic.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Calreticulin is a chaperone protein, which is associated with myeloproliferative diseases.
In this study, we used resin-bound peptides to characterize two monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
directed to calreticulin, mAb FMC 75 and mAb 16, which both have significantly contributed to
understanding the biological function of calreticulin. The antigenicity of the resin-bound peptides
was determined by modified enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Specific binding was determined
to an 8-mer epitope located in the N-terminal (amino acids 34–41) and to a 12-mer peptide located
in the C-terminal (amino acids 362–373). Using truncated peptides, the epitopes were identified as
TSRWIESK and DEEQRLKEEED for mAb FMC 75 and mAb 16, respectively, where, especially the
charged amino acids, were found to have a central role for a stable binding. Further studies indicated
that the epitope of mAb FMC 75 is assessable in the oligomeric structure of calreticulin, making this
epitope a potential therapeutic target.

Keywords: antibody; calreticulin; epitope; enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

1. Introduction

Calreticulin (CRT) is a molecular chaperone protein mainly located in the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), where it also functions as a Ca2+ storage protein [1,2]. CRT has been
assigned multiple other biological and immunological functions in addition to the above
mentioned, including a role as a surface opsonin (“eat me signal”) in connection with
surface translocation during so-called “immunogenic cell death” [1,3–8]. Moreover, char-
acteristic mutations in the C-terminus of CRT, mainly insertions and deletions (INDELS),
cause a frameshift (fs) change to a common multibasic sequence (CRTfs), which has been
found to be involved in several myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) [9–13].

The structure of CRT is unusual. The N-terminal 200 amino acids (aas) form the major
part of a β sandwich, from which a proline-rich hairpin of approximately 100 aas protrudes.
This domain continues into a C-terminal part of another 100 aas, which contributes two
strands to the β sandwich and an α-helix, which together with the N-terminal part consti-
tutes a globular core. The rest of the C-terminus is strongly acidic and can bind multiple
Ca2+, thus stabilizing the molecule, and it ends in a KDEL ER retention signal [14–18]. Both
wild-type (wt) CRT and CRTfs can form oligomers, a property that is important for the
properties of the molecules [19–24].

Antibodies (Abs) in general are crucial reagents in the study of the biological and
immunological functions of proteins and other macromolecules, and monoclonal Abs

Antibodies 2021, 10, 31. https://doi.org/10.3390/antib10030031 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/antibodies5
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(mAbs) and peptide Abs have revolutionized molecular and cellular biology [25–28]. The
importance of Abs as reagents applies in particular to CRT and CRTfs, due to their unusual
structures and many diverse functions. Several Abs have been described, and some
are commercially available, but none have been adequately characterized in relation to
interaction with specific parts of the chaperone, although some knowledge of their epitopes
is available [29–31]. Here, we report the epitope mapping of two important mAbs to CRT,
which have contributed to understanding the biological function of CRT [32–38].

Although several studies have been described using the two selected mAbs, the aas
crucial for antigen (Ag) binding still remain to be characterized. Moreover, the study of
theseAbs may contribute to determining the structure of the CRT protein, as only a part of
CRT has been crystalized [16,18].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

All synthetic peptides were purchased from Schäfer-N, Copenhagen, Denmark. CRT
mAb FMC 75 (Cat.no. ADI-SPA-601) and mAb 16 (Cat.no. 612137) were purchased from
Enzo Life Sciences and BD Transduction laboratories, respectively. MAb FMC 75 is a
mouse IgG1 directed to full-length recombinant CRT, whereas mAb 16 is a mouse IgG1
directed to the C-terminal of CRT (aas 270–390). Both Abs were generated in mice using
traditional immunization techniques for Ab production, where the mice were immunized
with recombinant full-length CRT or a protein fragment. Tris-Tween-NaCl (TTN) (0.3 M
NaCl, 20 mM Tris, 0.01% Tween 20, pH 7.5), carbonate buffer (0.05 M sodium carbonate,
pH 9.6), alkaline phosphatase (AP) substrate buffer (1 M ethanolamine, 0.5 mM MgCl2,
pH 9.8), native sample buffer (Tris-HCL 0.5M pH 8.6, glycerol 99%, bromphenylblåt 0.1%
w/v), mouse IgG1 mAbs directed to β-galactosidase and to BAM were from Statens Serum
Institut (Copenhagen, Denmark). Para-nitrophenyl phosphate (p-NPP) substrate tablets,
BCIP/NTB tablets, and goat anti-mouse IgG-AP were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
(Steinheim, Germany). Recombinant CRT was produced using standard protocols and
purified as previously described by Čiplys and colleagues [39]. Precision Plus Protein
Standard was purchased from BIO-RAD. Native PAGE running buffer (pH 7.5), 4–20%
Tris-glycine gels and, PVDF membranes were from Thermo–Fisher (Waltman, MA, USA).

2.2. Design of Synthetic Peptides

The human CRT sequence (Prot id: P27797), comprising 400 aas (without the N-
terminal signal peptide), was used to generate overlapping peptides. The peptides were
20 aas long, each with an overlap of 10 aas (Table A1).

To determine essential terminal aas, N- and C-terminally truncated peptides were
applied (Table 1), whereas alanine and functionally substituted peptides were used to
determine essential aas crucial for Ab binding (Table 1). All peptides were synthesized and
tested on the resin, which allows rapid epitope identification [40–42]. The peptides were
synthesized on a TentaGel resin using standard solid-phase peptide synthesis.
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Table 1. Overview of peptides used for antibody characterization.

N-Terminal
Truncated Peptide

C-Terminal Truncated
Peptides

Functionality-Substituted
Peptides

Ala-Substituted
Peptides

mAb FMC 75

Template GDGWTSRWIESKHKSD TSRWIESK

DGWTSRWIESKHKSD 1 GDGWTSRWIESKHKS SSRWIESK ASRWIESK
GWTSRWIESKHKSD GDGWTSRWIESKHK TTRWIESK TARWIESK

WTSRWIESKHKSD GDGWTSRWIESKH TSKWIESK TSAWIESK
TSRWIESKHKSD GDGWTSRWIESK TSRFIESK TSRAIESK

SRWIESKHKSD GDGWTSRWIES TSRWLESK TSRWAESK
RWIESKHKSD GDGWTSRWIE TSRWIDSK TSRWIASK

WIESKHKSD GDGWTSRWI TSRWIETK TSRWIEAK
IESKHKSD GDGWTSRW TSRWIESR TSRWIESA
ESKHKSD GDGWTSR

SKHKSD GDGWTS
KHKSD GDGWT

HKSD GDGW

mAb 16

Template KDKQDEEQRLKEEEEDKKRK DEEQRLKEEEED

QDEEQRLKEEEEDKK 1 KQDEEQRLKEEEEDK EEEQRLKEEEED AEEQRLKEEEED
DEEQRLKEEEEDKK KQDEEQRLKEEEED DDEQRLKEEEED DAEQRLKEEEED

EEQRLKEEEEDKK KQDEEQRLKEEEE DEDQRLKEEEED DEAQRLKEEEED
EQRLKEEEEDKK KQDEEQRLKEEE DEENRLKEEEED DEEARLKEEEED

QRLKEEEEDKK KQDEEQRLKEE DEEQKLKEEEED DEEQALKEEEED
RLKEEEEDKK KQDEEQRLKE DEEQRIKEEEED DEEQRAKEEEED

LKEEEEDKK KQDEEQRLK DEEQRLREEEED DEEQRLAEEEED
KEEEEDKK KQDEEQRL DEEQRLKDEEED DEEQRLKAEEED

EEEEDKK KQDEEQR DEEQRLKEDEED DEEQRLKEAEED
EEEDKK KQDEEQ DEEQRLKEEDED DEEQRLKEEAED

EEDKK KQDEE DEEQRLKEEEDD DEEQRLKEEEAD
EDKK KQDE DEEQRLKEEEEE DEEQRLKEEEEA

2.3. Screening of Antibody Reactivity to Wild Type Calreticulin by Enzyme-Linked
Immunosorbent Assay

CRT (1 μg/mL) diluted in carbonate buffer was added to Polysorp microtiter plates
(Thermo–Fisher, Waltman, MA, USA) and incubated overnight (ON) at room temperature
(RT). Wells were rinsed with TTN (200 μL/well) and blocked in TTN buffer for 1 h (h) at
RT on a shaking table. CRT mAb (1 μg/mL), diluted in TTN buffer, were added to the
microtiter wells and incubated for 1 h at RT on a shaking table. Hereafter, the wells were
rinsed with TTN (200 μL) for 1 min, and this was repeated 3 times. Next, AP-conjugated
goat anti-mouse IgG (1 μg/mL) was added and incubated for 1 h at RT followed by washing
as above. Bound Abs were quantified using 1 mg/mL p-NPP in AP substrate buffer, 100
μL per well. The absorbance was measured at 405 nm, with background subtraction at 650
nm on a ThermoMax Microtiter Plate Reader from Molecular Devices (San Jose, CA, USA).
All samples were tested in duplicates and corrected for background noise.

2.4. Screening of Resin-Bound Peptides by Modified Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay

Resin-bound peptides (100 μg/mL) were added to a 96-well multiscreen filter plate
(Millipore, Copenhagen, Denmark) and blocked in TTN for 15 min. CRT mAbs were
diluted to a final concentration of 1 μg/mL in TTN buffer, added to the microtiter wells,
and incubated for 1 h at RT. Hereafter the wells were rinsed with TTN (200 μL) for 1 min,
and this was repeated three times. Next, AP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG diluted to
1 μg/mL was added and incubated for 1 h at RT followed by washing as above. Bound
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Abs were quantified using 1 mg/mL p-NPP in AP substrate buffer, 100 μL pr well. After
a satisfying color reaction, the buffer was transferred to a MaxiSorp Microtiter plate, and
the absorbance was measured at 405 nm, with background subtraction at 650 nm on a
ThermoMax Microtiter Plate Reader. All samples were tested in duplicates and corrected
for background noise.

2.5. PAGE and Western Blotting

For Coomassie staining, recombinant CRT and CRT purified from human placenta
were diluted in native sample buffer (1:2) and incubated for 10 min at 57 ◦C. Ten μL samples
were loaded into wells of a 4–20% Tris-glycine gel and run for approximately 75 min at
150 V using native PAGE running buffer. Gels were stained ON at 4 ◦C with Coomassie
Brilliant Blue and washed with Milli-Q water 5 times until bands were visualized.

For Western blotting, pretreated (57 ◦C for 10 min) recombinant CRT (1 mg/mL) (with
and without 42 ◦C for three days) or CRT (1 mg/mL) purified from human placenta were
loaded to a 4–20% Tris-glycine gel and run for approximately 75 min at 150 V using native
PAGE running buffer, as described above.

After electrophoresis, gels were blotted onto a PVDF membrane using an iBlotter
(Thermo–Fisher, Waltman, MA, USA). Next, the membranes were blocked ON in TTN
buffer and mounted in a mini blotting device. Mab FMC 75 was diluted at 1:10,000 in
TTN, added to each well, and incubated for 1 h at RT. Next, the membrane was washed
for 3 × 5 min in TTN, whereafter AP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG, diluted at 1:2000,
was added and incubated for 1 h on the membrane followed by washing 3 × 5 min in TTN.
Finally, AP substrate (BCIP 0.5 mg/mL, NTB 0.3 mg/mL) was added and incubated for
approximately 10 min. The reaction was stopped by washing the membrane in Milli-Q
water, followed by drying it on filter paper.

3. Results

3.1. Reactivity of Monoclonal Antibodies to Wild Type Calreticulin

To analyze the specific reactivity of two selected mAbs to CRT, Ab reactivity to full-
length CRT was determined by ELISA. A mAb generated in the same host but with
irrelevant specificity was used as a negative control.

As seen in Figure 1, the two mAbs showed specific reactivity to the full-length recom-
binant wt CRT, as neither the negative control Ab nor the secondary Ab reacted with the
CRT protein.

Figure 1. Antibody reactivity to wild-type calreticulin analyzed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay. Mouse anti-BAM was used as a negative control. −Ab functions as a control for the secondary
antibody goat-anti mouse IgG. − Coat + Ab was added to verify specific reactivity.
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3.2. Reactivity of Calreticulin Antibodies to Overlapping Synthetic Peptides

To identify the antigenic regions of the two mAbs, Ab reactivity to overlapping
peptides covering the full-length CRT protein was determined by modified ELISA using
resin-bound peptides.

As seen in Figure 2, mAb FMC 75 recognized peptide 2 in the N-terminus, whereas
mAb 16 recognized a peptide in the C-terminus, corresponding to peptide 35. Peptide 2
corresponds to aas 28–47, whereas peptide 35 corresponds to aas 358–377 in the native CRT
sequence. To verify that the interaction to peptide 2 and 35 was specific, a mAb of irrelevant
specificity was used as a negative control. As seen, no reactivity to the overlapping CRT
peptides was found, indicating that the interactions of mAb FMC 75 and mAb 16 to
peptides 2 and 35, respectively, were specific.

Figure 2. Antibody reactivity to overlapping calreticulin peptides analyzed by modified enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay using resin-bound peptides. Mouse anti-β-galactosidase was used as a negative control.

Based on the current findings, peptide 2 (LDGDGWTSRWIESKHKSDFG) and 35
(KDKQDEEQRLKEEEEDKKRK) were selected for epitope identification.

3.3. Identification of Minimal Sequences for Antibody Binding

To determine the minimal peptide length required for Ab binding, resin-bound pep-
tides truncated from the N- and C-terminal ends were screened for Ab reactivity by
modified ELISA. Peptides GDGWTSRWIESKHKSD (2) and KQDEEQRLKEEEEDKK (35)
were used as templates for the generation of truncated peptides and functioned as the
positive controls.

Figure 3a,b illustrates the reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to N- and C-terminally truncated
peptides. As seen, the N-terminal aa Thr was crucial for Ab binding as no Ab reactivity was
found to the SRWIESKHKSD peptide compared to the TSRWIESKHKSD peptide. Similarly,
the C-terminal aa Lys was found to be crucial for Ab binding, as no reactivity was found to
the GDGWTSRWIES peptide. Based on the current findings, the sequence TSRWIESK was
determined to be the epitope of mAb FMC 75.

Figure 3c,d illustrate the reactivity of mAb 16 to N- and C-terminally truncated
peptides. As seen, the terminal Asp in positions 3 and 14 of the 16-mer template peptide
were crucial, respectively, as peptides that did not contain one of these aas did not react with
the mAb 16. Based on the current findings, the sequence DEEQRLKEEED was identified as
the epitope of mAb 16.
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Figure 3. Antibody reactivity to N- and C-terminally truncated peptides. (a) Reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to N-terminal
truncated peptides. (b) Reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to C-terminal truncated peptides. (c) Reactivity of mAb 16 to N-terminal
truncated peptides. (d) Reactivity of mAb 16 to C-terminal truncated peptides.

3.4. Determination of Antigenic Amino Acids Essential for Antibody Reactivity

The preliminary analysis identified the sequences TSRWIESK and DEEQRLKEEEED
as the epitopes of mAb FMC 75 and mAb 16, respectively. To identify aas essential for
binding in the identified epitopes, alanine scanning was conducted, where each aa in the
identified epitopes of mAb FMC 75 and mAb 16 was substituted with alanine one at a time.

Figure 4a illustrates the reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to alanine-substituted peptides,
using the peptide TSRWIESK as a template. As seen, the aas Thr1, Ser2, Arg3, Trp4, and
Lys8 identified relative to the template peptide were essential for Ab binding. The last
three residues either have the same or higher intensity compared to the control peptide.

Figure 4b illustrates the reactivity of mAb 16 to alanine-substituted peptides analyzed
by modified ELISA. As seen, the majority of the alanine-substituted peptides did not react
with the mAb 16; only the substitution of Glu2 and Leu6 was tolerated. Furthermore, the
Ab binding was reduced by approximately 40% when Glu10 was substituted with Ala.

Next, to determine whether the dependency of the individual aa residue relates to the
functional group in the side chain, a functionality scan was conducted, where the specific
contributions of the crucial aa side chains were determined by replacing the aas with an aa
of similar functionality.
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→ → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → →

Figure 4. Antibody reactivity to alanine- and functionality-substituted peptides. (a) Reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to alanine-
substituted peptides. (b) Reactivity of mAb 16 to alanine-substituted peptides. (c) Reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to functionality-
substituted peptides. (d) Reactivity of mAb 16 to functionality-substituted peptides.

Figure 4c illustrates the reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to functionality-substituted peptides.
As seen, Ab reactivity was reduced when Ser2 was substituted with Thr and when Trp4 was
substituted with Phe. Furthermore, Ab reactivity to the Lys8 was reduced by approximately
40% when substituted to Arg when compared with the positive control.

Figure 4d illustrates the reactivity of mAb 16 to functionality-substituted peptides.
As seen, Ab reactivity was significantly reduced when replacing the majority of the aas
compared to the control peptides. Only the substitution of Glu2 with Asp did not reduce
Ab binding, whereas the binding was reduced by 60–100% for the remaining residues
relative to the control.

Collectively, the characterized Abs have a high dependency on the majority of the aas
represented in the epitope.

3.5. Epitope Presentation in the Native Calreticulin Structure

Finally, the native structures of the identified epitopes were determined using a CRT
crystal structure covering aas 16–367, originally identified by Chouquet et al. [16].

As seen in Figure 5a, the native epitope of mAb FMC 75 (yellow) was found in a
flexible β-strand structure. The essential aas Thr, Ser, Arg, and Lys in the mAb FMC 75
epitope protruded in the crystal structure, whereas the Trp residue pointed into the core
structure of CRT (Figure 5b).

Unfortunately, the complete structure of CRT has not been crystallized, and hence only
the N-terminal region of the mAb 16 epitope (aa 263–373) could be identified. However, the
first five aas of the C-terminal epitope were identified to be located in an α-helix structure.
Moreover, as presented in Figure 5c, α-helical wheel representation of mAb 16 indicates
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that the complete epitope is found in an α-helix structure, where residue 2, 6, and 10 were
seen to be located on the same side of the potential α-helix.

(a)   (b)    (c)    (d)    

Figure 5. Visualization of the identified epitopes in the native structure of calreticulin. (a) Visualization of the mAb FMC
75 epitope. (b) Visualization of the essential amino acids in the mAb FMC 75 epitope (amino acids 34–). (c) Visualization
of the N-terminal region (363–367) of the mAb 16 epitope (362–373). (d) α-helical wheel representation of mAb 16. “Red”
represents aas which are critical for antibody binding. ”Yellow” represents aas semi-critical aas. “Green” represents
non-critical aas residues.

3.6. Reactivity of mAb FMC 75 to Oligomerized Calreticulin

As presented, the epitope of FMC 75 was located in the N-terminal; in contrast,
the epitope of mAb 16 was located in the C-terminal end, where potential fs mutations
occasionally may occur. To determine whether the epitope of mAb FMC 75 has therapeutic
potential, a Coomassie staining and a Western blot were conducted to examine whether
the epitope of mAb FMC 75 is assessable upon oligomerization, as the oligomeric structure
of CRT is essential for some of the protein’s functions.

As presented in Figure 6a, CRT formed oligomers upon heat treatment, which were
recognized by the mAb FMC 75 (Figure 6b), suggesting that the epitope of mAb FMC 75
could be a potential therapeutic target, as it is assessable in the oligomeric structure.

Figure 6. Native PAGE and Western blotting of wild-type calreticulin. (a) Coomassie staining of
oligomerized calreticulin. (b) Western blotting of mAb FMC 75 to oligomerized calreticulin. MW:
Molecular weight (KDa), lane 1: heat-treated human recombinant CRT (3 days at 42 ◦C, 57 ◦C 10 min),
lane 2: heat-treated human CRT purified from human placenta (57 ◦C 10 min) lane 3; heat-treated
human recombinant CRT (57 ◦C 10 min).

4. Discussion

This study describes the specific reactivity of mAb FMC 75 and mAb 16, which
both have contributed to elucidate the biological function of CRT, among others, through
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detection of CRT exposure in the course of immunogenic cell death and examination of
the biophysical interaction with other target molecules [33,34,38]. Moreover, FMC 75 has
contributed to studies describing tumor-associated CRT variants [36].

In this study, both Abs recognized the wt CRT in ELISA, and as shown in Western
blotting, the mAb FMC 75 recognized monomers as well as oligomers. These findings
indicate that the epitope of the mAb FMC 75 is accessible upon oligomerization, which is
critical for some CRT functions [19], and that the epitope of FMC 75 could be a potential
therapeutic target, e.g., in myeloproliferative diseases. In contrast, the epitope of mAb 16
was identified to be located in the C-terminal end, which is prone to mutations causing fs
in the C-terminus. Hence, the value of mAb 16 as a potential therapeutic is more limited.

The two peptide-specific CRT Abs recognized epitopes in the N- or C-terminal end of
wt CRT, thus, the CRT mAbs reacted to the synthetic peptides as well as the native Ags
(Figures 1 and 2), which is a crucial factor defining a well-functioning Ab [25–27]. Moreover,
these findings indicate that the epitopes of the CRT mAbs are located in surface-accessible
and flexible regions, which is typical for many Abs recognizing linear epitopes [40,42,43]
and which is confirmed by comparison with published CRT structures [16,17].

Using overlapping peptides covering the complete CRT sequence, it was possible to
identify the antigenic regions of mAb FMC 75 and mAb 16 (Figure 2), an approach which
often has been applied with success for Ab characterization [42–45], as screening for Ab
reactivity directly on the resin allows rapid identification [40–42].

Using N- and C-terminally truncated peptides, the essential terminal aas for both
epitopes were determined, corresponding to eight residues in the N-terminus for mAb FMC
75 (34–41, TSRWIESK) and 12 residues in the C-terminus for mAb 16, corresponding to aa
362–373 (DEEQRLKEEEED) (Figure 3). For both epitopes, the charged aas were essential
for binding. The two positively charged aas in the epitope of mAb FMC 75 (Arg and Lys)
could not be substituted with Ala without reducing Ab binding; however, it was possible
to substitute both with aas containing a positive charge and still obtain a significant level
of reactivity, indicating that the presence of a positively charged aa rather than the specific
aa was essential for Ab binding. Similar to mAb 16, charged aas appeared to prevail in the
interaction, as most of the aas found in the epitope of mAb 16 were positively or negatively
charged aas (Figure 4). Alanine substitution was only tolerated in positions 2 and 6 (Glu
and Leu). As the peptide is believed to be in α -helical conformation, this fits with residues
2, 6, and 10 being located on the same side of the α-helix as shown by an α-helical wheel.
However, when substituting Glu2 and Leu6 with aas of similar functionality (Gln and
Ile, respectively), Ab reactivity was still obtained. Collectively, these findings indicated
that Glu and Leu in positions 2 and 6, respectively, are not crucial for Ab binding and
presumably are located in the part of the α-helix contacting the rest of the molecule (i.e.,
away from the solvent). As presented in Figure 5c, the N-terminal region of the mAb 16
epitope was located in an α-helix structure. Although the complete epitope could not
be determined from the crystal structure, recent findings have proposed that the missing
region of the epitope is found in an α-helix structure as well [17,46,47]. Collectively, these
findings contribute to increased knowledge of the crystal structure of the C-terminal end of
CRT, as only the first 365 aas of CRT have been crystallized.

It remains to be determined whether all aas in the epitope are directly involved in the
Ab- Ag interaction, as the aas side chains protrude in different directions around the α-helix
structure. The most reasonable explanation is that some of the charged aas make direct
contact with the Ab, whereas the remaining aas function to stabilize the helix structure.

Whereas most of the aa residues of epitope 2 were essential for the Ab-Ag interaction,
the aas of epitope 1 (34–41, TSRWIESK) were more tolerant to substitutions. Besides the
dependency of the positively charged aas already mentioned, the epitope of mAb FMC 75
was found to depend on other factors for binding as well. Thus, Thr in position 1 appeared
to contribute a hydroxy group for the formation of a hydrogen bond, as Thr could not be
substituted with Ala but could be substituted with Ser. Similarly, Ser in position 2 could
not be substituted with either Thr or Ala, indicating that the side-chain of Ser in position
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2 is essential for Ab binding. Trp in position 4 could not be substituted with either Ala
or Phe, indicating that this aa is essential for binding as well. However, when comparing
the results to the crystal structure, it was found that the Trp residue points into the core
structure of CRT, suggesting that Trp does not make direct contact with mAb FMC 75
but functions to stabilize the epitope. The aas in positions 5–7 could be substituted with
Ala or aas with similar functionality, indicating that these aas contribute with backbone
conformation and stability or hydrogen bonds to the Ab-epitope interface. Collectively,
these findings indicate that charged aas and aas contributing with hydrogen bonds are
essential for Ab binding.

The versatile nature of the specific contribution of the individual aas in the Ab-epitope
interface is in accordance with the literature [40–45]. Several examples of characterized
Ab-Ag interactions illustrate that the contribution of the epitope is unique for the specific
complex [40–45]. Thus, some interactions appear to be backbone-dependent, some appear
to depend on charged and hydrophilic aas, as described in this study, and some depend on
hydrophobic aas for a stable interaction [40–45,48,49]. This clearly illustrates the versatile
nature of Abs and Ab-Ag interactions, which is in accordance with the findings described
in this study.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Overlapping CRT Peptides Covering the CRT Protein.

# Amino Acid Peptide

1 18–37 EPAVYFKEQFLDGDGWTSRW
2 28–47 LDGDGWTSRWIESKHKSDFG
3 38–57 IESKHKSDFGKFVLSSGKFY
4 48–67 KFVLSSGKFYGDEEKDKGLQ
5 58–77 GDEEKDKGLQTSQDARFYAL
6 68–87 TSQDARFYALSASFEPFSNK
7 78–97 SASFEPFSNKGQTLVVQFTV
8 88–107 GQTLVVQFTVKHEQNIDCGG
9 98–117 KHEQNIDCGGGYVKLFPNSL

10 108–127 GYVKLFPNSLDQTDMHGDSE
11 118–137 DQTDMHGDSEYNIMFGPDIC
12 128–147 YNIMFGPDICGPGTKKVHVI
13 138–157 GPGTKKVHVIFNYKGKNVLI
14 148–167 FNYKGKNVLINKDIRCKDDE
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Table A1. Cont.

# Amino Acid Peptide

15 158–177 NKDIRCKDDEFTHLYTLIVR
16 168–187 FTHLYTLIVRPDNTYEVKID
17 178–197 PDNTYEVKIDNSQVESGSLE
18 188–207 NSQVESGSLEDDWDFLPPKK
19 198–217 DDWDFLPPKKIKDPDASKPE
20 208–227 IKDPDASKPEDWDERAKIDD
21 218–237 DWDERAKIDDPTDSKPEDWD
22 228–247 PTDSKPEDWDKPEHIPDPDA
23 238–257 KPEHIPDPDAKKPEDWDEEM
24 248–267 KKPEDWDEEMDGEWEPPVIQ
25 258–277 DGEWEPPVIQNPEYKGEWKP
26 268–287 NPEYKGEWKPRQIDNPDYKG
27 278–297 RQIDNPDYKGTWIHPEIDNP
28 288–307 TWIHPEIDNPEYSPDPSIYA
29 298–317 EYSPDPSIYAYDNFGVLGLD
30 308–327 YDNFGVLGLDLWQVKSGTIF
31 318–337 LWQVKSGTIFDNFLITNDEA
32 328–347 DNFLITNDEAYAEEFGNETW
33 338–357 YAEEFGNETWGVTKAAEKQM
34 348–367 GVTKAAEKQMKDKQDEEQRL
35 358–377 KDKQDEEQRLKEEEEDKKRK
36 368–387 KEEEEDKKRKEEEEAEDKED
37 378–397 EEEEAEDKEDDEDKDEDEED
38 388–407 DEDKDEDEEDEEDKEEDEEE
39 398–417 EEDKEEDEEEDVPGQAKDEL
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Abstract: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an autoimmune disease affecting approximately 1–2% of the
world population. In addition to the first discovered serologic markers for RA, the rheumatoid factors
(RFs), anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) are even more specific for the disease compared
to RFs and are found in 70–80% of RA patient sera. RA etiopathogenesis still needs to be elucidated,
as different factors are proposed to be involved, such as Epstein–Barr virus infection. Hence, under-
standing the interaction between ACPAs and their citrullinated peptide targets is relevant for a better
knowledge of RA pathophysiology and for diagnostic purposes. In this study, a cohort of RA sera,
healthy control sera and multiple sclerosis sera were screened for reactivity to a variety of citrullinated
peptides originating from α-enolase, pro-filaggrin, proteoglycan and Epstein–Barr nuclear antigen-2
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. ACPA reactivity to citrullinated α-enolase peptides was
found to depend on peptide length and peptide conformation, favouring cyclic (disulfide bond)
conformations for long peptides and linear peptides for truncated ones. Additional investigations
about the optimal peptide conformation for ACPA detection, employing pro-filaggrin and EBNA-2
peptides, confirmed these findings, indicating a positive effect of cyclization of longer peptides of
approximately 20 amino acids. Moreover, screening of the citrullinated peptides confirmed that
ACPAs can be divided into two groups based on their reactivity. Approximately 90% of RA sera
recognize several peptide targets, being defined as cross-reactive or overlapping reactivities, and
whose reactivity to the citrullinated peptide is considered primarily to be backbone-dependent. In
contrast, approximately 10% recognize a single target and are defined as nonoverlapping, primarily
depending on the specific amino acid side-chains in the epitope for a stable interaction. Collectively,
this study contributed to characterize epitope composition and structure for optimal ACPA reactivity
and to obtain further knowledge about the cross-reactive nature of ACPAs.

Keywords: anti-citrullinated protein antibodies; citrullinated peptides; epitopes; rheumatoid arthritis

1. Introduction

RA is a systemic and chronic autoimmune disease with a worldwide prevalence of
approximately 5 per 1000 adults, affecting women two to three times more often than
men. RA disease onset may occur at any age; however, the peak incidence is in the sixth
decade [1–3]. RA is characterized by infiltration of monocytes, B cells and T cells in
the synovial membrane in joints and ultimately cartilage degradation and erosion of the
underlying bone [2]. In addition to joint damage, some systemic features are associated
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with RA, for instance pulmonary, cardiovascular, psychological, and skeletal disorders [4,5].
Hence, RA has increased morbidity and mortality rates when left untreated [1,6].

RA is diagnosed according to EULAR/ACR classification criteria revised in 2010
which, along with clinical disease manifestations, comprise serological biomarkers such
as anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPA) [7]. ACPAs are detected in 70–80% of
RA patients and in approximately 1–2% of the healthy population. Moreover, they have
been reported to be present up to 14 years before the manifestation of clinical symptoms,
making ACPAs good biomarkers for RA [8,9]. Ultimately, it has been reported that ACPA-
positive RA patients experience increased joint damage and low remission rates, indicating
that these individuals have more severe disease courses compared to ACPA-negative
RA patients [10]. The occurrence of ACPA-positive RA is related to genetic risk factors
that predispose for RA, for instance, protein tyrosine phosphatase nonreceptor type-22
(PTPN22) and MHC class II alleles [11–14].

ACPAs recognize the nonstandard amino acid citrulline, a nongenetically encoded
amino acid. Citrullination is the result of a post-translational modification, where the
positively charged guanidino group of Arg is substituted by the neutral ureido group.
Ultimately, this modification may lead to structural unfolding of the citrullinated pro-
tein [15,16]. Citrullination is catalyzed by Peptidyl Arginine Deiminase (PAD) enzymes,
which are calcium-dependent metalloenzymes [17].

ACPAs are typically detected with assays, which exploit enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA) methods and synthetic citrullinated peptides [18–22]. The first genera-
tion of assays was based on a synthetic linear citrullinated peptide derived from human
filaggrin [19]. In order to improve assay sensitivity, the linear peptide was replaced by a
cyclic version (Cyclic Citrullinated Peptide, CCP, containing a disulfide bond), as the cyclic
peptide yielded higher sensitivity and specificity compared to the linear version. This assay
is also referred to as CCP1 [20]. Screening of peptide libraries has led to the selection of
other antigens and generation of second and third generations of CCP assays [18]. While
the previously mentioned assays only detect IgG ACPAs, the CCP3.1 detects both IgG
and IgA isotypes. Despite this, the golden standard for ACPAs detection is the CCP2
assay [18,22].

In the commercial ACPA assays, different citrullinated peptides are employed, which
is in accordance with the cross-reactive nature of ACPAs. ACPAs are able to recognize
several citrullinated targets, preferably containing a Cit–Gly motif [19,21,23–27]. Besides
a critical Cit–Gly motif, charged amino acids in the C-terminal have been proposed to be
essential for a stable interaction between ACPAs and citrullinated peptide targets [23]. The
amino acids surrounding citrulline have been analyzed in several studies, which revealed
that substitutions in positions -x-x-Cit-Gly-x- do not influence antibody reactivity. This find-
ing demonstrates the crucial role of the Cit–Gly motif for a stable antibody–antigen interac-
tion, even though sometimes other amino acids besides Gly are also tolerated [23,24,26–28].
Examples of ACPA targets that have been reported are collagen, fibrinogen, α-enolase,
vimentin, pro-filaggrin, Epstein–Barr nuclear antigen (EBNA)-1, and EBNA-2 [21,22,25].

It has been proposed that ACPAs can be divided into two groups, based on their ability
to interact with citrullinated peptides [16,17], one group that appears to recognize a large
variety of citrullinated targets and another group that recognizes a very limited number of
citrullinated peptides [29]. The first group of ACPAs, also referred to as “overlapping” or
“cross-reactive” antibodies, is primarily backbone-dependent, whereas the second group,
also referred to as “nonoverlapping” or “epitope-specific”, depends on the specific amino
acid side-chains of the epitope to establish a stable antibody–antigen interaction [16].

On this basis, we analyzed the interactions between citrullinated targets and ACPAs in
order to obtain further knowledge about ACPAs, which is important for the improvement
of diagnostic tools, and to elucidate their role in the pathogenesis of RA. Citrullinated
α-enolase peptides were used as a point of origin to characterize epitope composition and
structure for optimal antibody reactivity and the overlapping and nonoverlapping ACPA
reactivities.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents

Alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated goat-anti-human IgG, streptavidin and AP sub-
strate tablets (para-nitrophenylphosphate (pNPP)) were from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA). Tris-Tween-NaCl (TTN, 0.3 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris, 0.01% Tween 20, pH 7.5), carbonate
buffer (0.05 M sodium carbonate, pH 9.6) and AP substrate buffer (1 M ethanolamine,
0.5 mM MgCl2, pH 9.8), were from Statens Serum Institut (Copenhagen, Denmark). Syn-
thetic peptides purchased were from Schäfer-N (Lyngby, Denmark) (Table 1) and were
generated on TentaGel resin using standard Fmoc-based solid-phase peptide synthesis.
The peptides were synthesized as peptide acids.

Table 1. Synthetic peptides tested for antibody reactivity. “B” represents biotin.

Origin Name Sequence

α-enolase C-10-Cit CFDS-Cit-GNPTC
L-10-Cit CFDS-Cit-GNPTC
C-12-Cit CIFDS-Cit-GNPTVC
L-12-Cit CIFDS-Cit-GNPTVC
C-14-Cit CEIFDS-Cit-GNPTVEC
L-14-Cit CEIFDS-Cit-GNPTVEC
C-19-Cit KIHARCEIFDS-Cit-GNPTVEC
L-19-Cit KIHARCEIFDS-Cit-GNPTVEC
L-19-Arg KIHARCEIFDSRGNPTVEC

Fibronectin Fibronectin L DHEGTHSTK-Cit-GHAKSRPVRD(K(B))
Proteoglycan Proteoglycan L B-PQASVPLRLT-Cit-GSRAPISRAQ

Pro-filaggrin Pro-filaggrin C HQCHQEST-Cit-
GRSRGRCGRSGS(K(B))

Pro-filaggrin L HQSHQEST-Cit-GRSRGRSGRSGS(K(B))

Epstein–Barr virus EBNA-2-L GQGRGRWRG-Cit-
GRSKGRGRMH(K(B))

Nuclear antigen 2 EBNA-2-C GQGRCGRWRG-Cit-
GRSKGRGCRMH(K(B))

2.2. Patient Material

RA serum samples (n = 28) and healthy donor (n = 28) serum samples (referred to
as healthy control (HC)) were provided by Statens Serum Institut Biobank (Copenhagen,
Denmark) (n = 28), which routinely analyzes patient sera for diagnostic purposes. The
samples were tested anonymously, therefore not requiring ethical consent.

Ten multiple sclerosis serum samples from the Multiple Sclerosis Clinic, Department
of Neurology, Rigshospitalet Glostrup (Glostrup, Denmark) were used as disease controls.
The samples were tested anonymously, therefore not requiring ethical consent.

2.3. Detection of Antibodies by Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay and Streptavidin-Capture
Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay

Microtiter plates were coated with 1 μg/mL free peptide in carbonate buffer and
incubated overnight at room temperature (RT) on a shaking table (ST). The wells were
rinsed with TTN for 3 × 1 min and blocked with TTN for 30 min. Sera were diluted (1:200)
in TTN, added to each well, and then incubated for 1 h (h) at RT on a ST. After washing
with TTN buffer, AP-conjugated goat-anti-human IgG diluted in TTN (1:1000) was added
to each well and incubated for 1h at RT on a ST. Finally, pNPP-containing AP substrate
buffer (1 mg/mL) was added to each well and AP activity was determined by measuring
the absorbance at 405 nm with background subtraction at 650 nm.

Alternatively, microtiter plates were precoated with 1 μg/mL streptavidin in carbonate
buffer and incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. Biotinylated peptides (diluted to 1 μg/mL in
carbonate buffer) were added to each well and incubated for 2h at RT on a ST. The following
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steps in the experiment were carried out as mentioned above. All samples were tested in
duplicates.

Based on preliminary screening, absorbances of all the results were normalized to a
positive RA control pool (n = 28) and a peptide-specific cutoff was introduced, tolerating
a nonspecific reactivity of 5% and an intra-assay variation of 15%. Readings above the
cutoff were regarded as positive, whereas samples below the cutoff were regarded as being
negative. Inter-assay variations below 15% were acceptable.

2.4. Statistics

Statistical analyses and plots were generated using GraphPad Prism 9.0 software. The
values obtained in the experiments were compared further by using Student’s t-test.

3. Results

3.1. Reactivity of Rheumatoid Arthritis Sera to α-Enolase Peptides

Various citrullinated protein targets have been identified in RA, such as α-enolase,
pro-filaggrin, proteoglycan, and fibronectin [30,31]. In order to further characterize the re-
activity of ACPA to citrullinated peptides, RA patient sera (n = 28), HC sera (n = 28) and MS
sera (n = 10) were tested for reactivity to a citrullinated α-enolase peptide (KIHARCEIFDS-
Cit-GNPTVEC) by ELISA.

As seen in Figure 1, elevated antibody reactivity was found to the citrullinated peptides
compared to the Arg-containing control peptide (p = 0.0073 for the cyclic and p = 0.0003
for the linear). No significant difference in antibody reactivity was found between the
cyclic and the linear α-enolase peptides (p = 0.2647). Approximately 40% of the RA sera
recognized the α-enolase peptides, and reacted significantly to the linear and the cyclic
peptide compared to the control peptide (p < 0.0001). None of HC sera or MS sera reacted
to the citrullinated α-enolase peptides, confirming that ACPA reactivity to the α-enolase
peptides was specific for RA.

Figure 1. Reactivity of rheumatoid arthritis (RA), healthy control (HC) and multiple sclerosis (MS)
sera to α-enolase peptides (KIHARCEIFDS-Cit-GNPTVEC) analysed by traditional ELISA. A linear
Arg-containing peptide (KIHARCEIFDS-R-GNPTVEC) was used as negative control. HC and MS
sera were used as controls. A.U. were defined as absorbances normalized relative to a positive RA
control pool. p values less than 0.001 are shown as ***.

3.2. Reactivity of Rheumatoid Arthritis Sera to Truncated Linear and Cyclic α-Enolase Peptides

Previous studies describing RA sera reactivity to citrullinated pro-filaggrin peptides
indicated that ACPA reactivity is dependent on peptide length and conformation [23]. To
determine whether this relates to α-enolase peptides as well, RA sera that were positive for
reactivity to α-enolase in the preliminary screening (n = 12) were tested for reactivity to
cyclic and linear truncated α-enolase peptides by ELISA.

As seen in Figure 2, RA sera recognized all of the linear peptides independent of their
length. Sensitivities of approximately 90% were found for all of the linear peptides. In
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contrast, specific ACPA reactivity was primarily found to the cyclic peptides C-19-Cit and
C-10-Cit, obtaining sensitivities of approximately 90% as well. These findings indicate that
the peptide conformation affects the antibody reactivity and that it is essential for peptide
presentation. Additionally, no specific reactivity was found when screening HC sera. These
findings are in accordance with the literature, describing that ACPA reactivity to 19-mer
linear and cyclic pro-filaggrin peptides yields similar reactivity, whereas ACPA reactivity
to the linear citrullinated peptides is favoured for smaller peptides (<12 amino acids), when
compared to the cyclic peptides [23].

Figure 2. Reactivity of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) sera and healthy control (HC) sera samples to
truncated linear and cyclic citrullinated α-enolase peptides analysed in ELISA. Peptides are plotted
from left to right with decreasing length. An Arg-containing peptide was used as control (KIHAR-
CEIFDSRGNPTVEC). (a) Reactivity of RA sera to linear peptides. (b) Reactivity of HC sera to linear
peptides. (c) Reactivity of RA sera to cyclic peptides. (d) Reactivity of HC sera to cyclic peptides.
A.U. were defined as absorbances normalized relative to a positive RA control pool.

3.3. Overlapping Reactivities of Anti-Citrullinated Protein Antibody Responses

As presented, approximately 40% of the RA sera reacted with the α-enolase peptides.
To determine whether the ACPA reactivities were specific for the α-enolase peptide, all
RA sera (n = 28) and HC sera (n = 28) were tested for reactivity to various citrullinated
peptides in ELISA. Peptides from pro-filaggrin, proteoglycan, fibronectin, and EBNA-2
were tested for antibody reactivity.

As shown in Figure 3, significant RA antibody reactivity was found to the citrullinated
pro-filaggrin (p = 0.0119), proteoglycan (p = 0.0004), fibronectin (p = 0.0459) and EBNA-2
(p < 0.0001) peptides compared to the HC. The proteoglycan and EBNA-2 peptides obtained
the highest sensitivities of 50% and 68%, respectively. One HC serum showed low reactivity
to EBNA-2 L (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. Reactivity of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) RA and healthy control (HC) sera to a selected
peptide panel. (a) Screening of RA samples (n = 28) to citrullinated peptides from pro-filaggrin,
proteoglycan, fibronectin and EBNA-2. An Arg-containing pro-filaggrin peptide was used as control.
(b) Screening of HC sera (n = 28) to citrullinated peptides from pro-filaggrin, proteoglycan, fibronectin
and EBNA2. An Arg-containing pro-filaggrin peptide was used as control. A.U. were defined as
absorbances normalized relative to a positive RA control pool.

Thorough analysis of the reactivities of the RA sera showed that approximately 14%
of the RA sera samples recognized all 4 peptides, whereas 18% reacted to 3 peptides. Note
that approximately 54% of the samples recognized 1 or 2 peptides, whereas 14% of the RA
cohort did not show reactivity to any of the peptides (Table 2, first column).

Table 2. Reactivities of the RA cohort to citrullinated peptides originating from pro-filaggrin, proteo-
glycan, fibronectin and EBNA-2.

Total RA Cohort
α-Enolase Positive

RA Cohort
α-Enolase Negative

RA Cohort

n 28 12 16

4 reactive peptides 4 (14.3%) 2 (16.7%) 2 (12.5%)
3 reactive peptides 5 (17.9%) 4 (33.3%) 1 (6.3%)
2 reactive peptides 6 (21.4%) 3 (25.0%) 3 (18.8%)
1 reactive peptide 9 (32.1%) 2 (16.7%) 7 (43.8%)
0 reactive peptides 4 (14.3%) 1 (8.3%) 3 (18.8%)

Of the 9 RA sera that only reacted with 1 peptide (Table 2, first column), 22% reacted
with the proteoglycan peptide (n = 2), 22% with the fibronectin peptide (n = 2) and 56%
(n = 5) with EBNA-2 peptide.

When dividing the complete RA cohort into α-enolase-positive and -negative sera, it
was observed that the RA samples in the α-enolase-positive cohort were prone to have
a higher degree of overlapping antibody reactivities compared to the α-enolase-negative
cohort. For instance, 50% of the RA sera in the α-enolase-positive cohort recognized 3
or 4 peptides compared to 19% in the α-enolase-negative cohort. Similarly, 42% of the
α-enolase-positive cohort recognized 1 or 2 peptides compared to 63% for the α-enolase-
negative cohort.

When examining the reactivity of the 3 cohorts (complete cohort, α-enolase-positive
cohort, α-enolase-negative cohort) to the three most reactive peptides, pro-filaggrin, proteo-
glycan, and EBNA-2 L, similar results were obtained. As presented in Figure 4, significant
overlapping reactivities were found between the 3 cohorts.
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Figure 4. Venn diagram illustrating overlapping anti-citrullinated protein antibody reactivities to EBNA-2, pro-filaggrin
and proteoglycan. (a) Reactivities of the complete rheumatoid arthritis (RA) cohort to the selected peptides (n = 28). (b)
Reactivities of α-enolase-positive RA serum samples (n = 12). (c) Reactivities of α-enolase-negative RA serum samples
(n = 16).

Sera that only reacted to one peptide primarily recognized EBNA-2, as described
earlier. Moreover, the most significant overlap in antibody reactivity was found between
EBNA-2 and proteoglycan (Figure 4a,b), which is in accordance with the fact that these
peptides obtained the highest sensitivities, as presented in Figure 3.

3.4. Reactivity of RA Sera to Linear and Cyclic Peptide Versions. Is the Effect of Cyclization on
Antibody Sensitivity General?

Previous findings indicated that the cyclic version of the α-enolase peptide had a
higher sensitivity, although not statistically significant when compared to the linear peptide.
To determine whether this effect is general or peptide-specific, RA reactivity to linear and
cyclic citrullinated pro-filaggrin and EBNA-2 peptides were tested in ELISA.

Figure 5 illustrates the reactivity of RA and HC sera to the linear and cyclic Pro-
filaggrin and EBNA-2 peptide. ACPA reactivity to the citrullinated peptides was signifi-
cantly elevated compared to the HCs (p = 0.0044 for EBNA-2 L, p < 0.0001 for EBNA-2 C,
p = 0.0028 for pro-filaggrin L, p < 0.0001 for pro-filaggrin C).
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Figure 5. Reactivity of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) samples and healthy control (HC) samples to pro-filaggrin (25 RA and
25 HC samples) and EBNA-2 (28 RA and 28 HC samples) peptides in their linear and cyclic conformation. (a) Reactivity
of RA and HC sera to citrullinated cyclic and linear EBNA-2 peptides. (b) Reactivity of RA and HC sera to citrullinated
cyclic and linear pro-filaggrin peptides. A.U. were defined as absorbances normalized relative to a positive RA control pool.
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.

Moreover, cyclization was observed to increase assay sensitivity, as the cyclic EBNA-
2 and pro-filaggrin peptides had higher sensitivitities compared to the linear peptides
(p = 0.0331), 67% and 44% of the RA sera reacted to the cyclic and linear EBNA-2 peptide,
respectively, whereas 68% and 44% of the RA sera reacted to the cyclic and linear pro-
filaggrin peptides, respectively. No statistically significant difference in antibody reactivity
to the linear and cyclic pro-filaggrin peptides was found, although the antibody reactivity
to the cyclic version was elevated (Figure 5b).

Collectively, these findings indicate that peptide conformation and peptide length
affect antibody reactivity.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we analysed the reactivity of peptide-specific ACPAs to citrulli-
nated epitopes and confirmed that factors such as peptide length and conformation notably
influence antigen presentation.

The sensitivity of the full-length α-enolase peptide was determined to be approxi-
mately 44%, which is supported by earlier findings described in the literature [32]. ACPA
reactivity to α-enolase was originally described by Lundberg et al., who showed that a
cyclic peptide obtained the highest antibody reactivity among the human α-enolase and
Porphyromonas gingivalis enolase peptides tested [32]. Similarly, no reactivity was found
to the Arg-containing control peptide, confirming that the ACPAs are citrulline-specific
(Figure 1). In addition to this, MS samples were tested for reactivity to the linear α-enolase
peptide, as it has been described that citrullinated protein levels are elevated in MS [33],
however, no reactivity was observed, confirming that ACPA reactivity is specific for RA.

The above mentioned experiments using α-enolase peptides were conducted in the
absence of reducing agents, thus the linear peptides may in theory be able to cyclize during
coating; however, as the effect of cyclization for α-enolase peptides was the same for
pro-filaggrin and EBNA-2 peptides, where no cysteines were found in the linear peptides,
we have reason to believe that the α-enolase peptides were found in a linear form during
coating [23].

Screening of the truncated α-enolase peptides showed that all of the linear peptides
(L-19-Cit, L-14-Cit, L-12-Cit and L-10-Cit) were roughly recognized to the same extent by
the RA cohort, indicating that the length of the linear peptides is less important compared
to the cyclic peptides. These findings confirm that the Cit–Gly motif in combination with
a peptide backbone of approximately 10 amino acids, perhaps even shorter, is sufficient
for antibody binding, as previously proposed [23]. In terms of reactivity, L-14-Cit, which
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is the second-longest peptide, showed the highest reactivity. In a study conducted using
pro-filaggrin peptides, it was found that a linear 21-mer peptide and a linear 14-mer
peptide were significantly recognized by ACPAs. Moreover, the 14-mer peptide obtained
the highest sensitivity, which conforms to this study, favouring peptides of approximately
10–14 amino acids [27]. This effect may relate to the peptide structure. Even though a small
number of amino acids are flanking the Cit–Gly motif in the shorter peptides, the peptides
are still able to fold and thus acquire a specific conformation that appears to bind to ACPAs
more efficiently. The exact reason remains to be determined.

Increased sensitivities were obtained for the longest (C-19-Cit) and the shortest (C-10-
Cit) cyclic α-enolase peptides compared to the C-14-Cit and C-12-Cit peptides, indicating
that peptide length and conformation are crucial for peptides containing 12–19 amino acids.
These findings are supported by the literature, where it has been reported that the reduced
number of amino acids in the cyclic structure may constrain the peptide in a more locked
conformation, reducing the flexibility of the peptides and hence negatively influencing the
ACPA reactivity [16]. The fact that the smaller peptide (C-10-Cit) was as sensitive as the
longest peptide (C-19-Cit), and thus more sensitive than the mid-length peptides (C-12-Cit
and C-14-Cit), is intriguing. This interesting reactivity pattern to truncated cyclic peptides
could be further investigated by performing crystallography studies of the ACPA binding
groove. Ultimately, these findings regarding truncated peptides (both linear and cyclic)
confirm that peptide length and conformation are essential for antibody reactivity.

Concerning the aspect of cyclization, it has been reported that peptide cyclization has a
positive effect upon antibody reactivity [14]. Our studies of pro-filaggrin and EBNA-2 cyclic
and linear peptides revealed an evident increase in the antibody reactivity to the cyclic
peptides compared to the linear peptides. These results are consistent with the longest
α-enolase peptides (L-19-Cit and C-19-Cit). Nevertheless, for the α-enolase peptides, the
reactivity to linear peptides did not depend on peptide length, whereas ACPA reactivity to
cyclic peptides was length-dependent. This effect is in direct contrast to earlier findings
using cyclic and linear pro-filaggrin peptides, where ACPA reactivity to both the linear and
the cyclic peptides appeared to be length-dependent [27]. This may in theory be ascribed
to the peptides used, as the pro-filaggrin and EBNA-2 peptides were biotinylated, whereas
the α-enolase peptides had free terminals, hence the absence of biotin may have influenced
the peptide coating. Thus, further analyses are necessary to confirm these results.

When focusing on the peptide sequence, a high degree of homology is found between
pro-filaggrin and EBNA-2 in the C-terminal region, where positively charged and small
amino acids are present (Table 1). The high degree of sequence homology may explain the
similar sensitivities that the peptides yielded, suggesting that peptide sequence influences
antibody reactivity. However, the Proteoglycan Cit peptide sequence does not have ho-
mology in the C-terminal end to pro-filaggrin and EBNA-2 and still yields a sensitivity of
approximately 50%. Since several sequence patterns along with a Cit–Gly motif can be
found among the peptides tested, these observations led to the hypothesis that a struc-
tural homology could be shared by the citrullinated peptides recognized by ACPAs. This
remains to be elaborated.

Screening of the RA and the HC cohorts on a peptide panel, including four citrullinated
peptides from pro-filaggrin, proteoglycan, fibronectin and EBNA-2, revealed a significantly
different reactivity between RA and HC samples (Figure 3). The citrullinated peptides
obtained the following sensitivities: Pro-filaggrin 32%, Fibronectin 36%, Proteoglycan 50%
and EBNA-2 68%. In addition, more than 50% of the RA samples reacted with more than
one peptide of the panel, confirming the ability of ACPAs to bind to several citrullinated
targets. Further investigation analysing the overlapping reactivities of the RA sera within
the peptide panel (Figure 3) showed that approximately 32% reacted with 3 or 4 peptides,
21% with 2 peptides, 14% did not react at all and, lastly, 32% of the cohort only showed
reactivity to one peptide, which in 56% of the cases was the EBNA-2 peptide, suggesting
the presence of EBNA-2-specific ACPAs. The fact that most of the RA samples interacted
with more than one peptide supports the theory of the overlapping reactivity of ACPAs,
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highlighting the central role of the Cit–Gly motif together with the surrounding amino
acids for antigen–antibody binding.

The previous findings led us to compare the ACPA reactivities between the peptide
panel and the α-enolase peptides, dividing them into α-enolase-positive and -negative ones.
As shown in Table 2, within the α-enolase-positive cohort (n = 12), all the RA sera reacted
with EBNA-2 peptide and no monospecific reactivity was detected to pro-filaggrin and pro-
teoglycan peptides. One RA sample of the α-enolase-positive cohort only showed reactivity
to the α-enolase peptide and not to the whole peptide panel, indicating that it was specific
for the side-chains of the α-enolase epitope rather than the actual backbone in combination
with a central Cit–Gly motif. In the α-enolase-negative cohort, more monospecific reactivi-
ties were observed. These findings are in accordance with the literature, which reports that
approximately 15% of the RA sera are monospecific [30]. Additionally, although a small
part of the RA sera reacted with only one citrullinated peptide, these results confirm the
theory of overlapping and nonoverlapping ACPA reactivities. Here, the α-enolase-positive
cohort was regarded to have overlapping ACPAs, which are considered as backbone-
dependent, whereas the α-enolase-negative cohort was accounted to the nonoverlapping
group of ACPAs, which depend on the flanking amino acid side-chains to establish a
stable antigen–antibody interaction [16]. Collectively, the RA sera that were positive for
α-enolase turned out to be more overlapping within the peptide panel compared to the
α-enolase-negative cohort.

5. Conclusions

RA is an autoimmune disease that affects many people and reduces their quality of
life. Thus, early diagnosis of the disease is fundamental to undertake therapy as soon
as possible and to prevent disease progression. One of the most important diagnostic
criteria is the detection of autoantibodies directed to a variety of citrullinated antigens in
the serum of the patient. The origin of these autoantibodies is still unknown, and thus,
gaining knowledge about the epitopes that ACPAs are able to recognize is important in the
development of more sensitive and more specific diagnostic tools and to obtain a better
understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms. For these purposes and to elucidate
the etiology of RA, interactions between ACPAs and potential candidate (auto)antigens
were analysed.

Regarding the experiments to further investigate the structure and composition of
ACPAs, these results confirm their cross-reactive nature. The analysed RA sera showed a
different reactivity pattern to the citrullinated peptide panel in relation to the α-enolase-
positive and -negative cohorts. This result indicates that ACPAs can be divided into two
categories based on their ability to bind to a wider or a more limited number of citrulli-
nated targets, which, respectively, reflects the peptide backbone and peptide side-chains
dependencies. Especially, the ability of ACPAs to react with various citrullinated targets
can be explained by a similar structure of citrullinated epitopes. Early studies showed that
positively charged and small amino acids in the C-terminal end relative to citrulline yield
high sensitivities. However, not all the peptides tested in this study have these features
but can still interact with ACPAs (Table 1). Therefore, a structural homology, rather than
sequence homology, should be important for ACPA recognition of the citrullinated targets,
and this would, in addition, support the theory that the overlapping group of ACPAs is
backbone-dependent. To obtain a better knowledge of the structure and to find a pattern
that brings together all the citrullinated targets that interact with ACPAs, circular dichroism
analyses could be performed.

Within the peptides tested on the RA cohort, the epitope originating from α-enolase, a
known autoantigen in RA, was confirmed to have a lower sensitivity compared to available
commercial assays and other citrullinated peptides, such as the EBNA-2 peptide, which
was confirmed to be a highly sensitive substrate, even though contribution of EBV infection
to RA onset still needs to be clarified.

Collectively, this study contributes to the understanding of the nature of ACPAs.
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Abstract: Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have demonstrated tremendous effects on the treatment
of various disease indications and remain the fastest growing class of therapeutics. Production
of recombinant antibodies is performed using mammalian expression systems to facilitate native
antibody folding and post-translational modifications. Generally, mAb expression systems utilize
co-transfection of heavy chain (hc) and light chain (lc) genes encoded on separate plasmids. In this
study, we examine the production of two FDA-approved antibodies using a bidirectional (BiDi)
vector encoding both hc and lc with mirrored promoter and enhancer elements on a single plasmid,
by analysing the individual hc and lc mRNA expression levels and subsequent quantification of
fully-folded IgGs on the protein level. From the assessment of different promoter combinations,
we have developed a generic expression vector comprised of mirrored enhanced CMV (eCMV)
promoters showing comparable mAb yields to a two-plasmid reference. This study paves the way to
facilitate small-scale mAb production by transient cell transfection with a single vector in a cost- and
time-efficient manner.

Keywords: monoclonal antibodies; promoters; bidirectional; antibody production; upstream processing

1. Introduction

With the growing interest in monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) for therapeutic applica-
tions, advances in antibody production have improved drastically over the last decades.
Due to the more complex structure of antibodies, their production requires host cells capa-
ble of natively folding and modifying the mAb. Modifications include post-translational
glycosylation, which is, among other functional properties, critical to reduce their immuno-
genicity [1]. For this purpose, mammalian cells fulfil the requirements as appropriate hosts
for antibody production [2,3]. Advances in transfection protocols and cell engineering
have boosted the use of suspension cell lines with the ability to grow at high densities, and
increased production yields [4,5]. Further within the drug discovery and development
process, stable cell lines are generated for the most promising candidate(s), while transient
transfection is performed at earlier stages to yield research quantities of mAbs, sufficient
for characterization of lead candidates. The accessibility of commercially available transfec-
tion reagents with high efficiencies and the use of disposable materials makes transient
expression an efficient and cost-effective strategy during early drug discovery [6]. Human
Embryonic Kidney 293 (HEK293) and Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells are commonly
used for transient antibody expression, due to their high expression yields and human-like
glycosylation patterns [1,7,8].
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The basis of successful antibody production is the correct folding of individual chains,
followed by their accurate assembly, resulting in functional heterotetrameric glycoproteins.
Misfolded or partially folded antibodies are degraded by the host cell’s intrinsic quality
control system, resulting in low production yields. Furthermore, antibodies with undesired
folding are not able to effectively engage their target antigen or to mediate effector functions,
have unfavourable pharmacokinetics, and tend to aggregate. Besides these biological
limitations, purification of antibody products contaminated with aggregated or misfolded
mAbs is a major hindrance in the downstream processing of therapeutic molecules and is
currently the topic of numerous studies [9–12].

Antibody folding starts upon co-translational translocation into the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) [13]. Following the homodimerization of the two heavy chains (HC), the
light chains (LC) are associated and covalently linked via disulphide bonds [14]. The
glycosylation at Asn297 is linked to the CH2 backbone in a co-translational manner [15].
During translation, chaperones are involved to ensure the correct folding of the individual
domains, as well as the final assembly of the tetrameric mAb [16].

At present, the largest part of transient production of mAbs is carried out using
a two-plasmid system, also known as co-transfection, for the expression of lc and hc,
with each gene driven by its own promoter and transcribed separately [17,18]. These are
carried out, for the most part, with an equimolar ratio of heavy chain and light chain
genes. Nonetheless, contradictory results have been reported using Expi293-F cells. While
some publications report that an equimolar gene ratio results in the highest yield of fully
assembled IgGs [8], others have described optimal expression with a 1:2 ratio of heavy and
light chain genes, respectively [19].

A large drawback of the two-plasmid system is the moderate control over the relative
expression of lc and hc, with fluctuating cell-to-cell transfection efficiencies [17]. On the
other hand, a bidirectional (BiDi) vector with a dual-promoter can ensure the introduction
of both hc and lc genes into each cell in equal amounts. However, for some applications it
could be beneficial to have a stronger expression of one chain over the other. By choosing
two suitable promoters controlling the transcription of hc and lc, different ratios can be
achieved [20]. While diverse approaches have been developed throughout the years to
advance and facilitate recombinant antibody production, the design of expression vectors
plays a large role for optimization of expression yields. Recently, Bayat and colleagues
(2018) compared the use of three different vector design strategies for the expression of
IgG1 antibodies in CHO cells, namely using the conventional two-vector approach with hc
and lc encoded separately, a bicistronic vector based on internal ribosome entry sites (IRES),
and a dual-promoter single vector approach. All vectors were under the control of a human
cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. Expression analysis revealed that the dual-promoter
vector system resulted in the highest mAb yield [21].

Andersen and co-workers have previously shown the ability of the CMV enhancer to
control two core CMV promoters simultaneously, resulting in efficient antibody expres-
sion [22]. With this basis, we sought to investigate different promoters in a bidirectional
format to facilitate transient transfection, avoiding co-transfections. We also sought to
simplify hc and lc gene cloning by establishing a one-step Golden Gate cloning procedure
that relies on the simultaneous plasmid incorporation of hc and lc genes together with
the bidirectional promoter sequence. By analysing hc and lc gene expression, as well as
through subsequent quantification of fully-folded IgGs, promoter and enhancer element
combinations were compared. Here, we show the use of a dual-promoter, single plasmid
approach using divergent promoters for the transient expression of two FDA-approved
antibodies, Durvalumab and Avelumab, using both Expi293-F and ExpiCHO-S cell systems.
This work lays the foundation to facilitate small-scale mAb production in drug discovery
programs in a more efficient manner.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plasmids & Cloning of Constructs

To allow the individual exchange of different variable domains, the utilization of κ
and λ isotypes, as well as the usage of different BiDi promoter combinations, the backbone
of the mammalian destination (MD) vector was built in a cassette-like manner. For vector
amplification in E. coli, a chloramphenicol resistance was utilized, adjacent to the colE1 and
the f1 origins. A stuffer sequence, flanked by Esp3I restriction sites, was downstream of
an inverse-orientated SV40 polyA sequence that was intended to be a terminator signal
for the light chain cassette. Upstream of the stuffer sequence, a partial hinge followed by
the CH2 and CH3 domains of a human IgG1 were encoded. Again, a SV40 polyA signal
sequence served as a terminator signal (Figure 1A). The plasmid was de novo designed in
silico and ordered at GeneArt (Regensburg, Germany).

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of BiDi promoter system for antibody production. (A) The MD vector was designed to
exhibit a 200-bp stuffer, flanked by Esp3I restriction sites (Esp3I sites A and B), adjacent to a SV40 polyA signal sequence and
the regions encoding for hinge-CH2-CH3, terminated by a SV40 polyA signal sequence. (B) VL-CL and VH-CH1 amplicons
can be inserted into MD by Golden Gate cloning utilizing Esp3I restriction sites (Esp3I sites A and B). The BiDi promoter can
be chosen individually and is flanked by BbsI sites (BbsI sites A–D), compatible with the VL and VH sequences. (C) Golden
Gate assembly results in a fully functional and re-circularized vector, with the light chain under the control of promoter I
and the heavy chain under the control of promoter II. (D) Schematic representation of the resulting heterotetrameric IgG1
antibody using the same colour code as for the genetic elements.

The selected promoter sequences were either ordered as gene strings at Twist Bio-
science (EF-1α, minCMV-enh-CMV (GenBank: MK764037) or PCR-amplified from the pTT5
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CMV promoter cassette between bases 42–1185 (hereinafter referred to as eCMV) [23]. To
allow for the correct orientation of the promoter sequences, individual primers were used
to introduce the respective BbsI Golden Gate cloning (GGC) signature overhangs. Genes
for VH-CH1 and VL-CL of Durvalumab (Imfinzi, κ light chain) and Avelumab (Bavencio, λ
light chain) were also ordered as gene strings, already bearing suitable signature sequences
for Esp3I and BbsI as well as their respective leader sequences. The 200-bp stuffer used
between individual promoters consists of the non-functional 3′ coding region of the amp
resistance gene for beta-lactamase, followed by ~40 bp of non-coding DNA. Assembly of
the MD expression constructs was conducted with 75 ng destination vector and equimolar
amounts of the respective fragments, 20 U BbsI-HF, 10 U Esp3I, and 200 U T4-DNA ligase
(NEB, Frankfurt, Germany) for 30 cycles (1 min; 16 ◦C; 37 ◦C). For the reference constructs,
VH and VL genes were amplified incorporating SapI restriction sites and then inserted
into a pTT5-derived vector utilizing CH1-CH2-CH3 or κ/λ entry vectors using GGC as
described before [24,25]. PCR reactions were performed utilizing Q5 polymerase (NEB)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol and purified using the Wizard SV Gel and PCR
Clean-up System (Promega, Walldorf, Germany). All primers can be found in Table S1.
The DNA sequence for the 2xeCMV BiDi construct can be found in Sequence S1 in the
Supplementary Information.

E. coli XL1-blue were transformed utilizing the Golden Gate reaction mixtures and
cultivated on chloramphenicol or ampicillin DYT agar plates for MD or pTT5 constructs, re-
spectively. Resulting colonies were sequenced at MicroSynth SeqLab (Göttingen, Germany),
and positive clones were utilized to inoculate 50 mL overnight cultures. Plasmid DNA for
transient transfection was isolated using the PureYield Plasmid Midiprep System (Promega,
Walldorf, Germany).

2.2. Cell Lines

Expi293-F and ExpiCHO-S cells were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Cells
were incubated at 37 ◦C, 8% CO2, 110 rpm, and sub-passaged every 3–4 days in their
respective expression media, as described in the manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Schwerte, Germany). Cell count and viability were measured using an auto-
mated cell counter (Bio-Rad TC-20) based on trypan blue staining. Cell densities were
maintained between 0.3–4 × 106 cells/mL and 0.2–6 × 106 cells/mL for Expi293-F and
ExpiCHO-S, respectively.

2.3. 24-Well Transfection

For gene expression and protein quantification, small-scale transfections using Axygen
24-well deep-well plates (Corning, New York, NY, USA) were performed. One day prior to
transfection, cells were seeded into wells at a final cell density of 1.8 × 106 or 3 × 106 viable
cells/mL in 2.5 mL expression medium for Expi293-F or ExpiCHO-S, respectively, and
incubated under shaking conditions in a humified atmosphere at 37 ◦C, 8% CO2, 225 rpm.
The following day, the cell density was adjusted to 3 × 106 or 6 × 106 viable cells/mL in
2.5 mL expression medium for Expi293-F or ExpiCHO-S, respectively. DNA:Expifectamine
complexes were incubated at room temperature with either 3 μg BiDi plasmid or 2 μg heavy
and 2 μg light chain plasmid for co-transfections (two-plasmid reference) for 20 or 1 min
for Expi293-F or ExpiCHO-S, respectively, before adding dropwise to the cells. Feeding
procedures were carried out according to manufacturer’s instructions. For gene expression
analysis, cells were harvested 3 days post-transfection, while protein quantification was
carried out 6 days post-transfection.

2.4. RNA Isolation

Three days post-transfection, Expi293-F or ExpiCHO-S cells were harvested by cen-
trifugation and cell pellets were processed through a QIAshredder column (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany). Total RNA extraction was carried out using RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA concentration was determined spectro-
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scopically using a NanoDrop One (Thermo Fisher), ensuring pure RNA was isolated with
a A260/280 ratio of 2.0.

2.5. Gene Expression Analysis by Reverse Transcription Quantitative Polymerase Chain
Reaction (RT-qPCR)

Expression levels of heavy and light chain (both κ and λ) were analysed using 100 ng
RNA per well in Hard-Shell® 96-well PCR plates (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) and iTaq
Universal SYBR Green One-step Kit (Bio-Rad) with designed SYBR Green primers (Sigma
Aldrich, Munich, Germany) using a CFX96 qPCR instrument (Bio-Rad). Relative expression
levels were analysed using the integrated software from Bio-Rad (CFX Manager, Hercules,
CA, USA) and normalized to housekeeping genes GAPDH and RPLP0 (IDT, Coralville, IA,
USA). The primers used can be found in Table S2.

2.6. Protein Purification

To purify the antibodies from small-scale transfections, cells were harvested by cen-
trifugation and cell culture supernatants were purified using Protein A HP SpinTrap
columns (Cytiva, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany) following the manufacturer’s protocol.
Antibodies were eluted in 0.1 M glycine-HCl, pH 2.7. Protein concentration was deter-
mined using a NanoDrop One (Thermo Fisher) using the corresponding molecular weights
and extinction coefficients.

2.7. Protein Quantification and Affinity Determination Using Biolayer Interferometry (BLI)

Six days post-transfection, cells were harvested by centrifugation and the cell cul-
ture supernatants were sterile-filtered (0.45 μm). BLI experiments were performed on an
Octet Red96 (FortéBio, Fremont, CA, USA). Using Protein A biosensors (Sartorius, Göttin-
gen, Germany) for quantification, mAb concentration was measured from the cell culture
supernatants. An in-house produced mAb was used as a standard within the range of
3.13–400 μg/mL.

For affinity determination, anti-human Fab-CH1 2nd generation (FAB2G) biosensors
(Sartorius) were used. Purified antibodies were loaded onto the tips at 10 μg/mL until a
layer thickness of 1 nm was reached. Association was measured using a serial dilution
of His-PD-L1-TwinStrep (produced in-house). Kinetics were determined using Savitzky-
Golay filtering and a 1:1 Langmuir binding model.

3. Results

To produce full-length antibodies in a bidirectional manner, we first designed the
respective vector in silico. This vector encoded the fragment crystallizable (Fc) region of an
IgG1, which is the most common isotype found in therapeutic antibodies [26]. In order to
allow the flexible use for a variety of binders, the fragment antigen binding (Fab), which
can be of the κ or λ isotype, was not encoded on the plasmid. Instead, a stuffer sequence,
flanked by Esp3I sites was incorporated (Figure 1A).

As a reference antibody to establish different promoter combinations, the Fab of
Durvalumab, an FDA-approved anti-PD-L1 antibody of the κ type, was chosen [27]. PCR
amplicons of VH-CH1 and VL-CL were generated introducing Esp3I and BbsI restriction
sites. By utilization of a BiDi promoter system, flanked by BbsI sites, a Golden Gate reaction
resulted in a re-circularized vector (Figure 1B,C). In this process, the stuffer that was
included in the parental MD vector was replaced by a CL-VL-PromoterI-Stuffer-PromoterII-
VH-CH1 sequence. Owing to this cloning strategy, a straightforward exchange of different
Fabs and different BiDi promoters is feasible. The resulting vector exhibited the functional
ORFs for the heavy and the light chains, resulting in the production of full-length antibodies
(Figure 1D).
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3.1. Cloning Promoter Combinations

Based on the findings from Andersen et al. [22] that a single enhancer adjacent to a
bidirectional CMV promoter allows for efficient antibody production using a single expres-
sion plasmid, six different bidirectional promoter complexes were generated comprising
not only the minCMV-CMV cassette, but also combinations of other strong promoters
including their individual enhancer elements, such as the CMV with its major immediate
early enhancer (MIE), the optimized CMV cassette from pTT5 (denoted as eCMV in this
study), and the human translation elongation factor 1 alpha (EF-1α) promoter, that were
selected based on their capability to produce fully-folded IgG molecules.

The MIE-CMV promoter, being one of the most commonly used in mammalian expres-
sion vectors, is designated as a strong driver for recombinant protein expression [28,29].
As shown before by Andersen and colleagues [22], the MIE enhancer is also capable of
facilitating elevated expression levels in the divergently oriented minCMV promoter, al-
though to a lesser extent. This was based on the presumption that the formation of the
large transcription complex might be sterically hindered. As a reference, we selected a
similar bidirectional promoter setup lacking the unique sequence upstream of the enhancer.
Additionally, we went for a mirror-symmetric approach comprised of two individual CMV
promoters, each having adjacent MIE enhancers that were separated by a 200-bp-stuffer.
The eCMV cassette comprises—besides the MIE enhancer and core promoter—several
additional regulatory elements that have been described to increase expression levels.
These elements include the non-coding adenoviral tripartite leader sequence (TPL), the ade-
novirus major late promoter enhancer (MLP enh.), as well as distinct splicing sites allowing
for prolonged mRNA stability [30,31]. Furthermore, we also utilized the strong human
translation elongation factor 1 alpha promoter (EF-1α) that has proven to be advantageous
over the CMV promoter in some cell types and in the expression of distinct proteins of
interests [32,33].

Based on the modular setup of our MD vector and utilization of GGC, we generated
different combinations of the aforementioned promoters to analyse for highest full-length
antibody expression levels and product yield of Durvalumab. A schematic overview of the
BiDi combinations is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Overview of the different bidirectional combinations tested. The 200-bp stuffer sequence
is marked in red for each construct. Abbreviations: minimal CMV (minCMV), cytomegalovirus
promoter (CMV), enhanced CMV (eCMV), major immediate early enhancer (MIE), human translation
elongation factor 1 alpha (EF-1α), adenoviral tripartite leader sequence (TPL CDS), adenovirus major
late promoter enhancer (MLP enh.), splicing donor site (SD), splicing acceptor site (SA), light chain
(LC), heavy chain (HC).
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3.2. Gene Expression Analysis in Mammalian Cells

Transient transfections of all six promoter combinations were performed in 24-well
plates using Expi293-F cells, an established cell line for transient antibody production.
Three days post-transfection, cells were harvested, and RNA was isolated. Relative gene
expression of hc and lc mRNA levels was measured by RT-qPCR (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Gene expression analysis of heavy and light chain genes after transient transfection of Durvalumab in Expi293-F
cells. (A) Bar chart representing heavy (dark blue) and light (light blue) chain mRNA expression in the different constructs.
Values are relative to the CMV-minCMV construct and normalised to housekeeping genes GAPDH and RPLP0. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean of technical triplicates. (B) Heat map representation of gene expression analysis.
The relative normalised gene expression for light and heavy chain mRNA is shown on the right.

The data was set relative to the CMV-minCMV construct and normalised to house-
keeping genes. Looking at relative mRNA levels, both variants with minCMV and CMV,
independent of the promoter orientation, did not yield high mRNA expression for either
lc or hc. Remarkably, the combinations with the EF-1α promoter and the enhanced CMV
cassette (eCMV) showed significant differences in expression levels depending on their
orientation. Steering lc expression with the EF-1α promoter (EF-1α-eCMV) resulted in a
9.5-fold upregulation in lc and 8-fold upregulation in hc mRNA levels. Conversely, having
the more potent eCMV in the light chain direction and EF-1α in the heavy chain direction
(eCMV-EF-1α) led to a 9-fold lc upregulation, and low relative hc expression levels. Based
on these results, mirrored constructs containing both promoter and enhancer cassettes
in both directions were tested, one with the traditional CMV promoter (2xCMV), and
the other with the eCMV cassette (2xeCMV). Interestingly, the 2xCMV construct did not
result in increased lc or hc mRNA levels compared to the bidirectional construct containing
two identical eCMV promoters or constructs containing two different promoters. The
BiDi combination of two mirrored eCMV promoter cassettes (2xeCMV) yielded in a 7-fold
upregulation of lc mRNA and a modest upregulation in hc levels.

As promoter strength may vary depending on the cell line, particularly for the CMV
promoter [33], ExpiCHO-S cells were also investigated. Gene expression analysis re-
sulted in similar results as in Expi293-F cells, with the 2xeCMV complex showing the
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strongest upregulation in both hc and lc mRNA levels compared to the other promoter
combination, namely a modest 10-fold upregulation of hc, and a 20-fold upregulation of lc
mRNA (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Gene expression analysis of heavy and light chain genes after transient transfection of Durvalumab in ExpiCHO-S
cells. (A) Bar chart representing heavy (dark blue) and light (light blue) chain mRNA expression in the different constructs.
Values are relative to the CMV-minCMV construct and normalised to housekeeping genes GAPDH and RPLP0. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean of technical triplicates. (B) Heat map representation of gene expression analysis.
The relative normalised gene expression for light and heavy chain mRNA is shown on the right with their respective scales.

3.3. Protein Yield Determination via BLI

As mRNA transcript levels do not indicate successful secretion of fully functional re-
combinant antibodies, protein quantification studies were performed. Expi293-F cells were
transiently transfected and the amount of secreted therapeutic antibody Durvalumab [27]
was quantified by biolayer interferometry (BLI) using sterile-filtered cell culture super-
natants six days post-transfection. The mAb concentrations for the different constructs
were interpolated from a standard curve generated using an in-house produced mAb. In
line with the gene expression analysis, protein quantification resulted in a clear ranking of
the different promoter combinations (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Protein quantification of Durvalumab in cell culture supernatants from transfected Expi293-F cells. (A) Table
showing the mAb concentrations from 24-well transient transfections, listed according to their rank. The ranks 1–5 were set
based on the mAb concentration of the different BiDi combinations. (B) Bar chart representation of BiDi mAb concentrations.
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From the bidirectional combinations tested with transient transfections, the 2xeCMV
BiDi construct showed the highest mAb concentration with 353 μg/mL (Figure 5). Interest-
ingly, mRNA expression was higher for EF-1α-eCMV compared to 2xeCMV for both hc
and lc, but antibody yield was significantly reduced in Expi293-F cells (Figure 3). This may
likely be due to the fact that EF-1α-eCMV displayed similar hc and lc mRNA expression
patterns, while 2xeCMV revealed a higher accumulation of the lc compared to the hc mRNA.
It is well known that the expression of excess light chain over heavy chain is often beneficial
for antibody production [34–37]. These findings corroborate that 2xeCMV resulted in the
most promising bidirectional promoter combination, particularly in view of the fact that
the usage of this promoter combination resulted, both in Expi293-F and ExpiCHO-S cell
lines, in significantly enhanced mRNA synthesis with an excess of lc over hc.

3.4. Correlation of mRNA and Protein Levels

After performing both mRNA and protein studies, the correlation of the cycle thresh-
old (Ct) values from RT-qPCR and the mAb concentrations from protein quantification
in Expi293-F was determined (Figure 6A). Overall, a Pearson’s coefficient of −0.6407 was
calculated, indicating, as expected, a negative correlation between Ct values and mAb
concentration. Looking at the respective Ct values of either the hc or lc for 2xeCMV, one can
observe they have a low Ct value and resulted in the largest mAb yield. While some claim
that abundance of hc may hinder productivity, it appears that the excess of lc allowing for
correct mAb folding and assembly is sufficient for higher mAb yields. On the contrary, the
Ct values of eCMV-EF-1α lc is similar to that of 2xeCMV, with the only difference being in
the hc expression, ultimately resulting in much lower yields. Thus, this further shows the
importance of a fine-tuned hc and lc expression, substantiating the potential of 2xeCMV for
a BiDi antibody production system.

Figure 6. (A) Correlation of mAb concentration and Ct values for both heavy and light chain expression in Expi293-F for
production of Durvalumab. (B) Quantification of antibody concentration for the production of Durvalumab and Avelumab
using either a 2-plasmid reference or the BiDi 2xeCMV construct. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean of
biological triplicates, while the symbols represent the individual measurements.

3.5. Antibody—And Light Chain-Independence

To ensure the promoter combination used for our BiDi technology was not antibody-
or light chain isotype-dependent, the FDA-approved anti-PD-L1 antibody Avelumab of the
λ isotype was also tested [38]. As 70% of approved antibodies belong to the κ type [39,40],
only the most promising 2xeCMV construct was used to validate the established system for
a λ-based mAb, compared to the conventional co-transfection approach. For co-transfection,
Expi293-F cells were transfected using a 1:1 ratio of HC and LC DNA, with each plasmid
carrying the same promoter and enhancer cassette as the bidirectional vector, namely eCMV.
As can be appreciated from Figure 6B, there was no significant variation in antibody yield
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between transfections with BiDi and the two-plasmid reference for either Durvalumab
or Avelumab. Similarly, no variation was observed in ExpiCHO-S production (data not
shown). Kinetics determination of both antibodies produced with either the two-plasmid
reference or our established 2xeCMV BiDi plasmid bound to its target PD-L1 with com-
parable affinities (Table 1, Figures S1 and S2). Additionally, SDS-PAGE analysis under
reducing conditions resulted in the expected heavy and light chains bands (Figure S3).

Table 1. Affinity determination of Avelumab and Durvalumab using either co-transfection or 2xeCMV
BiDi plasmid.

Antibody
KD [pM]

2-Plasmid Ref. BiDi

Expi293-F Durvalumab 594 364
Avelumab 205 195

ExpiCHO-S Durvalumab 562 522
Avelumab 148 267

Thus, this indicated the established system is compatible with different binders and
can be employed for both κ- and λ-light chain isotypes.

4. Discussion

This work describes the generation of a bidirectional vector construct for recombinant
antibody expression using two eCMV promoter cassettes, controlling the expression of
lc and hc individually in each direction. By performing a thorough analysis of different
bidirectional promoter combinations with varying lengths and strengths, the 2xeCMV
combination showed the most promising hc and lc mRNA synthesis in two regularly used
mammalian cell lines, and, more importantly, the highest yields after protein quantification
comparable to those using the conventional two-plasmid system. Other BiDi constructs
showed potentially promising gene expression profiles, such as EF-1α-eCMV combination,
with high relative mRNA levels of both hc and lc mRNA. Nonetheless, having higher levels
of hc mRNA in the cells appear to curb productivity of fully folded IgG formation, resulting
in drastically decreased antibody yields compared to both the two-plasmid reference and
the 2xeCMV BiDi vector.

While using a bidirectional approach takes away some flexibility in terms of being
able to alter the hc:lc ratios during co-transfection, the overexpression of both genes and,
especially the excess lc expression, results in sufficient material for antibody hit screening.
For convenience, we established a one-step cloning procedure for simultaneous plasmid
incorporation of the heavy and light chain encoding segments obviating the need for
generating two separate plasmids. Not only does this approach lower plasmid prepa-
ration efforts, but it also increases handling for transfection of numerous mAbs during
screening and characterization as only a single plasmid is required. The use of two FDA-
approved antibodies with either a κ- or λ-light chain shows there is no antibody- or light
chain-dependence using this system, indicating that it can be implemented ubiquitously.
Further options remain to increase the yields of IgG molecules, such as optimization of the
stuffer region between the two eCMV promoter cassettes, potentially reducing any steric
hinderance and increasing transcription efficiency [22,41].

In conclusion, this work displays the benefits of using a one-plasmid bidirectional
system with 2xeCMV promoters for fully folded IgGs within drug discovery. In terms
of practicality, handling of a single plasmid for antibody production may be superior to
the conventional way. Moreover, yields of fully folded IgGs are comparable between the
two systems. Future directions for this technology go beyond recombinant production of
classical antibody formats, as reduction of the number of plasmid constructs could also be
considered feasible for the expression of bispecific antibodies and other antibody formats
in the frame of antibody drug discovery.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/antib10020018/s1, Table S1: Primers used for cloning of bidirectional constructs, Table S2:
RT-qPCR primers for HC and LC constant regions, Figure S1: Affinity determination by BLI of
antibodies produced in Expi293-F, Figure S2: Affinity determination by BLI of antibodies produced
in ExpiCHO-S, Figure S3: SDS-PAGE analysis of purified antibodies, Sequence S1: DNA sequence of
the designed Durvalumab-2xeCMV insert.
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Abstract: Reversible antibody self-association, while having major developability and therapeutic
implications, is not fully understood or readily predictable and correctable. For a strongly self-
associating humanized mAb variant, resulting in unacceptable viscosity, the monovalent affinity
of self-interaction was measured in the low μM range, typical of many specific and biologically
relevant protein–protein interactions. A face-to-face interaction model extending across both the
heavy-chain (HC) and light-chain (LC) Complementary Determining Regions (CDRs) was apparent
from biochemical and mutagenesis approaches as well as computational modeling. Light scattering
experiments involving individual mAb, Fc, Fab, and Fab’2 domains revealed that Fabs self-interact
to form dimers, while bivalent mAb/Fab’2 forms lead to significant oligomerization. Site-directed
mutagenesis of aromatic residues identified by homology model patch analysis and self-docking
dramatically affected self-association, demonstrating the utility of these predictive approaches,
while revealing a highly specific and tunable nature of self-binding modulated by single point
mutations. Mutagenesis at these same key HC/LC CDR positions that affect self-interaction also
typically abolished target binding with notable exceptions, clearly demonstrating the difficulties yet
possibility of correcting self-association through engineering. Clear correlations were also observed
between different methods used to assess self-interaction, such as Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
and Affinity-Capture Self-Interaction Nanoparticle Spectroscopy (AC-SINS). Our findings advance
our understanding of therapeutic protein and antibody self-association and offer insights into its
prediction, evaluation and corrective mitigation to aid therapeutic development.

Keywords: antibody; protein; self-association; self-interaction; developability; in silico prediction;
computational modeling; viscosity; dynamic light scattering

1. Introduction

Monoclonal antibodies and biologics in general have enjoyed increasing success and
utility as therapeutic agents addressing a variety of biological targets of interest. As of
late 2019, 79 commercial monoclonal antibody or antibody-based therapeutics have been
approved [1], with several hundred currently being evaluated in clinical development [2].
Central to a therapeutic antibody’s selection and success is its developability profile, which
is a key driver in pre-clinical and clinical lead nomination [3,4]. Previously, developability
flags in therapeutic antibodies have been correlated to overall clinical success, clearly indi-
cating that developability attributes may impact clinical development beyond drug product
purity, stability and manufacturability [5]. The developability properties of therapeutic
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antibodies range from expression and purification amenability to its physicochemical
stability and behavior, both in the drug product form and in vivo [6–8]. Other major devel-
opability properties, such as self-association, can directly impact manufacturability and
formulation success [3,9], and even strongly correlate to non-specific binding and animal
Pharmacokinetics and clearance, therefore, affecting its overall efficacy [10–13].

Therapeutic antibody self-association has been well studied from a rheological stand-
point and is known to directly impact solution viscosity, injectability, and manufacturabil-
ity [14,15]. Therapeutic antibody formulations as low as 13 mg/mL have been reported
to appreciably self-associate, significantly increasing solution viscosity and decreasing
solubility, precluding further development even at typical dose concentrations and formu-
lation conditions [16]. Moreover, strong antibody self-interaction tends to manifest in high
viscosities at higher formulation concentrations, such as 100 to 200 mg/mL (or approxi-
mately 0.7–1.4 mM for a typical monoclonal antibody) and beyond [3]. Increasing solution
viscosity is due to a concentration-dependent oligomerization effect of self-interacting
molecules, particularly antibodies, whereby effectively large polymeric structures give rise
to dramatic changes in solution rheology [17,18]. A resulting increase in viscosity may be
exponential, making process filtration and pumping operations difficult and infeasible,
and in the drug product form, handling, injectability, and potentially even stability may be
negatively impacted [3,19,20]. This behavior is a major negative developability attribute
that is difficult to predict from sequence or structure and correct through molecular engi-
neering and can halt further development and the selection of even the most promising
large-molecule candidates [21].

High-concentration rheological behavior has significant importance in the selection of
lead therapeutic candidates [22]. In general, molecular properties such as pI, net charge,
and hydrophobicity can affect the rheology of antibody solutions [23]. Particularly at higher
drug concentrations, it was shown that hydrophobic and charged surface patches result
in increased self-interaction and solution viscosity above 100 mg/mL and approaching
200 mg/mL [24,25]. Such self-interactions can even lead to additional undesirable out-
comes, such as opalescence, phase separation and gelling [26,27]. Antibody self-interactions
have been reported to occur between antibody variable domains [21,28] as well as variable–
constant interactions [16]. To possibly predict or correlate molecular properties to rheo-
logical outcomes, in silico computational approaches have been employed to ascertain
a molecule’s propensity to self-interact [29]. Surface behavior characteristics, such as
zeta potential and net charge derived from modeling, have also been correlated to viscos-
ity, [18,30,31] other self-interaction parameters, including AC-SINS and kD [32], and lead
molecule selection and success [33,34]. In addition to the inherent or predicted properties
of a molecule, temperature [35,36] and formulation conditions [9,28] can have a dramatic
effect on solution rheology. Because of this, formulation approaches have been success-
ful in mitigating self-association, such as modulating pH and ionic strength [37–39], or
the addition of excipients, such as Arginine [40,41]. However, success is still dependent
on the nature of the self-interacting therapeutic molecule and additional challenges and
limitations are presented both from a process and formulation perspective.

In addition to directly measuring viscosity, a number of analytical methods and char-
acteristics are informative of self-association, where typically size is directly measured
or characterized. Notably, light scattering approaches, such as Dynamic Light Scatter-
ing (DLS), to determine the diffusion interaction parameter (kD) are informative and
have been correlated to viscosity at higher concentrations [42]. Other measured or cal-
culated characteristics, such as the second virial coefficient (A2 or B22), isoelectric point
(pI) and zeta potential, have also been correlated to self-association phenomena [42–44].
Other techniques that evaluate self-interaction propensity or the propensity to interact
with a column matrix involve Affinity-Capture Self-interaction Nanoparticle Spectroscopy
(AC-SINS) [45–47], Analytical Ultracentrifugation (AUC) [48,49], Cross-Interaction Chro-
matography (CIC) and Standup Monolayer Adsorption Chromatography (SMAC) [43],
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many of which have been previously correlated to other self-interaction parameters, such
as kD, B22 and viscosity [39,50,51].

While self-association is impacted and defined by molecular surface properties, for-
mulation effects, process considerations, and characterization approaches, the fundamental
nature of an antibody’s reversible self-interaction has yet to be fully gleaned, such as
its typical orientation and strength. Additionally, while self-association can be routinely
characterized and has been correlated to surface attributes elucidated both from crys-
tal structures and computational models [16,21,29,52], predicting self-association from
sequence or using in silico techniques to address and mitigate it is not routine or fully
understood. Therefore, there is significant interest in understanding how to better predict
and correct self-association at a sequence level to advance developability efforts. Previously,
self-association of a recombinant monoclonal antibody was dramatically impacted and
modulated by conservative mutagenesis of a single heavy-chain complementary deter-
mining region-3 (HC-CDR3) residue at position 104 [6], necessitating mitigation to find
variants with lower, more acceptable self-association propensity. Developability attributes
were evaluated for these variants, including DLS, AC-SINS, and viscosity, and correlations
between these methods were apparent. However, this case study also offered a unique
opportunity to further probe and to examine the intrinsic nature of self-interaction and
how to better predict and correct it. Herein using similar variants, we verified viscosity
profiles in a representative formulation buffer using the W104 and F104 mAb variants,
validating the strongly self-associating F104 variant as a major developability risk to formu-
lation efforts. We also mapped this strong self-association by evaluating the interaction of
individual antibody domains using DLS, revealing this self-interaction was independent of
the Fc domains and involved a blocking or likely face-to-face interaction between opposing
Fab domains involving the CDR apparatus. We also determined the binding affinity of this
strong self-interaction using both BIAcore Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and Isother-
mal Titration Calorimetry (ITC), revealing, for the first time, the magnitude and binding
affinity of representative, strong antibody self-interaction that arises in unacceptably high
viscosity. We further evaluated in silico computational approaches, such as homology mod-
eling and docking for their ability to predict and inform corrective engineering. Identified
by homology modeling and docking were multiple key interacting residues in the HC
and LC CDRs. These residues were subsequently and individually mutated, and all were
found to dramatically affect self-interaction by DLS and AC-SINS. Given the highly specific
and tunable nature of this self-interaction that structurally overlaps with its functionality,
corrective engineering, while maintaining critical developability attributes such as target
antigen binding, is challenging although demonstrated herein to be feasible. This study
sheds much needed light on the nature of antibody self-association and how to potentially
predict, correct and mitigate it.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Protein Expression and Purification

All recombinant antibodies (mAbs) and antibody binding fragments (Fabs) used are
of the IgG1 isotype and were constructed by gene synthesis and expressed and purified
as previously described [6]. Briefly, multi-liter (large) scale transient transfections were
performed in 1 L shake flasks using the ExpiCHO Expression System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol for all protein
production. Antibodies were then affinity purified by Protein A MabSelect SuRe LX resin
(GE Healthcare) in batch binding mode. Eluted antibody was then buffer exchanged
into 20 mM Sodium Acetate pH 5.5 or 1X PBS pH 7.4 (Thermo Scientific). All purified
recombinant antibodies were buffer exchanged overnight using 10 K MWCO Slide-A-
Lyzer dialysis cassettes. Samples were concentrated using a Vivaspin™ ultrafiltration spin
column with 10 K MWCO membrane (Sigma, Saint Louis, MO, USA). Concentration was
determined by UV absorbance at 280 nm on a Nanodrop 2000 1-position Spectrophotometer
(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
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For the preparation of Fab’2 constructs, the relevant mAb was digested by immobilized
pepsin using the Pierce F(ab’)2 Preparation Kit (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
according to the manufacturer protocol. Digested material was ProA affinity purified and
the digested Fab’2 was recovered in the flow-through and buffer-exchanged, concentrated,
and measured for concentration as performed for Fabs/mAbs.

All antibody variant identities were confirmed by intact LC-MS, as previously de-
scribed [6].

2.2. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

A DynaPro PlateReader II (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) was used
for all DLS experiments. First, 65 μL of recombinant antibody solution in 1X PBS pH 7.4
was added in duplicate to a 384-microwell glass bottom plate (Greiner bio-one, Austria).
Then, 10 acquisitions were taken for a duration of 5 s at 25 ◦C using an auto-attenuated
laser wavelength of 825 nm. Dynamics software version 7.8 (Wyatt Technology, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA) was used for data analysis. All values, including hydrodynamic radius
(Rh), diffusional coefficients (D), and diffusion interaction parameters (kD) are reported as
the average of duplicate well collections. kD’s in units of mL/g were obtained over the
concentration range of 1–10 mg/mL at 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mg/mL concentrations. kD was
then calculated by the Dynamics software from plotting measured diffusional coefficients
(Dm) versus sample concentration (C) and using the equation Dm = Do(1 + kD·C) [53].
Negative kD’s indicate self-interaction and increases in the magnitude indicate increased
self-interaction. The Mw-R (or estimated molecular weight from radius) is calculated in
Dynamics from measured diffusional coefficients using a standard spherical model.

2.3. Affinity-Capture Self-Interaction Nanoparticle Spectroscopy (AC-SINS)

Gold nanoparticles (Ted Pella) were exchanged into water and an 80/20 (v/v) capture
antibody/non-capture antibody mixture (Jackson Immuno Research Labs, West Grove,
PA, USA) was exchange into 20 mM Sodium Acetate pH 4.3. Then, 1 mL of gold nanopar-
ticles were incubated overnight with 100 μL of antibody mixture. Gold nanoparticles
were then pelleted by centrifugation and supernatant was decanted to achieve a final
volume of 50 μL, followed by gentle mixing. Then, 5 μL of this concentrated nanoparticle
suspension was added to 45 μL PBS solution containing 0.05 mg/mL of antibody of interest
in a 384-well clear plate (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and incubated at room
temperature for 2 h in the dark. The plate was then quickly spun down at 3000 rpm and
scanned from 450 to 650 nm using an EPOCH/2 Microplate reader from BioTek (Winooski,
VT, USA). Values reported are averages of duplicate wells and are sample red shift wave-
lengths at maximum absorbance subtracting the blank reference (PBS only). Greater red
shifts indicate increased self-interaction.

2.4. Viscosity Measurements

Viscosity was performed as previously described [6]. Briefly, dynamic viscosities
were measured using a VROC initium (Rheosense, San Ramon, CA, USA) and processed
using built-in software. Each reported viscosity value in Centipoise (cP) was the average
of 10 measurements performed at 25 ◦C. For samples at 100 mg/mL, duplicate sample
injections were performed.

2.5. Modeling

All modeling, including homology modeling, surface patch analysis, and protein–
protein docking, was performed using MOE 2019.0102 (Chemical Computing Group,
Montreal, QC, Canada), as described below. All calculations were performed using the
Amber10:EHT force-field.

Homology models were produced for both F104 and W104 Fabs. The framework
regions were modeled using the human antibody structure with highest sequence identity
(PDB ID: 3sqo). Light chain CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3 were modeled using antibody
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fragment structures with PDB ID’s of 5ken, 4 × 80, and 1 × 4, with sequence identities
of 82%, 100%, and 78%, respectively. Heavy chain CDR1 and CDR2 were modeled using
a structure with PDB ID of 5gs2, with sequence identities of 80% and 71%, respectively.
Modeling of HC-CDR3 is known to be more challenging due to higher sequence variation
and flexibility. Here, we used the three structural templates with highest sequence identity,
60% (PDB IDs of 1jgu, 1dbj, and 3ixt). The three homology models produced by MOE had
similar loop conformations and the positioning of the heavy chain 104 residue, and so the
model based on the 3ixt template, which has a Phe at the 104 position, was selected for the
F104 Fab. For the W104 Fab, we used an identical approach but selected the 1dbj template
for HC-CDR3 because it has a Trp at the heavy chain 104 position.

Surface patch analysis was performed in MOE on homology models of the F104 and
W104 Fabs, using the default potential threshold value of 0.09 kcal/mol.

Protein–protein docking, as implemented in MOE, was used to model the self-interaction
of the F104 Fab. The approach uses a coarse-grained representation for initial docking,
followed by the refinement of docking poses using an all-atom representation. Docking was
limited to the CDR regions, included side-chain flexibility, and used a docking potential
that includes an extra term favoring the burial of hydrophobic patches identified by the
surface patch analysis. This resulted in 94 docked models, which were then clustered by
binding epitopes. The largest cluster identified by this method included 14 models and
involved all four VL CDR residues and at least three of the five VH CDR residues of the
largest hydrophobic patch. The 14 docked poses were visually inspected and found to cluster
into four binding modes.

2.6. Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was conducted using a MicroCal PEAQ-ITC
Automated (Malvern Inc., Westborough, MA, USA) to determine the dissociation constant
of antibody dimers. Fabs were prepared in PBS pH 7.4. The W104 Fab (371 μM) or F104
Fab (300 μM) in the ITC syringe was titrated into the matching buffer in the ITC cell at
25 ◦C. Reference power was set to 10 μcal/sec with initial delay of 60 s and stirring speed
of 750 rpm. Injection volume was 0.4 μL for the first injection and 4 μL for subsequent
injections and 13 total injections were made. Injection duration was 0.8 s for the first
injection and 6 s for subsequent injections with 150 s spacing. Baseline was adjusted
using buffer–buffer titration. Data analysis was done using MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis
Software using the dissociation model.

2.7. Surface Plasmon Resonance (BIAcore)

Binding affinity of Fab against captured mAb was determined by surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) on a BIAcore T200 (Cytiva). The running buffer, 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM
NaCl, 0.05% v/v Surfactant P20, 3 mM EDTA, pH 7.4 (HBS-EP+, Cytiva, Marlborough,
MA, USA) was used for immobilization and reagent dilutions. All binding kinetics were
measured at 25 ◦C.

For each injection cycle, mAbs were first captured in flow cells 2, 3 and 4 with an
anti-human Fc antibody (Human Antibody Capture Kit, Cytiva, Marlborough, MA, USA)
immobilized to the sensor chip (Series S CM5, Cytiva, Marlborough, MA, USA). Flow cell
1 with no captured mAb was used as a reference. Serial dilutions of the Fab, ranging in
concentration from 1 to 32 μM, and buffer blanks were injected in multiple cycles over the
captured mAbs and reference surfaces for a 60 s association followed by a 180 s dissociation.
The surfaces were regenerated with a 30 s injection of 3 M MgCl2 after each cycle.

Double referenced titration data were globally fit to a 1:1 Langmuir binding model to
determine the association rate constant, ka (1/M·s), and the dissociation rate constant, kd
(1/s), using the BIAcore T200 Evaluation Software version 2.0 (Cytiva, Marlborough, MA,
USA). The equilibrium dissociation constant was calculated as KD (M) = kd/ka.
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3. Results

3.1. Viscosity Characterization for Two Antibody Variants

Previously, a strongly self-associating mAb was reported where mutagenesis at a
single position, HC-CDR3-104, dramatically affected the degree of self-interaction [6]. In
Figure 1A, viscosity curves up to 100 mg/mL in a representative low pH and ionic strength
formulation buffer (20 mM Sodium Acetate pH 5.5) are plotted for both the HC-W104 and
HC-F104 variants. While the W104 variant has low viscosity up to 100 mg/mL (4.2 cP), the
F104 variant increases exponentially up to 58.3 cP. At 100 mg/mL in PBS pH 7.4, viscosities
were 4.8 and 43.7 cP, respectively, for the HC-W104 and HC-F104 variants (Figure 1B).
These measured viscosities in both acetate and PBS buffers are over 2 times higher than
what would be considered a typical allowable limit for either downstream processing
or injectability [54]. Such strong and robust self-interaction rendered this F104 variant
undevelopable, especially for a higher formulation concentration (>100 mg/mL). Since the
HC-F104 variant had unacceptably high viscosity in both acetate and PBS buffers, further
evaluation of the self-interaction herein focused on PBS formulations for all variants to
remain consistent across all biophysical and analytical assays.

 
Figure 1. (A) Viscosity (dynamic) versus mAb concentration for W104 (blue circles) and F104 (orange circles) IgG1 mAb
variants in 20 mM Sodium Acetate pH 5.5 from 25–100 mg/mL. Each viscosity curve was fit to the equation y = Aekx, where
the exponential factor (k) and R2 of the fit are given for each variant. (B) Table of viscosities for the two W104 and F104
mAb variants in both 20 mM Acetate pH 5.5 and PBS pH 7.4 at 100 mg/mL. * Previously reported [6].

3.2. Biophysical Characterization and Modeling of Antibody Self-Association Using Individual
Antibody Domains for Two Antibody Variants

To better understand the nature of this self-association, individual domains consisting
of Fab, Fab’2, and mAb, along with the conserved IgG1 Fc, were prepared for both F104
and W104 variants. In PBS pH 7.4, preparations ranging from 1–10 mg/mL of each
construct and variant were prepared and evaluated by DLS. In Figure 2A, construct MW
(based on sequence), kD obtained by DLS, and hydrodynamic radius (Rh) at both 1 and
10 mg/mL, are tabulated. As expected, the F104 mAb self-associated efficiently and a
highly negative kD of −44.6 mL/g was obtained. By comparison, the HC-W104 mAb
variant, while structurally similar to the HC-F104 mAb, has a significantly less negative kD
of −15.3 mL/g. The F104 Fab’2 had a similar highly negative kD of −44.8 mL/g versus
its mAb counterpart. This similarity alone is strong evidence that the Fab domains are
self-interacting independent of the Fc domain, and further, in Figure 2B, a 1:1 mixture
of IgG1 F104 Fab (kD = −9.5 mL/g) and IgG1-Fc (kD = −2.7 mL/g) does not increase
self-interaction (or decrease kD), but rather an intermediate kD value results (−8.0 mL/g),
supporting the idea that the Fab and Fc domains are not directly interacting.
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Figure 2. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) results for various constructs and HC-104 variants. (A) Tabulated molecular
weight (MW), known from sequence, and interaction parameter (kD) and hydrodynamic radius (Rh) obtained by DLS for
both W104 and F104 variants in the Fab, Fab’2, and mAb forms. Highly negative kDs and large Rh values are in red font.
(B) kD tabulated for Fc and Fab constructs for W104 and F104, and Fab/Fc mixtures (1:1 molar ratio). (C) Calculated Mw

values derived from measured diffusional coefficients plotted against concentration for Fab, Fab’2, and mAb constructs for
F104 (orange symbols) and W104 (blue symbols). Fab, Fab’2, and mAb are designated as diamonds, squares, and open
circles, respectively. (D) Calculated Mw values derived from measured diffusional coefficients for Fab forms only of W104
(blue diamonds) and F104 (orange squares).

Interestingly, the F104 variant, which has a high propensity to self-interact, has a much
more negative kD in the Fab’2 and mAb forms than the Fab alone (−9.5 mL/g). Likewise,
the highly negative kDs for Fab’2 and Mab constructs yield huge, reversible complexes by
DLS, resulting in Rh values of 14.4 and 16.2 nm at 10 mg/mL in PBS, respectively. Since the
sizes of these complexes are not the result of aggregation driven by unfolding (aggregation
measured by SE-UPLC is not significant, See Table S1) and are concentration dependent,
these are reversible complexes formed through the participation of fully folded, native
antibody or antibody domains consistent of typical self-interaction phenomena [28]. The
sizes of the complexes formed at 10 mg/mL, a relatively low formulation concentration,
for the F104 Fab’2 and mAb constructs are so large that molecular weights of 1714 and
2290 kDa (Figure 2C) are calculated from the Rh values (assuming a standard spherical
model), respectively. This corresponds to an approximate average size of the 17 non-
covalently associated units for the Fab’2 construct and 16 non-covalently associated units
for the mAb construct at 10 mg/mL. However, in the case of the F104 Fab construct, only a
slightly negative kD of −9.5 mL/g is measured, and Rh modestly increases from 3.9 nm to
only 4.3 nm in the 1–10 mg/mL concentration range. At 6 mg/mL, a concentration where
size appears to have already plateaued, a complex with a Mw of 95 kDa is calculated, which
approximates a Fab dimer. This highlighted in Figure 2D.

While the Fab and Fab’2 surely interact in the same manner independent of the Fc
domain, they result in entirely different complexes at the same concentrations. From this
result, we hypothesized that the interaction was a face-to-face blocking interaction involv-
ing the variable domains or HC/LC CDR network, which in the case of the monovalent
Fab, would block any subsequent interactions. In the bivalent Fab’2 or mAb forms, how-
ever, one face-to-face interaction involving two molecules would still leave two available
Fab domains for self-interaction and further self-oligomerization, and this holds true as
the polymerization continues to arise in larger complexes in a concentration-dependent
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manner. In Figure 3, we highlight these proposed models that describe the self-interaction
of the Fab domains that simply result in a dimer (Figure 3A), as well as the Fab’2 or mAb
constructs that results in a growing oligomeric complex (Figure 3B). In the latter case,
such a bivalent arrangement has the potential to dramatically affect rheological proper-
ties, and indeed in the case for the F104 mAb variant, incredibly large complexes are
formed at merely 10 mg/mL in PBS pH 7.4 and high viscosities are achieved at or below
100 mg/mL (Figure 1).

 

Figure 3. Model depicting (A) face-to-face interaction of the Fab forms yielding a dimer/monomer equilibrium and (B) bi-
valent mAb form yielding oligomerization and larger structures that alter bulk solution rheology (up to a tetramer shown).

3.3. Evaluation of Self-Binding by BIAcore and ITC

To evaluate the nature of this strong self-interaction from a binding perspective,
antibody self-binding measurements were obtained using both a BIAcore (SPR) monovalent
affinity assay and solution ITC (See Figure 4). In Figure 4A, the BIAcore experiment is
diagrammed. Here, both the mAb and Fab were utilized; the mAb served as the ligand
conjugated to a chip-bound anti-Fc antibody while the Fab was flowed as the analyte.
Therefore, monovalent interactions between the Fab analyte and the mAb ligand could be
measured. This was performed for both the HC-W104 and the strongly self-associating
HC-F104 variant. By BIAcore SPR, no affinity was obtainable for the weak HC-W104
self-interaction, while a KD of 28 μM was measured for the HC-F104 variant (Figure 4C).
This result is consistent with obtained DLS data for the F104 Fab, which was already
partially self-associated at 1 mg/mL or ~20 μM. Using ITC, diagrammed in Figure 4B,
W104 and F104 Fab preparations in PBS were fast diluted and the change in heat transfer
in kcal/mol was measured over time. For the W104 Fab, a very weak KD of 5200 μM
(5.2 mM) was obtained; for the F104 Fab, a KD of 120 μM was obtained. Similar to the
monovalent self-affinity obtained by BIAcore SPR, the self-binding measured by solution
ITC was in the low μM range. In the strongly self-interacting F104 system, a low μM
monovalent self-affinity yields a highly negative diffusion interaction parameter obtained
by DLS (−44.6 mL/g) and high viscosity at 100 mg/mL (43.7 cP).
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Figure 4. Schematics diagramming (A) BIAcore Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) format where the
mAb serves as the ligand and the Fab of interest, shown here as an equilibrium of monomer and
dimer forms, as the analyte. (B) Isothermal Calorimetry (ITC) format (in solution) where the Fab
of interest is shown as an equilibrium of Fab dimer and monomer. In the experiment, the Fab is
dimerized and is fast diluted to initially favor the monomer. (C) Measured affinities or KDs (nM) are
tabulated for both approaches, including kd and ka for SPR.

3.4. Homology Modeling by Patch Analysis and Self-Docking

We performed structure-based modeling studies to explore potentially predictive
and corrective tools, as well as in an effort to understand the dramatic difference in self-
association observed between the F104 and W104 antibodies. Homology models of the F104
and W104 Fabs were built and subsequently used for computing hydrophobic and charged
patches. Attraction between complementary patches, such as two hydrophobic patches or
two oppositely charged ionic patches, can drive self-interaction and aggregation [29].

Analysis of the F104 Fab model identified a large hydrophobic patch with a surface
area of 250 Å2 that includes HC-F104 itself and eight additional residues in the LC and
HC CDR regions (see Figure 5). This patch includes residues from multiple CDR loops in
both the HC and LC, including HC-CDR3, LC-CDR1, and LC-CDR3. In evaluating this
prominent hydrophobic patch, the top residues in order of contribution were HC-F104,
LC-F92, LC-Y30, and LC-Y32.

 

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Fab homology models. (A) Model of HC:F104 Fab with VL in teal, VH in blue, VL CDR1-3
in purple, VH CDRs 1–2 in orange, VH CDR3 in red, and F104 in red spacefill. (B) Surface patch
analysis of HC-F104 Fab homology model with hydrophobic patches in green, positive patches in
blue, and negative patches in red. (C,D) Top view of CDR region of HC-F104 Fab and HC-W104
Fab homology models, respectively, rendered in Pymol. Left, ribbon depiction with F104 or W104
highlighted in red spacefill. Right, patch analysis rendered in MOE. F104 and W104 are circled with a
dashed yellow ellipse.

Analysis of the W104 Fab homology model identified two hydrophobic patches in the
CDR region with areas of 230 Å2 and 60 Å2. While the total hydrophobic patch size in the
W104 antibody CDR region is larger than that of the F104 antibody, at 290 Å2 versus 250 Å2,
the larger side chain of W104 and the presence of a polar NH moiety on the W104 side chain
results in a disruption of the hydrophobic patch, which alone may contribute to a reduction
in self-interaction in addition to changes in self-complementarity. Further, the larger
W104 patch qualitatively differs from the single F104 patch, appearing more branched and
discontinuous. In evaluating these patches in the W104 model, HC-W104, LC-F92, LC-Y30,
and LC-Y32 are also found to be the top contributors to the overall hydrophobicity.

To generate hypotheses on specific molecular interactions contributing to the observed
self-interaction, we performed protein–protein docking using two modeled F104 Fabs.
Docking identified four plausible models for the interaction, which are shown in Figure 6.
All models present a face-to-face interaction involving the HC- and LC-CDR apparatus.
We prioritized model #3 because it has the largest interaction interface between the two
Fabs. The model involves a nearly symmetric interface, with LC-Y30 and LC-F92 of one
Fab forming stacking and hydrophobic interactions with HC-F104 of the opposing Fab. We
note that docking with the W104 Fab model resulted in similar results, and so docking by
itself is unable to rank order the two mutants.
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Figure 6. Fab protein-protein docking results. (A) Four poses seen in the top epitope cluster. (B) Details of model #3, a
model for self-interaction supported by experimental data.

3.5. Mutagenesis of Residues Revealed by Homology Model Patch Analysis and Self-Docking

Position HC-104 clearly has a large impact on self-interaction and viscosity
(Figures 1 and 2). In addition to this position, the preferred homology model revealed
two additional residues involved in a prominent hydrophobic patch, LC-Y30 and LC-F92.
A fourth residue, LC-Y32, was also identified but not was further evaluated in this study.
To verify that these residues do indeed affect self-association in solution, various single
mutants at positions LC-Y30 and LC-F92 were engineered on the strongly self-associating
HC-F104 variant followed by expression and purification. Additional single point HC-104
mutants were also evaluated. Using purified variants, preparations of 1–10 mg/mL in
PBS were evaluated by DLS. In Figure 7A, kD values obtained by DLS for all variants are
plotted. Clearly, mutations at all sites had a significant impact on self-association, and some
seemingly disrupted self-interaction to baseline kD values, similar to weakly associating
W104 Fabs (−4.5 mL/g) and mAbs (−15.3 mL/g), as summarized in Figure 2A. These vari-
ants include LC-Y30D (−7.9 mL/g), LC-F92R (−10.8 mL/g), and HC-W104K (−4.8 mL/g),
all of whose charged-based mutations were expected to disrupt the self-binding interface
and significantly reduce the kD magnitude from the original value of −44.6 mL/g. Other
mutations at position HC-104 to Arg and Asp also dramatically reduced the magnitude
of kD values. These variants with low and acceptable kD’s, plotted in Figure 7A, are
shaded green. Interestingly, mutagenesis to Gly at all three sites resulted in largely negative
kD values and only are slightly reduced in magnitude compared to the HC-F104 variant.
Other mutations had a moderately reducing effect on self-association (e.g., HC-F104S and
LC-F92H, shaded in black). Clearly, the self-interaction of this antibody was dramatically
attenuated by single point mutations engineered across all three sites in both the HC-
and LC-CDRs.
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Figure 7. (A) kD (mL/g) obtained by DLS (1–10 mg/mL in PBS) shown as bar plots for all variants
engineered at HC-104, LC-Y30, and LC-F92. Obtained kD values less than −30 mL/g are shaded red
bars, and those higher than −20 mL/g are shaded green. Values between −20 and −30 mL/g are
shaded black. Error bars are shown. (B) kD values obtained for all 19 interface mutants are plotted
against corresponding ΔAC-SINS values (blue circles with error bars for each method and the R2 of
the parabolic fit). Each data point is labeled by variant. (C) kD values obtained for all 19 interface
mutants are plotted against corresponding Rh values (nm) obtained at both 1 mg/mL (orange circles)
and 10 mg/mL (blue circles) along with R2 of the linear fits.
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All variants were also evaluated by AC-SINS, a nanoparticle-based screening assay
that utilizes only microgram quantities of material per sample. In PBS, AC-SINS delta
wavelength red shift values relative to buffer-only controls were obtained and plotted
against the corresponding kD values obtained for each variant. In Figure 7B, obtained
kD values and AC-SINS strongly correlate, and linearly correlate, for variants of low or
moderate self-association properties (at ranges of approximately −5 to −20 mL/g for
kD or 5–20 nm for AC-SINS). For variants that strongly self-associate, AC-SINS correctly
predicts this outcome for all variants but is less sensitive to differences in this group, as
kD obtained by DLS seemingly is, therefore, flattening the correlation at highly negative
kD values (−30 mL/g or less). Therefore, a parabolic correlation is observed between kD
and AC-SINS across a very large range of kD values (−4.8 to −44.6 mL/g) obtained in this
study for 19 total variants. In Figure 7C, these obtained kD values all linearly correlate
with obtained Rh values at both 1 and 10 mg/mL, suggesting that self-association can be
screened or evaluated by DLS using a single-point concentration measurement as opposed
to generating several datapoints to obtain kD.

Although the mutagenesis of key residues was primarily done to evaluate their
true effect on self-interaction, from a developability perspective, engineering as a means
to correct for undesirable self-association should also maintain desirable target binding
affinity at a minimum. In Table 1, the monovalent affinities acquired by SPR against
the target antigen are reported. The variant with high and unacceptable self-association,
HC-F104, had a sub-nanomolar affinity of 0.35 nM. While several charge-based mutations
were made primarily to break self-interaction, such as LC-Y30R, LC-F92R, and HC-F104D,
other mutations were more conservative, such as LC-F92W. In this panel, where over
20 single-point mutations were evaluated, the vast majority either yielded non-binding
variants or those with markedly reduced SPR monovalent binding to the target antigen.
Changes or reductions in KD (nM) were generally driven by reductions in the dissociation
rate (kd). The only mutation where binding is strictly maintained or improved was HC-
F104W, where SPR binding is slightly improved from 0.35 to 0.16 nM. This mutation also
dramatically reduced self-association (kD was reduced from −44.6 to −15.3 mL/g). Other
mutations bound with decreased target binding, such as LC-Y30R (12.3-fold decrease),
LC-Y30H (15.6-fold decrease), and LC-F92W (15.6-fold decrease), yet also remained in the
low nM range. However, if such mutations also dramatically reduced self-association and
low nM range target binding affinity was desirable or acceptable, such variants would
be reasonable developability candidates. In the case of LC-Y30R, self-association was
dramatically reduced to an acceptable level (kD = −18.9 mL/g) and low nM affinity
(4.36 nM) was achieved. A similar variant, LC-Y30H, also achieved low nM affinity target
binding, but with higher self-association (Rh of 11.2 nm at 4 mg/mL versus 6.5 nm at
4 mg/mL for LC-Y30R), meaning it would not likely be as developable, but insufficient
material was purified to obtain a full kD plot. A full list of average Rh values obtained by
DLS for all variants is available in Table S2.
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Table 1. BIAcore SPR and DLS results summary table for all variants. Tabulated are SPR KD (nM)
values, the ratio of the measured KD and the HC-F104 reference KD (KD/KDref), and kD (mL/g)
values obtained by DLS. The reference F104 is highlighted gray. All LC-Y30 and LC-F92 variants
are site-directed mutants of the F104 variant. The single F104W variant with comparable BIAcore
SPR KD to the reference is highlighted green. Variants with 10–20× differences in binding relative
to the variant are highlighted yellow, and those with greater than 20-fold difference in SPR binding
or non-binding (NB) are highlighted red. kD (mL/g) measured by DLS is color coded in terms of
degree of self-association (greater than −20 mL/g, green; −20 to −29 mL/g, yellow; −30 mL/g or
less, red). “NA” denotes no measurement.

Variant KD (nM) KD/KDref kD (mL/g)

F104 0.35 1 −44.6
F104W 0.16 0.44 −15.3
F104I 108 305 −36.9
F104H 1372 3879 −38.5
F104D NB NB −10.9
F104K NB NB −4.8
F104E NB NB −18.1
F104S NB NB −20.1
F104G NB NB −41.6
F104R NB NB −10.7
Y30R 4.36 12.3 −18.9
Y30H 5.5 15.6 NA
Y30N 45.5 129 NA
Y30D 60.9 172 −7.9
Y30Q 82.6 234 NA
Y30G 170 481 −42.9
F92W 5.51 15.6 −37.4
F92H 35.1 99.2 −20.7
F92V 38.7 109 −21.4
F92R 50.2 142 −10.8
F92S 62.7 177 −31
F92G 142 402 −31.3

4. Discussion

Here, strong self-interaction is observed for HC-F104 mAb constructs, resulting in
significantly high viscosities at 100 mg/mL in both low formulation pH and physiological
pH conditions and highly negative self-interaction parameters by DLS (see Figures 1 and 2).
While formulation dependence is important to self-association propensity, and why, in the
case of the HC-F104 mAb, viscosity remains high and even increases at a lower pH and
ionic strength (versus PBS pH 7.4) is of interest, this was not explored further in this study.
Since high viscosity was found to persist in these formulations that differ by ~2 pH units
and have different ionic strengths, we hypothesized that the self-interaction was mainly
hydrophobically driven. Additionally, since self-association was robust in PBS, a buffer
that is physiologically and process-relevant, is likely to better conformationally stabilize the
molecule, and accommodates all experimental approaches herein; all further experimental
work was performed in PBS buffer to be consistent across variants and analytical methods.

In Figure 2, it is shown by DLS measurements that individual F104 Fab and Fab’2 do-
mains self-interact independent of the Fc domain. For the W104 variants, self-interaction is
dramatically reduced, although a weaker self-interaction persists, and consistent with this
observation, low viscosity up to 100 mg/mL across different buffer conditions is observed
(Figure 1). For the F104 domain variants, self-association is dramatically enhanced in the
bivalent mAb/Fab’2 forms versus the monovalent Fab form, since each self-interaction
event leads to additional available CDR faces to propagate oligomerization (see Figure 3).
On the other hand, F104 Fab self-interaction leads to dimerization, blocking all additional
interactions. Since the HC-CDR3-104 position greatly modulated this interaction and
subsequent oligomerization was blocked in the Fab form, a face-to-face interaction involv-
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ing the CDR regions was modeled (see Figure 3). Interestingly, similar observations were
previously made, where rheological differences between monovalent Fab and bivalent
Fab’2/mAb have been observed [28,55], although herein we show specifically that the F104
Fab self-dimerizes and further oligomerization is blocked. In terms of the development
of bispecifics or multi-specifics, this implies that screening self-association in the bivalent,
monospecific forms prior to formatting may not translate at all to rheological effects in the
multi-specific form, which is typically monovalent for each targeting arm. This also clearly
showcases the challenges of developing even higher order monospecific, multivalent an-
tibody therapeutics (such as tetravalent), which, if appreciably self-interact, will be even
more susceptible to high viscosity and negative rheological outcomes directly arising from
inherent multi-valency.

By evaluating binding affinities by both BIAcore SPR and ITC, we see that our self-
interacting F104 antibody has low μM affinity (28 μM by a monovalent SPR assay and
120 μM by ITC), which appears to be largely driven by high dissociation rates (kd) in
comparison to antigen binding (See Figure 4). Self-association of W104 variants are signifi-
cantly weaker, and either low or non-binding is measured by ITC and SPR, respectively.
For the F104 mAb, a low μM self-affinity is significant when considering that concentra-
tions during process and formulation conditions may reach into the mM range, meaning
that all recombinant antibodies will be self-associated and oligomerized into large, het-
erogenous structures. Therefore, we see exponentially high viscosity (43.7–58.3 cP) up to
100 mg/mL (or ~700 μM), precluding higher process and formulation concentrations and
further rendering the molecule high risk and undevelopable. This also clearly explains
the low viscosities observed for the W104 mAb (4.5–4.8 cP, Figure 1), which self-binds
in the mM range, according to ITC. Previously, binding by ITC and BIAcore has been
evaluated for a self-interacting antibody system [56], but no affinities were obtained. Only
recently, self-binding affinities for strong self-interacting antibodies or antibody binding
fragments have been measured using AUC and ITC methods [21]. Similar to the results
obtained by Schrag and coworkers for Fab variants, our obtained binding affinities for Fab
and/or mAb interactions were in the low μM range. However, in our study, we further
correlate these low μM affinities to high viscosities under typical formulation conditions,
which clearly render the molecules high risk or undevelopable. Interestingly, our obtained
range of binding affinities of 28–120 μM for the F104 Fabs are comparable to other protein–
protein interactions that are biologically relevant, such as signaling proteins involved in
macromolecular complexation or homodimerization [57,58].

Patch analysis of a preferred homology model of the F104 Fab shows a prominent
hydrophobic patch (250 Å2, Figure 5), which is consistent with surface areas of other anti-
bodies known to self-interact [16,21]. Within this hydrophobic patch, three hydrophobic,
aromatic residues are present: HC-F104, LC-Y30 and LC-F92. We clearly showed that mu-
tations to all 3 sites dramatically impacted self-association characteristics. Consistent with
a predominantly hydrophobic self-binding interface, charge-based mutations drastically
suppressed self-interaction. Therefore, patch analysis of the F104 Fab correctly predicted
the hydrophobic patch primarily responsible for self-interaction and was helpful in identi-
fying the residues most responsible for it. However, this same exercise reaches a similar
conclusion when performed for the W104 Fab, which does not appreciably self-interact in
solution. In other words, clearly the patch(es) defined by homology modeling can inform
which residues to engineer to correct for potential self-association, but by itself cannot
predict actual self-association. In addition to likely requiring a defined patch potentially
amenable to self-binding, antibody self-complementarity is a clear requirement for self-
binding that arises in negative rheological outcomes. This is well underscored by the strong
propensity of F104 mAbs or Fab’2s to self-interact, whereas a highly conservative Phe to
Trp mutation exhibits a completely different outcome. Perhaps the more discontinuous
nature of the patches generated for W104 offers clues to the difference in self-association
outcomes. More likely responsible for the great differences between the W104 and F104
variants is the presence of sensitive, tunable self-complementarity analogous to antibody–
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antigen interactions, where even conservative single point mutations can affect target
binding affinities orders of magnitude [59]. In our self-interacting system, we see the large
differences between F104 and W104 by both SPR and ITC binding, as well as by DLS
and AC-SINS, highlighting how highly specific self-interaction is affected by a simple
F104 to W104 transition. Further, both these variants have sub-nM binding against the
same biological target (Table 1), therefore they are likely to exist in similar conformations.
Interestingly, the mutagenesis of a similar Trp in the HC-CDR3 of another antibody has
been shown to dramatically affect self-association [32], highlighting the importance of
aromatic CDR residues in self-association. Other aromatic and hydrophobic CDR residues
have been reported to be involved in antibody self-association as well [21,55], underscoring
that self-association is often driven by forces beyond electrostatics.

The docking of F104 Fabs (see Methods), followed by epitope clustering, resulted in the
identification of one dominant epitope, represented by four binding modes, all involving
a face-to-face CDR interaction involving the F104 of both Fabs (Figure 6A). Previously,
docking has been studied in relation to antibody–antigen or ligand binding [60,61]. In our
study, one particular dock model reveals an interaction involving the same patch shown
to affect face-to-face self-interaction in solution (Figure 6B). We already mentioned that
self-interaction is likely to proceed by a face-to-face arrangement; docking allows us to
build atomic models of possible specific interactions consistent with this.

Fab–Fab self-interactions have been characterized in the context of evaluating crystal
contacts of pre-existing structures of Fabs and Fab–antigen complexes, where interactions
were observed between the Fab CDR region and the Fab Framework (FW) [16,62]. In
other reports, Fab–Fc interactions that are isotype dependent have been observed [56].
Additionally, Schrag and coworkers solved a crystal structure of a self-association prone
Fab dimer and the dimer interface was mediated by symmetric CDR interactions composed
of predominantly aromatic contacts [21]. Our face-to-face self-interaction is also driven by
multiple CDR aromatic residues and is likely to be a common configuration and mecha-
nism, since the CDR apparatus has evolved and is designed for binding. Moreover, the
top ranked docking structure with the highest buried surface area is a highly symmetrical
face-to-face complex involving the CDR apparatus. Consistent with our biochemical and
modeling results, Fab self-association reported by Schrag and coworkers were attributed to
the binding symmetry and surface flexibility of the CDR apparatus [21]. Interestingly, mu-
tagenesis to glycine at all three CDR sites only slightly lowered self-association, indicating
that, while the self-binding interface is highly specific to certain interfacial residues, it may
be compensated through increased local main chain flexibility, enabled by the presence of
glycine residues. Additionally, the inherent binding proclivity, along with inherent flexibil-
ity of the CDRs, means that the self-binding of the CDR apparatus to itself is inevitable and
one of the likely possibilities for self-interacting recombinant antibodies.

From a developability perspective, there is significant interest in understanding how to
better predict and correct self-association at a sequence or in silico level without impacting
other key attributes such as binding and stability. Here, simply using a homology model,
three sites were revealed in a prominent hydrophobic patch and all were shown to signifi-
cantly impact self-interaction. To be viable correction variants, at a minimum target antigen,
binding affinity or activity must be acceptably maintained. In Figure 7, only one variant
out of the 22 total variants that were mutated at three separate CDR sites, HC-W104F,
maintains both sub-nM target antigen affinity and significantly lowers self-interaction to an
acceptable range. Another variant, LC-Y30R, also significantly lowered self-association to
an acceptable level and maintained low nM target affinity. This exercise demonstrates the
difficulties of correcting problematic self-association, particularly when the same CDR ap-
paratus that has evolved for binding is also involved in strong self-interaction. Often, high
affinity, or significantly improving it through affinity maturation, increases the likelihood
of further encountering negative developability attributes [21,63]. Supporting this notion,
in the case of the HC-F104 variant, we have both sub-nM target binding and unacceptable
self-association propensity. Because antibody self-interaction will almost certainly involve
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the functional CDR apparatus, possibly on both molecules, the probability of success for
each variant to maintain tight target binding and reduce self-association is low (<10% in
our study). Therefore, we have learned that the selection and evaluation of more variants at
various positions will increase the likelihood of achieving the desired results. Overall, it is
shown here that both homology patch analysis and self-docking can inform potential self-
associating regions with low μM affinity and residues amenable to corrective engineering
despite its difficulty, but also may not predict actual self-association because of the apparent
requirement for unique self-interaction specificity or complementarity between molecules.

5. Conclusions

Herein, reversible antibody self-association is evaluated biochemically using individ-
ual domains, through binding affinity measurements, by in silico homology modeling and
docking approaches, and by site-directed mutagenesis. Interestingly, the self-interaction
of mAb variants are shown to likely proceed through a blocking face-to-face interaction
involving the HC and LC CDRs that is potently magnified by bivalency. This self-binding,
leading to unacceptable viscosity at 100 mg/mL in different formulations, also has low μM
self-affinity and is highly tunable by and sensitive to single-point mutations to three differ-
ent HC/LC CDR residues informed by homology model patch analysis and self-docking.
The evaluation of these self-association mutants demonstrate that corrective engineering
is difficult yet feasible and warrants several mutations at multiple positions to increase
likelihood of success. Additionally, in silico approaches, while useful and informative in
identifying potential self-interacting regions, are likely not able to address the specificity
and complementarity of self-binding that is evident in a system that exhibits significant
self-interaction propensity and sensitivity to even conservative mutations at multiple sites.
This study enhances our understanding of antibody self-association and potential means
of addressing and mitigating it from a developability perspective.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4
468/10/1/8/s1, Table S1: SE-UPLC retention times (RT) and % purity tabulated for each variant,
Table S2: Tabulated diffusional coefficients (Do), hydrodynamic radii (Rh) measured over the range of
1–10 mg/mL, and ΔAC-SINS values (in nm) for all variants evaluated. “NA” denotes not measured
or available.
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Abstract: Lassa virus is the etiologic agent of Lassa fever, an acute and often fatal illness endemic to
West Africa. It is important to develop new reagents applicable either for the specific diagnosis or as
improved therapeutics for the treatment of Lassa fever. Here, we describe the development and initial
testing of llama-derived single-domain antibodies that are specific for the Lassa virus nucleoprotein.
Four sequence families based on complementarity-determining region (CDR) homology were
identified by phage-based enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays, however, the highest affinity clones
all belonged to the same sequence family which possess a second disulfide bond between Framework
2 and CDR3. The affinity and thermal stability were evaluated for each clone. A MagPlex-based
homogeneous sandwich immunoassay for Lassa virus-like particles was also demonstrated to show
their potential for further development as diagnostic reagents.

Keywords: single-domain antibody; Lassa virus; Arenaviridae family; MagPlex

1. Introduction

Lassa fever, a hemorrhagic fever caused by Lassa virus (LASV), is endemic in West Africa [1].
There are numerous febrile illnesses common in West Africa, which makes Lassa fever diagnosis based
solely on clinical symptoms impossible. Thus, laboratory diagnostics play a critical role in stemming
the spread of this serious disease and thereby hopefully quenching an epidemic at its earliest stage.
Additionally, diagnosis of Lassa fever is critical for limiting nosocomial infections, especially in the
maternity ward where prospective mothers and their unborn children are at an extremely high risk of
death if infected [2,3].

Several factors have served to limit the impact of Lassa fever diagnostics. Many Lassa fever
patients are asymptomatic or have nonspecific symptoms [1]. This necessitates the testing of nearly
all patients, creating a strain on healthcare costs. This is compounded by the fact that developing a
reliable assay is complicated by the extent of LASV sequence diversity [4]. An additional challenge is
the need for the safe collection and handling of specimens to prevent infection of the medical staff.
The lack of high-containment laboratories in the areas where the need is greatest has led to limited
Lassa fever assay development and validation studies [5].

While viral culture has been the “gold standard” for the diagnosis of Lassa fever, nucleic acid
detection methods have become the mainstay approach for many laboratory-based diagnostics.
This type of assay can have unparalleled sensitivity and specificity. While costs of nucleic acid-based
testing were initially high, automation and miniaturization have been bringing costs down each year.
However, probe design is challenging due to the high sequence variability of the various strains of
LASV [5].

Alternatively, antigen and antibody tests have been developed for LASV, which are attractive
given the cost constraints and the austere conditions where these tests are most often required [6–8].
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Both antigen and antibody tests have their strengths and weaknesses, as their ability to adequately
identify virus is dependent on the number of days which have elapsed between infection and sample
collection. Thus, for adequate identification, it will likely be necessary to develop multiplexed or
parallel assays where a number of targets are assayed for simultaneously. Most antigen tests are based
on the detection of LASV nucleoprotein (NP). NP antigen is detectable for the first week following
infection with Lassa fever, but wanes during the second week as the levels of immunoglobulins
increase [9]. Fatal cases of Lassa fever exhibited higher levels of NP versus nonfatal cases, suggesting
utility for monitoring the course of the infection that one day might aid in selection of treatments [10].
Since NP is present earlier during the course of infection, it yields an earlier diagnosis than antibody
detection, and represents the actual presence of virus, thus providing actionable information. Antibody,
on the other hand, can be present in patients long after the infection has resolved, meaning detection
of antibody is not always indicative of an active infection, just as absence of NP does not rule out a
persistent viremia, since NP levels become undetectable over time [8].

Currently, the antibody-based detection of NP has utilized conventional antibodies [6,11]. While
effective, these reagents cannot easily be genetically manipulated and tailored for optimization with
specific detection platforms. Furthermore, polyclonal antibodies can show variability in activity from
lot to lot, while monoclonal antibodies are produced by cell lines that require careful maintenance to
prevent loss. We have sought to augment conventional antibodies with recombinant single-domain
antibodies (sdAb) derived from the immune repertoire of an immunized llama. In addition to
conventional antibodies, camelids, including llamas, possess classes of heavy-chain-only antibodies
where the binding is mediated by an unpaired variable heavy domain (VHH) [12]. This simplifies the
creation of recombinant binding molecules as the binding requires only the single variable domain,
not the pairing of the variable heavy and light domains as in conventional antibodies. Recombinantly
expressed VHH are termed sdAb or nanobodies [13].

These sdAb also possess other advantages, such as being more thermally stable, having the
ability to refold following thermal denaturation, and being easier to recombinantly produce than most
single-chain antibodies (recombinantly derived binding domains from conventional antibodies) [14].
Herein, we describe in detail the selection and evaluation of sdAb specific for the LASV NP, which
could, with continued optimization of their functionality, be of value for the detection and diagnosis of
Lassa fever.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents

Most reagents were obtained from VWR International (Radnor, PA, USA), Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA), or Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Cloning reagents were purchased from
New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA, USA). Zalgen (Germantown, MD, USA) was the source of the
recombinant NPn (N-terminal portion of NP encoding residues 1-340), NPc (C-terminal portion of NP
encoding residues 341–569), and Lassa virus-like particles (VLPs). All LASV reagents were based on
LASV lineage IV (Josiah strain).

2.2. Selection and Production of sdAb

A llama was immunized with Lassa NPn (N-terminal portion of NP) under contract with Triple J
Farms, Bellingham, WA. Triple J Farms has an active Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
which reviews all immunization protocols, and approved this protocol. Anticoagulated blood was
shipped overnight and buffy coat cells were isolated by centrifugation using Novamed Uni-Sep tubes.
RNA was isolated from which cDNA was produced, amplifying the mRNA of the variable heavy
domains, from which a phage display library was constructed as described previously [15]. Panning
on NPn protein adsorbed in the wells of a microtiter plate was performed as described [15]. Using both
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monoclonal phage enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and monoclonal phage MagPlex
assay, potentially positive clones were identified after rounds two and three [16].

To facilitate periplasmic production, the coding sequences for the sdAb were cloned from the
pecan21 [17] phage display vector into pET22b [18]. To produce the sdAb, expression plasmids were
transformed into Tuner (DE3). Cultures (50 mL in terrific broth [TB] with 100 μg/mL ampicillin) were
started from freshly transformed colonies and grown in shake-flasks overnight at 25 ◦C. The next
day, each culture was added to 450 mL of TB with ampicillin and incubated with shaking for 2 h at
25 ◦C. Cultures were then induced using isopropyl-D-1 thiogalactoside (0.5 mM) and incubated for
another 2 h.

Purification of sdAb was through an osmotic shock protocol followed by immobilized metal
affinity chromatography (IMAC) and fast protein liquid chromatography as described previously [19].
Nearly all the protein eluted from the gel filtration column as single peak consistent with the sdAb
being a monomer; very few contaminants remained following IMAC chromatography. UV absorption
was utilized to determine sdAb concentration, and sdAb preparations were refrigerated for immediate
use or frozen for long-term storage.

2.3. Surface Plasmon Resonance

A ProteOn XPR36 (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) was used to measure the binding kinetics of
the sdAb. Lanes of a GLC chip were immobilized with Lassa NPn and NPc from Zalgene diluted to
20 μg/mL in 10 mM sodium acetate pH 5.0, as described previously [20]. The binding kinetics of each
sdAb were determined by flowing a range of concentrations of each sdAb over the chip to produce
an array of binding curves. The chip was regenerated using 0.085% phosphoric acid between data
sets. Data were corrected for interspot and zero concentration. The ProteOn Manager 2.1 software was
employed for analysis of the data using the Langmuir model. The standard error of the fits was less
than 10%.

2.4. Determining Melting Temperature and Refolding by Circular Dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) was performed using a Jasco J-815 Spectropolarimeter, following a
protocol used in prior work [15]. The sdAb samples were diluted to 15 μg/mL in deionized water and
placed in a quartz cuvette with 1 cm path length and CD was measured at an ultraviolet wavelength
between 204 and 206 nm. The sdAb samples were heated from 25 ◦C to 95 ◦C at a rate of 2.5 ◦C/min
and then cooled back to 25 ◦C at the same rate.

2.5. MagPlex Direct Binding and Homogeneous Sandwich Assays

Specificity and an indication of affinity were appraised via the direct binding of the sdAb to Lassa
NPn recombinant protein immobilized on MagPlex magnetic microspheres (Luminex, Austin, TX,
USA). The Lassa NPn along with Lassa NPc and several unrelated viral proteins were immobilized
to unique sets of MagPlex microspheres using the standard immobilization protocol provided by
the manufacturer.

Using a 10-fold excess of EZ-Link NHS-LC-LC-Biotin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), each sdAb
was biotinylated for 30 min; excess biotin was removed using Zeba spin columns (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). The absorbance at 280 nm was used to calculate the concentration of biotinylated sdAb
(Bt-sdAb). Dilutions of each Bt-sdAb in PBSTB (phosphate-buffered saline [PBS] + 0.05% Tween + 0.1%
bovine serum albumin) were prepared in round-bottom polypropylene microtiter plates (VWR).
The mixture of antigen-coated MagPlex microspheres was added to the wells. The plate was washed
and then incubated with 5 μg/mL streptavidin-conjugated phycoerythrin (SA-PE) for 30 min, washed,
and binding evaluated on the MAGPIX instrument (Luminex).

Homogeneous sandwich format MagPlex bead assays were performed in order to demonstrate
the ability of the sdAb to act as both the capture and recognition reagent for the detection of Lassa
VLPs. For this assay, each sdAb was immobilized to a set of MagPlex microspheres as described above
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and each was then tested for their ability to function as a capture antibody. Initial tests evaluated all
the clones as the biotinylated recognition molecule in the assay, however, as clone H6 provided the
best response, the assay was repeated using only Bt-H6.

3. Results

After a llama was immunized with the Lassa NPn, a phage display library was generated
to capture the VHH immune repertoire of the animal. Following three rounds of panning on
LASV NPn recombinant protein, the evaluation of monoclonal phage from rounds two and three
by MagPlex and ELISA generated 22 putative binding clones. Ten positive clones with signals at
least twice the background were identified from the second round out of 96 screened, while 12
out of 96 third-round clones had signal at least four times the background and were chosen for
further evaluation. Sequencing the selected prospective Lassa NPn binding sdAb revealed that the
isolated clones sorted into four distinct sequence families based on homology of their CDR 3 sequence.
One family was found to dominate with 16 members while the other families were represented by
only one, two, or three clones. The large sequence family possessed an extra pair of cysteine residues
that are presumed to form a noncanonical disulfide bond between Framework 2 and CDR 3 [21,22];
we term this the two disulfide bond (2-DSB) family. The 2-DSB family also had a relatively long CDR 3.
The eight clones shown in Figure 1 represent clones from the four families that were prepared and
evaluated. The G11 family had one other member, the E10 family had two other members, and E1 was
the only member of its family.

Figure 1. Protein sequences of the eight representative sdAb that were produced and evaluated.
Sequences are presented using one-letter amino acid abbreviations. Multalin was used to generate the
alignment; red denotes high homology positions while lower homology is in blue [23]. Numbering is
sequential based on the F3 sequence. Using this numbering, CDR 1 is from 26 to 33, CDR 2 is from 51
to 58, and CDR3 is from 97 to 124.

Five representative sequences from the 2-DSB family, and one each from the other families, were
cloned into the pET22b expression vector and produced via E. coli in half-liter-scale shake flasks and
purified. The protein produced was virtually all monomeric with very little aggregated material
observed. Table 1 shows the protein yields. For these sdAb, the presence of the additional disulfide
bond appeared to impair production, as the three clones having only the single consensus disulfide
bond all produced at levels of 5 mg/L or better, while the 2-DSB family ranged from a low of 0.8 to
a high of 3.5 mg/L. The addition of the pTUM4 helper plasmid [24], which we have shown to aid in
the production of sdAb with multiple disulfide bonds [25], provided less than two-fold improvement
in protein production, suggesting that it is possible another feature of the 2-DSB family negatively
impacts production.

The melting temperature (Tm) and refolding ability of each clone were measured using CD
(Table 1). The 2-DSB family had Tms that ranged from 63 to 66 ◦C, suggesting the point mutations
within the family members had little impact on Tm. The refolding ability of the 2-DSB family members,
however, varied from a low of 30% to a high of 93%.
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Table 1. Production, CD melting point and refolding, and biophysical properties.

sdAb Yield (mg/L) Tm (◦C) % Refold pI #SS Bonds

E1 8.4 59 56 7.18 1
G11 5.2 60 30 8.01 1
E10 16.4 48 15 8.64 1
E11 0.8 64 93 7.95 2
B5 1.4 63 52 7.96 2
H6 3.5 64 30 8.74 2
F3 2.7 65 59 7.89 2
C7 1.9 66 83 7.96 2

Refolding ability showed no proportionality with production potential, suggesting no linkage
between refolding and production. None of the other three families that had only the single conserved
disulfide bond had a Tm over 60 ◦C or refolded remarkably well. Thus, exploring some possible
sequence modifications that could lead to enhanced Tm and refolding ability for these binders,
and perhaps codon optimization of the 2-DSB family to improve production, would be useful
pursuits [26].

The binding kinetics of the sdAb on a surface coated with Lassa NPn recombinant protein were
evaluated by SPR; results are presented in Table 2 (color represents different sequence families).
Characteristic SPR plots are shown in Appendix A, Figure A1. The three families with only the
canonical disulfide bond showed relatively poor affinities in comparison to the 2-DSB family, ranging
from a KD of 69 nM to having no binding observed at all. The 2-DSB family all have superior off rates
which ranged from 7.6 to 3.0 × 10−3 and the KD for the family was approximately 10 nM. None of the
sdAb showed any binding to NPc (not shown).

Table 2. Kinetic parameters of Lassa NPn binding sdAb.

Clone ka (1/Ms) kd (1/s) KD (nM)
E1 - - NBO *

G11 3.8 × 105 7.0 × 10−2 184
E10 1.9 × 106 1.3 × 10−1 69
E11 1.5 × 105 7.6 × 10−3 57
B5 3.2 × 105 6.1 × 10−3 19
H6 6.1 × 105 5.7 × 10−3 9.3
F3 4.0 × 105 3.0 × 10−3 7.5
C7 5.1 × 105 3.8 × 10−3 7.5

* NBO: no binding observed.

The MagPlex direct binding assay of the Bt-sdAb to immobilized Lassa NPn confirmed the
superiority of the 2-DSB family for their ability to bind relative to representatives of the three other
families (Figure 2A). All sdAb pairs were examined for their ability to perform as both capture and
recognition elements in a sandwich format. After some optimization and selection of the Bt-H6 sdAb as
the best performing recognition antibody, we performed a homogeneous sandwich fluoroimmunoassay
for the detection of Lassa VLPs (Figure 2B).
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(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 2. (A) MagPlex direct binding assay, where Lassa NPn was immobilized on MagPlex magnetic
microspheres and biotinylated sdAb allowed to bind at different concentrations, followed by addition
of SA-PE. (B) Homogeneous MagPlex sandwich fluoroimmunoassay; each sdAb was immobilized on a
set of MagPlex magnetic microspheres and incubated in the presence of Lassa VLPs and biotinylated
sdAb H6 and SA-PE. The amount of SA-PE bound to each microsphere set was evaluated following
a single wash step. This experiment was repeated on three separate days in triplicate. Shown is the
average of the three replicates from one experiment; the error bars represent the standard deviation of
the mean.
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4. Discussion

This work describes the initial selection and characterization of sdAb that are specific for the
Lassa NPn recombinant protein. Most of the selected binders fell into one large family where all the
members possessed a second disulfide bond between framework 2 and CDR 3, typical of subfamily 3
of llama VHH [22]. As with other members of subfamily 3, the isolated 2-DSB family members possess
a longer-than-average CDR3 with a length of 27 versus conventional llama sdAb whose average CDR
3 length is 14 [22]. The sdAb’s conserved disulfide bond primarily provides enhanced stability to
the structure of the sdAb, while the disulfide bond between framework 2 and CDR 3 can stabilize
the structure; it typically plays a more critical role in binding affinity by maintaining the secondary
structure of the binding loops [27,28]. Three other sequence families were also identified which had
between one and three representatives. These three other clones had only the typical disulfide bond
found in variable heavy domains, however, they still had long CDR 3 regions, with lengths of 18 and 19.

The melting point and ability to refold were evaluated for each of the clones. None of them were
found to be remarkably stable although clone E11 did refold over 90%. It may be of interest to better
understand the impact that the minor sequence differences between members of the 2-DSB family
have on their ability to refold as it varied from a low of 30% for H6 to a high of 93% for E11, while
their Tm was virtually the same. If these binders are developed further, one could make additional
sequence changes to increase both their Tm and ability to refold [26], thus making them more attractive
for applications in austere locales where refrigeration is a challenge.

The affinity of each of these binders was also evaluated. The clone E1 did not show any binding
by SPR or give a significant signal in the MagPlex direct binding assay, thus it is likely that isolation of
this sequence was spurious. Notably, E1 was the only member of its sequence family, increasing the
likelihood that it is not a true Lassa NPn binder. Of the other clones, it quickly became clear that the
2-DSB family of binders were superior to the other two. Their affinities were in the range of 10 nM and
all had off rates that were at least fivefold lower than any of the other binders examined. Nonetheless,
these affinities are not as good as those frequently obtained from llama immune phage-display libraries,
where frequently sub-nM KD binders are isolated. This limited affinity is borne out by the need to
perform a homogenous sandwich assay, whereby limiting the dissociation time of the immune-complex,
we were able to demonstrate that these binders show potential for the detection of LASV via their
ability to detect Lassa VLPs that included NP in addition to glycoprotein and matrix protein.

After testing a range of conditions, we were able to demonstrate detection of Lassa VLPs down
to as little as 39 ng/mL, with both the H6 and F3 capture sets having a ratio of signal/background
over 3, where the limit of detection cut-off ratio is 2, a ratio we have shown previously provides a
statistically significant increase [16]. While this demonstrates their potential, it is highly likely that
binders with a higher affinity will be required to obtain adequate sensitivities to reliably detect for
LASV infection. To achieve this goal, the two best options are to immunize another animal in an
effort to obtain an immune repertoire that possesses higher affinity binders or to take advantage of
avidity by preparing sdAb multimers of our current binders. In other work we, as well as others, have
made sdAb multimers either via direct genetic linkage [29–31] or via a fusion protein that forms a
homodimer such as alkaline phosphatase or rhizavidin [32,33] or fusion with a peptide that promotes
multimerization [34]. These dimers and multimers have been shown to dramatically enhance both
affinity and utility in immunoassays [35,36], however, it remains to be determined if such an approach
would prove successful here.

The sdAb were selected on a recombinantly expressed n-terminal fragment of NP containing
amino acids 1-304 of the protein from the lineage IV strain Josiah. A comparison of NP sequences from
different LASV strains showed that there can be up to 12% variation in the amino acid sequence [4].
Future work should include determining if the selected sdAb are able to recognize NP from other LASV
strains. Alternatively, one could do additional rounds of selection with a different LASV strain to select
binders capable of binding to a common epitope. Nonetheless, the sdAb we isolated could be used in
conjunction with sdAb reagents selected on NP from a variety of strains to minimize false negatives.
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Future studies involve evaluating the ability of the sdAb to recognize VLPs that include NP derived
from other LASV lineages, and eventually their ability to detect live virus. Ultimately, one will want to
compare sdAb reagents head-to-head with conventional monoclonal antibodies to directly evaluate
any perceived advantage obtained and perhaps whether an assay format that includes both reagents is
warranted. However, from our experience, until the sdAb have been further optimized to enhance
their functionality, such a comparison would be premature. In conclusion, we have described and
evaluated four families of Lassa NPn binding sdAb and hypothesize that with continued development,
they may become useful reagents in the fight against Lassa fever.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Representative surface plasmon resonance data for each of selected Lassa NP binding sdAb.
The data for each clone is presented to the right of it’s name, in order from top to bottom, and left to
right, clone E1, G11, E10, B5, E11, F3, H6, and C7.
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Abstract: We report the novel crystal structure and characterization of symmetrical, homodimeric
humanized heavy-chain-only antibodies or dimers (HC2s). HC2s were found to be significantly
coexpressed and secreted along with mAbs from transient CHO HC/LC cotransfection, resulting in
an unacceptable mAb developability attribute. Expression of full-length HC2s in the absence of
LC followed by purification resulted in HC2s with high purity and thermal stability similar to
conventional mAbs. The VH and CH1 portion of the heavy chain (or Fd) was also efficiently expressed
and yielded a stable, covalent, and reducible dimer (Fd2). Mutagenesis of all heavy chain cysteines
involved in disulfide bond formation revealed that Fd2 intermolecular disulfide formation was
similar to Fabs and elucidated requirements for Fd2 folding and expression. For one HC2, we solved
the crystal structure of the Fd2 domain to 2.9 Å, revealing a highly symmetrical homodimer that
is structurally similar to Fabs and is mediated by conserved (CH1) and variable (VH) contacts with
all CDRs positioned outward for target binding. Interfacial dimer contacts revealed by the crystal
structure were mutated for two HC2s and were found to dramatically affect HC2 formation while
maintaining mAb bioactivity, offering a potential means to modulate novel HC2 formation through
engineering. These findings indicate that human heavy-chain dimers can be secreted efficiently in the
absence of light chains, may show good physicochemical properties and stability, are structurally
similar to Fabs, offer insights into their mechanism of formation, and may be amenable as a novel
therapeutic modality.

Keywords: antibody; heavy-chain dimer; heavy-chain antibody; crystal structure

1. Introduction

Typical monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) with specificity towards a target antigen are composed of
heavy (HC) and light (LC) chains containing conserved and variable regions. Previously, heavy-chain
only antibody (HCAb) formation was reported to occur in various species with significant human
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therapeutic potential [1]. Camelids are long known to express functional HC-only antibodies that
are composed of a homodimeric VHH domain [2,3]. Further, sharks produce functional heavy-chain
only antibodies, that like camelid antibodies, are smaller in nature, and formed the basis of nanobody
technology [4,5]. Like camelid VHH domains and shark nanobodies, both lacking CH1 and LC domains,
HCAbs have been reported to be secreted in LC-deficient mice lacking the CH1 domain [6]. Separately,
hybrid llama/human antibody HCAbs, lacking the CH1 domain and having swapped the llama
VHH regions with human VH, have been reported [7]. In addition, HC-only transcripts, lacking the
CH1 domain and in the absence of LC, can be expressed on the cell surface of mammalian pro-B
cells [8]. What is noteworthy here with these examples of HC-only antibodies found in camelids,
sharks, LC-deficient mice, and mammalian pro-B cells is that the presence of these molecules does
not contradict the longstanding views on antibody mAb or Fab assembly, where LC assembly to the
HC, or in particular to the CH1 domain, is required for CH1 domain folding and dissociation from the
molecular chaperone BiP [9–11]. Interestingly, it has been reported that full- length HC-only antibody
dimers are formed from a stable Drosophila cell line via a BiP mediated pathway [12]. This observation
challenges the long-held hypothesis that the unfolded CH1 domain in complex to the molecular
chaperone BiP requires association with LC to fold and release BiP chaperone, enabling export and
secretion. Nonetheless, the formation of full-length HC-only antibodies is uncommon, and aside from
the normal requirement of the LC to bind chaperoned CH1 and release BiP, additional mechanisms
may be required to neutralize their potential toxicity in the absence of LC as previously reported in
plasma cells [13].

Human HCAbs have only recently been reported by Stoyle and coworkers to occur from transient
Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) expression [14]. Like antibody producing B cells, CHO cells have a
similar quality control system and mechanism of antibody assembly, utilizing BiP, prolyl isomerases,
and disulfide reductases [15]. Therein, HCAbs containing the constant CH1 and VH regions humanized
from rodent sources were found to form homodimers and be secreted even in the absence of light chain.
These HC dimers were found to form from both HC/LC cotransfected cells and HC-only transfection,
and both full-length HC dimers and HC dimers lacking the Fc domain (VH + CH1 only) were able to
form. The LC-independent secretion of HC dimers was inferred to be variable region dependent since
only certain HCs were able to form and be secreted as folded molecules. One characteristic noted for
some of the molecules being able to form HC2s was the increased number of positively charged amino
acids in the HC-CDR3 [14].

Although Stoyle and coworkers clearly showed that both full-length heavy-chain dimers (HC2s)
and HCs lacking the Fc domain (analogous to the Fab domain, herein described as “Fd2”) are able to
be formed and secreted in the absence of LC, it is not clear what their mechanism of assembly is, nor is
it clear what are the sequence and structural determinants that drive their formation. Also lacking are
biophysical and structural characterizations of these novel molecules. The formation of human HC2s
is unique and offers extraordinary insights into antibody assembly, as well as potentially enabling
different, novel antibody formats with unique advantages and properties. One potential advantage
is that common LC mispairing in multi-specific formats can be avoided. However, without further
understanding their biophysical properties and how structural and sequence elements impact their
formation, engineering and modulating HC dimers into a novel potential modality cannot be achieved.
Aside from assumed differences in the HC variable sequence that impact HC2 formation, the role of
the LC is also not well understood and how this competing pathway to normal HC-LC assembly could
impact HC-HC (HC2) assembly.

Herein, we report robust expression and formation of human HC2s for two different humanized
antibodies with unrelated variable sequences against different biological targets. Robust formation
of HC2 impurities originally constituted a severe, negative mAb developability attribute. In HC/LC
cotransfected transient CHO cells, HC2 formation was robust and prevented further developability of
these clones as acceptable purity/heterogeneity of the desired mAb species was unattainable under
representative process conditions. To characterize further these novel and unique “impurities”,
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we performed a series of HC-only transfections and characterized the secreted and purified HC dimers.
For both full-length and Fd2 versions, we found these molecules can achieve high purity, and to have
similar or better expression titer, thermal stability, and accelerated storage stability than their mAb and
Fab counterparts, respectively. Additionally, we solved the first ever crystal structure at 2.9 Angstroms
(Å) of a human HC homodimer (herein named Fd2-A) that reveals exposed CDR regions and a
symmetrical dimerization complex analogous to HC-LC association in Fabs, where one opposing HC
(CH1 + VH or Fd) replaces the LC. Disulfide formation is overall conserved between this Fd2 complex
in comparison to the Fd domain in Fabs. Mutagenesis of key, variable CDR residues in the dimerization
interface indicated by the novel Fd2-A crystal structure reduced full-length HC dimer formation.
Similar mutations were made for a second recombinant antibody based on a sequence alignment to
Fd2-A and similar HC2 dimer reduction was achieved, suggesting that this heavy-chain only dimer
structure is conserved for two antibody sequences with different germlines against two different
biological targets. These results indicate that we have solved a novel crystal structure representing the
human HC dimer (Fd2) structure, provided new insights into their formation, structural and sequence
determinants, and demonstrated that their application as a novel and functional antibody format
is realistic.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Transient Protein Expression

For the small-scale protein production, transient transfections were done in TubeSpin® bioreactors
(TPP Techno Plastic Products AG, Trasadingen, Switzerland) using the ExpiCHO Expression System
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly,
the cells were grown and maintained in ExpiCHO Expression Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) and seeded in 10 mL of media at 6 × 106 cells/mL on the day of transfection.
Complexes were formed with 8 ug of DNA and 32 μL of Expifectamine in OptiPRO™ SFM and
incubated for 1 min followed by addition to the cells. The transfected cultures were grown at 37 ◦C,
5% CO2, 80% humidity, and 300 rpm rotation in a Multitron incubator (Infors HT, Basel, Switzerland)
and then shifted to 32 ◦C 24 h post-transfection and were fed with feed and enhancer on days 1 and 5.
Expression variables include no enhancer treatment (Thermo), pulling culture on Day 4, using 20% of
coding DNA by weight, transfecting with 5X LC by molar mass, and using a 10 mL shake flask instead
of tubespin cultures. The cultures were harvested on day 7, the cells were pelleted by centrifugation,
and the supernatant was passed through a 0.2 micron filter. The protein titers were determined using a
ForteBio Octet (Molecular Devices, LLC. San Jose, CA, USA) with Protein A sensors and a purified
mAb to generate the standard curve.

For large-scale protein production, transient transfections were performed in 1 L shake flasks
using the ExpiCHO Expression System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. Transfections and expression conditions were the same as in small-scale
format. The cultures were harvested on day 7, the cells were pelleted by centrifugation, and the
supernatant was passed through a 0.2 micron filter. The protein titers were determined using a ForteBio
Octet (Molecular Devices, LLC. San Jose, CA, USA) with Protein A sensors and a purified mAb to
generate the standard curve.

2.2. Small-Scale Protein Purification

The clarified cell culture supernatants were loaded onto a Tecan Freedom EVO 200 (Tecan Life
Sciences, Männedorf, Switzerland) for antibody purification utilizing miniature columns manufactured
by Repligen (Waltham, MA, USA) and packed with MabSelect™ SuRe™ LX (GE Healthcare Life
Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The antibodies were eluted with 20 mM sodium acetate at pH 3.5 and
immediately neutralized with 0.33 M Tris, 1 M sodium acetate pH 8.0 and buffer exchanged into 20 mM
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sodium acetate pH 5.5 using 10K MWCO Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassettes (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA).

2.3. Large-Scale mAb and Full-Length HC Dimer Purification

Cell culture supernatant was incubated with Protein A (ProA) affinity MabSelect SuRe LX resin
(GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) overnight (1 mL resin for 40 mg target antibody or HC dimer
estimated by ForteBio Octet) for batch binding. Affinity resin with bound protein was collected by
filtration and transferred to a disposable column. Bound resin was washed with 20X column volumes
of 1X Gibco Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) in batch
mode. Desired protein was eluted by approximately 5 column volumes of 20 mM sodium acetate pH
3.5 buffer. Eluate was immediately buffer exchanged into 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 buffer using
10K MWCO Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassettes. To further polish material for analytical and biophysical
characterization efforts (DSC, SEC-MALS, LC-MS), desired product was purified to >98% purity
(by SE-UPLC and cSDS) on a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300GL column (GE Healthcare Bio-Science AB,
Uppsala, Sweden). Mobile phase was 20 mM sodium acetate, 200 mM sodium chloride pH 5.5 buffer.
All purified protein was buffer exchanged overnight using 10K MWCO Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis
cassettes into 1X Gibco PBS pH 7.4 and normalized to 1 mg/mL for characterization. Concentration
was determined by UV absorbance at 280 nm on a Nanodrop 2000 1- position Spectrophotometer
(Thermo Scientific).

2.4. Fab and Fd Dimer Purification

Cell culture supernatant was incubated with CaptureSelect IgG-CH1 affinity matrix (Thermo
Scientific) overnight for batch binding (1 mL resin for 10 mg protein estimated by ForteBio Octet).
Resin was collected by filtration, transferred to a disposable column, and then washed with 20 column
volumes of 1X Gibco PBS in batch mode. Desired protein was eluted with 5 column volumes of
0.1 M glycine pH 3.0 buffer. Eluate was immediately buffer exchanged into 20 mM sodium acetate
pH 5.5 buffer. To further polish material for biophysical characterization and crystallization efforts,
desired product was purified to >98% purity (by SE-UPLC and cSDS) on a Superdex 200 increase
10/300GL (GE Healthcare Bio-Science AB, Uppsala, Sweden) column. Mobile phase was 20 mM sodium
acetate, 200 mM sodium chloride pH 5.5 buffer. All purified protein was buffer exchanged overnight
into 1X Gibco PBS pH 7.4 and normalized to 1 mg/mL for characterization. For crystallization efforts,
Fd2 for Molecule A was reformulated into 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 (low salt) and concentrated to
20 mg/mL using a 4 mL Vivaspin™ ultrafiltration spin column with 10K MWCO membrane. Purity was
verified to be unchanged following concentration by SE-UPLC.

2.5. Size-Exclusion Ultra-Pressure Liquid Chromatography (SE-UPLC)

A Waters Acquity UPLC H-Class PLUS system (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) was used to separate
molecules based on differences in their hydrodynamic size. Samples (10 μg) were injected into
an Acquity BEH200 SEC column (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) and eluted at a 0.5 mL/min flow
rate. Mobile phase contained 100 mM sodium phosphate and 200 mM sodium chloride pH 7.0.
Waters BEH200 SEC protein standard mix (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) was used as molecular weight
marker and for column quality control purposes. Samples were detected by UV absorbance at 280 nm.
Chromatograms were integrated manually and reported as a % of integrated area for each species.

2.6. Capillary Sodium Dodecyl-Sulfate Electrophoresis (cSDS)

A LabChip GXII Clipper (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to determine purity and
approximate molecular weight under non-reduced and reduced conditions. All sample and chip
preparation was done according to manufacturer’s protocol using the Protein Express Assay reagent
kit (Perkin Elmer). Five μL of sample was mixed with 35 μL of reduced Protein Express Sample Buffer
(35 mM Dithiothreitol or DTT added to kit sample buffer) or 35 μL non-reduced sample buffer (35 mM
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iodoacetamide added to kit sample buffer). An HT Protein Express Assay LabChip (Perkin Elmer) was
primed using the Protein Express Assay Reagent kit (Perkin Elmer). LabChip GX Reviewer software
was used for data analysis. Chromatograms were integrated manually and reported as % for each
species. This method produces system or method-related peaks that appear at before 10 KDa in size
and include reagents and the internal 10 KDa molecular weight standard.

2.7. Size Exclusion Chromatography Coupled to Multi-Angle Light Scattering (SEC-MALS)

A μDAWN (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) was coupled online to a Waters UPLC
H-Class system (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) to measure molecular weight (Mw) using static light scattering.
Light scattering wavelength used was 650 nm. The concentration detector was an online uTrex equipped
with a refractive index detector. Dn/Dc value used in Mw calculations was 0.185 mL/g. PBS was used as
the mobile phase and 20 μg samples were injected. Other SE-UPLC running conditions used are described
here in the SE-UPLC methods section. Bovine serum albumin (Thermo Scientific) was used as an isotropic
standard for molecular weight normalization. Astra 7 software (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara,
CA, USA) was used for data acquisition and analysis. Detector alignment, band broadening,
and normalization coefficient parameters were set to achieve a BSA Mw within 5% of 66,500 Da.

2.8. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

A MicroCal PEAQ-DSC (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, UK) was used to measure protein melting
temperatures. An amount of 500 μL of protein solution for each sample at 1 mg/mL in 20 mM sodium
acetate pH 5.5 was added to a 96-well 500 μL volume plate (Wheaton). Temperature was ramped from
25 ◦C to 95 ◦C at 1 ◦C per min. Origin 7 software was used for data acquisition and analysis where
melting transition temperatures (Tm) were fitted using a non-two state algorithm.

2.9. Nanoscale-Differential Scanning Fluorimetry (Nano-DSF)

All nano-DSF studies were performed using the Nanotemper Prometheus NT.48 instrument
and data analysis software. Samples were evaluated at 1 mg/mL in 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5.
Samples were introduced by capillary action into glass capillaries (Prometheus) prior to placing
into the instrument capillary holder. Temperature was ramped from 20 ◦C to 95 ◦C at 1 ◦C/minute.
Thermal melting transitions (Tm) were measured by identifying changes in inflection of intrinsic
fluorescence intensity ratios (F350 nm/F330 nm) at specific temperatures.

2.10. Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Affinity Measurements by BIAcore

Binding kinetics of the mAbs to the target was determined by SPR on a BIAcore T200
(GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA). The running buffer, 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% (v/v)
Surfactant P20, 3 mM EDTA, pH 7.4 (HBS-EP+, GE Healthcare), was used for immobilization and
reagent dilutions. All binding kinetics were measured at 25 ◦C. For each injection cycle, mAbs were
first captured in different flow cells with an anti-human Fc antibody (Human Antibody Capture Kit,
GE Healthcare) immobilized to the sensor chip (Series S CM5, GE Healthcare). Reference flow cell with
no captured mAb was also used. Serial dilutions (1:2) of the target protein, ranging in concentration
from 1 μM to 32 μM, and buffer blanks were injected in multiple cycles over the captured mAbs
and reference surfaces for a 1-min association followed by a 3-min dissociation. The surfaces were
regenerated with a 30 s injection of 3 M MgCl2 after each cycle. Double-referenced titration data was
globally fit to a 1:1 Langmuir binding model to determine the association rate constant, ka (M−1 s−1),
and the dissociation rate constant, kd (s−1), using the BIAcore T200 Evaluation Software version 2.0
(GE Healthcare). The equilibrium dissociation constant was calculated as KD (M) = kd/ka.
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2.11. Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS or Intact Mass)

Sample was diluted to 0.2 mg/mL with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and 4 μL was injected to a
POROS R2/10 2.1 × 30 mm Column (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA, 1-1112-12). A gradient
from 30 to 58% Buffer B (acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) in Buffer A (water, 0.1% formic acid) was
applied to the chromatographic column with flow rate of 100 μL/min. Data was acquired on a Waters
Synapt G2-S Mass Spectrometer and deconvoluted to monoisotopic and singly-charged using the
Waters MassEnt 1 software.

2.12. Storage Stability Study

All samples were formulated in 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 at 5 mg/mL. Solutions were filtered
through a Millex-GV 0.2 μM PVDF 33 mm syringe filter (Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA) and aliquoted
into 2 mL screw-top microcentrifuge tubes (Fisher). Samples subjected to accelerated storage were
placed into a temperature-controlled stability chamber (Thermo Scientific) at 40 ◦C. Samples were
pulled at specific timepoints and then analyzed for purity by SE-UPLC and cSDS.

2.13. Crystallization and Data Collection

Crystallization plates were set up in 3 sub-well plates (Intelli, Art Robbins) by vapor diffusion
using Mosquito (TTP Labtech, Boston, MA, USA) at 4, 18, and 30 ◦C, and images were acquired
using RockImager 1000 (Formulatrix Bedford, MA, USA). Crystals appeared in well of H7 of JCSG
Plus Screen (Molecular Dimensions, Maumee, OH, USA) within a few hours and were fully grown
after 3 days. Crystals (length, 80–200 μm) were present in condition H7 (0.2 M ammonium sulfate,
0.1 M Bis-Tris pH 5.5, 25% w/v PEG 3350) in 1:1, 2:1 and 1:2 protein to precipitant ratio in 200 nL
drops. Further optimization of condition resulted in optimal crystal in 2:1 protein to precipitant ratio
at 30 ◦C of 200 nL drops. Crystals were cryo-protected in reservoir solution supplemented with
5% glycerol and flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen. We noticed that crystals harvested after 2–3 days
resulted in optimal diffraction. Data collection was performed at the Industrial Macromolecular
Crystallography Association (IMCA) beam line, sector 17 of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at
the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL, Lemont, IL, USA). Data were collected at a wavelength of
1.0 Å using a Pilatus 6M detector (Dectris A G, Baden Dättwil, Switzerland). The data were processed
using the autoPROC [16,17] automated processing software. AutoPROC utilizes XDS for indexing and
integration and, AIMLESS for scaling, POINT LESS for data analysis, and STARANISO for applying
anisotropic diffraction limits.

2.14. Structure Determination and Model Building

The structure was solved by Molecular Replacement using MOLREP [18] and Phaser [19].
The partial model was further extended by AutoBuild [20]. The structure was then refined using
autoBUSTER [21] and phenix.refine [22]. The initial maps had poor density for several regions,
including some of the CDR-like loops, which were removed from the model and gradually rebuilt
during refinement. The electron density map was consistent with most sequence substitutions and
insertions or deletions between the starting molecular replacement model and the final structure.
The sequence was manually corrected using COOT [23]. The resulting structure was refined using
Phenix and rebuilt several times leading to final values of Rfree and Rwork. The final model contained
3 dimers in the asymmetric unit.

2.15. Constructs Used, Sequence Alignment, and Numbering

All mAbs, Fabs, HC2s, and Fd2 molecules used in this study were prepared by gene synthesis.
Full length mAb versions contained all residues within the VH and CH domains. mAbs A and B were
humanized from mouse and rat immunization campaigns, respectively. For full-length HC2 molecules,
the entire HC was used without alterations or truncations. Mutated HC2 molecules were prepared
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by site-directed mutagenesis. For design of Fabs and Fd2s, engineered IgG1 HC constructs were
terminated just prior to the hinge region (or residues 1-224 for Fab-A and Fd2-A and residues 1-235 for
Fab-B and Fd2-B) ending in the conserved sequence THT. For the LC, the full-length LC sequence was
used (residues 1-219 for Fab-A and residues 1-213 for Fab-B). Both LC sequences terminated in the
conserved cysteine involved in the HC:LC intermolecular disulfide. Sequences were aligned and CDRs
annotated using proprietary AbacusTM Antibody & Engineering Analysis software using standard
pre-sets and reference antibody sets. Default numbering referenced throughout the text is based
on sequential numbering, with the exception of the sequence alignments generated by AbacusTM,
where default sequential numbering was used throughout the alignment by the software.

3. Results

3.1. Observation and Identification of Expressed and Purified Humanized HC Dimer

Humanized heavy-chain dimer (HC2) formation was observed for two different monoclonal
antibodies from transient HC/LC cotransfection followed by Protein A affinity capture. For a recombinant
IgG1 mAb, designated here as “mAb-A”, a species corresponding to an HC:HC homodimer complex
was apparent by NR-cSDS and a lower molecular weight species was partially resolved by SE-UPLC
(Figure 1). No other species aside from expected HC and LC were detected by Red-cSDS, although a
higher ratio of HC:LC was observed. In Figure 1, representative SE-UPLC and cSDS profiles are
shown for mAb-A (Figure 1A,B respectively), along with the verification of covalent full-length HC
dimer by intact mass spectrometry (Figure 1C). By NR-cSDS, the full-length IgG1 HC2 species was
measured at 4.9% for a standard tube spin 10 mL culture expression (See Table 1 for data). This species
is designated “HC2-A”. Other constructs corresponding to this same molecule, such as the Fab,
Fd portion (CH1 + VH), or full-length mAb, are designated “Fab-A”, “Fd-A”, “mAb- A”, and so on,
deriving from the parent molecule A full-length mAb construct. For other molecules evaluated herein
(such as B, C, and D), the same nomenclature applies.

Figure 1. Detection of HC2 species in humanized mAb-A molecule by (A) SE-UPLC and (B) NR- and
Red-cSDS (profiles overlaid). (C) Confirmation of HC2-A species by intact mass spectrometry from a
mixture of mAb and HC2 species.
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Table 1. Expression variables, codon usage, and isotype evaluated for their effects on mAb-A HC2
formation for 10 mL small-scale transient cultured CHO cells. Yield in milligrams refers to the amount
of mAb expressed and affinity captured by ProA except for the HC-only transfection, where yield is the
amount of HC2 expressed and purified. Control IgG1 mAb did not yield measurable amounts of HC2
with both HC-only transfection and HC/LC cotransfection.

Culture Conditions
Yield
(mg)

%HC2 by
NR-cSDS

Yield
(mg)

%HC2 by
NR-cSDS

Yield
(mg)

%HC2 by
NR-cSDS

IgG4 mAb-A IgG1 mAb-A Control IgG1 mAb

HC only Transfection 1.0 99.7 1.3 98.0 0.0 0.0

Co-transfection with LC

Tube spin control 2.5 7.4 2.8 4.9 1.9 0.0

5x LC chain 2.1 0 1.8 0 N/A

20% coding DNA 1.9 2.8 1.6 15.7 N/A

Day 4 harvest 0.5 3.5 1.3 2.0 N/A

No enhancer 2.8 2.6 2.2 2.6 0.3 0.0

No Temperature shift 0.9 2.3 1.0 2.7 0.5 0.0

Shake flask 2.3 5.0 2.4 2.4 2.1 0.0

Codon optimization 1 3.0 3.5 N/A N/A

Codon optimization 2 0.1 1.6 N/A N/A

3.2. Effect of Expression Variables on HC Dimer Expression

Initially, it was not clear to us what were the root causes of HC dimer formation; specifically,
if it was artifactual expression or an inherent property of the antibody sequence driving its assembly.
Therefore, we investigated the effects of isotype (human IgG1 versus IgG4), expression variables and
DNA codon use on HC2 formation. mAb-A was evaluated as IgG1 and IgG4 (S228P) [24] isotypes
alongside a negative control mAb known not to form HC2s. This control is a typical recombinant
mAb used as an expression control known for its robust titers and yield. Expression variables such as
shaking method, enhancer addition, culture time, and codon optimization were explored for both IgG1
and IgG4 isotypes containing the same variable sequence, and levels of HC2 were quantified by cSDS.
In Table 1, these expression conditions are summarized for all molecules across all expression conditions
for HC/LC cotransfection and expression. For the controlled “tube spin” condition, both HC-only
transfection and HC/LC cotransfection were evaluated. In a 10 mL tube spin transient culture from
HC- only transfection, greater than 1 mg of HC2 was captured (or >100 mg/L yield from culture
supernatant) for both IgG1 and IgG4 isotypes at a purity of ≥98% by NR-cSDS. Therefore, HC-only
expression of mAb-A resulted in efficient expression of HC2 and was affinity captured at high purity.
For HC/LC cotransfections, the percent of HC2 quantified by NR-cSDS was approximately 5–7% for
both isotypes and ranged from 1.6% to 15.7% across all expression conditions and codon variations,
indicating that HC dimer levels are somewhat variable but also robust across experimental conditions.
Therefore, it was clear that HC dimer formation was not a consequence of a particular expression or
process-related artifact. Our further characterization and investigation of these novel HC2 domains
thus utilized the IgG1 isotype arising from standard expression conditions and standard purification.

3.3. Small-Scale Expression of Other Recombinant mAbs and HC Dimer Occurrence

Using 10 mL small-scale transient tube spin cultures, 12 additional random recombinant mAbs
against unique targets were expressed as HC-only transfections and <0.1 mg HC2 or total protein
was Pro-A captured for 11 out of 13 (mAbs-C to -M, Table 2). For all the molecules designated C-M
that were expressed as HC/LC (mAb) cotransfections, <0.1% potential HC dimer was quantified by
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NR- CSDS. However, mAb-B was found to efficiently express HC2 in both HC/LC cotransfections
and HC-only transfections. Therefore, as expected, HC dimer formation was unique to certain
antibody molecules and sequences and not a common or frequent phenomenon across various antibody
sequences. In Table 2, the HC/LC germline families are also tabulated for each mAb. Four of the total
13 sequences are considered rare or uncommon (<10 occurrences out of 358 sequences containing kappa
light chains evaluated in Jayaram, et al.), and are highlighted red [25]. Of these four, two express this
unique HC dimer at significant levels for both mAb and HC-only expression; specifically, mAbs A and
B. The other nine molecules that do not significantly form HC2 all have common or frequently arising
germlines (>20 occurrences out of 358 antibody sequences containing kappa light chain evaluated).

Table 2. For a panel of 13 recombinant antibodies, tabulated are the HC/LC germlines.
These are highlighted red if considered uncommon (<10 occurrences) and unhighlighted if common
(>20 occurrences out of 358 kappa-LC containing sequences) [25]. Also tabulated are the % HC dimer
(HC2) quantified by NR-cSDS from HC/LC cotransfection (mAb production) and the amount in mg of
HC2 species obtained from HC-only small-scale transfection (10 mL total volume).

mAb HC/LC Germlines % HC2 HC-Only (mg)

A HV1/KV2D 4.9 1.3
B HV4/KV1 46.2 1.5
C HV3/KV3 <0.1 <0.1
D HV1/KV2D <0.1 <0.1
E HV1/KV1 <0.1 <0.1
F HV3/KV1 <0.1 <0.1
G HV1/KV1 <0.1 <0.1
H HV1/KV1 <0.1 <0.1
I HV3/KV1 <0.1 <0.1
J HV4/KV2 <0.1 <0.1
K HV1/KV1 <0.1 <0.1
L HV3/KV1 <0.1 <0.1
M HV3/LV3 <0.1 <0.1

Highlights denote infrequent occurance.

3.4. Large-Scale HC-Only Expression of 4 mAbs

At one liter or greater scale in CHO transient transfection, we expressed multiple full-length
IgG1 HC antibody sequences designated as HC2-A to -D (Table 3) and ProA affinity captured the
HC2 molecule of interest. Like HC2-A, HC2-B efficiently expresses as an HC dimer and even higher
levels of HC2 are observed from HC+LC cotransfection (46.2%, See Table 2). Following HC-only
transfection and expression, both HC2-A and HC2-B also were ProA affinity captured to relatively
high purity and yield. In Table 3, HC2-A and HC2-B were expressed and ProA captured with a yield
of 61 mg/L and 103 mg/mL respectively, from simply an unoptimized transient CHO expression, levels
that are quite typical for transiently expressed mAbs. By NR-cSDS, purities were measured at 93.8%
and 91.2% respectively for HC2-A and HC2-B, and greater than 96% by Red-cSDS for both. SE- UPLC
and cSDS purities were increased to >98% following size-exclusion purification (data not shown)
for further characterization, storage stability, and crystallization. Two other molecules (HC2- C and
HC2-D) with little propensity to form HC dimer were also evaluated. Recall the mAb forms for these
molecules exhibited <0.1% potential HC dimer in small-scale 10 mL HC/LC cotransfection (Table 2).
For these two molecules that were HC-only transfected and expressed at large-scale, low amounts of
HC dimer were observed at worse purity/heterogeneity, specifically less than 70% by NR-cSDS for
HC2-D, indicating that other mAbs may be able to form low levels of lower quality HC2 from HC-only
transfection at large-scale, but at insignificant levels during HC/LC cotransfection.
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Table 3. Yields and SE-UPLC, NR-cSDS, and Red-cSDS purities tabulated for four HC2s expressed as
HC-only transient transfections at 3 L scale followed by ProA affinity capture.

Molecule Yield (mg/L) % SE-UPLC Purity % NR-cSDS Purity % R-cSDS Purity

HC2-A 61 88.2 93.8 97.4
HC2-B 103 84.3 91.2 96.5
HC2-C 5 80.6 92.6 92.2
HC2-D 0.7 72.8 67.8 66.5

3.5. Accelerated Storage Stability of an HC2 Compared to mAb

To evaluate whether a full-length HC dimer has good storage stability and potential developability,
we evaluated ProA/SEC purified full-length IgG1 mAb-A and HC2-A side-by-side on accelerated
one-month storage at 40 ◦C and surveyed common degradants such as aggregation and fragmentation.
Storage stability is a critical aspect of drug product development, and accelerated storage stability at
elevated temperatures typically forecasts long-term storage at normal temperatures [26]. In Table 4,
the % NR-cSDS purities and % SE-UPLC purities are tabulated at initial, 2 week, and 4 week timepoints
for both mAb-A and HC2-A. The % of high molecular weight species quantified by SE-UPLC is also
tabulated. NR-cSDS analysis was performed in order to mainly assess fragmentation and SE-UPLC
was performed to assess both aggregation (HMW species formation) as well as potential LMW species
or fragments. Remarkably, after 4 weeks at 40 ◦C, HC2-A has better NR-cSDS and SE-UPLC purity
attributes versus the full-length mAb-A; by NR-cSDS and SE-UPLC, mAb-A had 96.1% and 98.7%
purity, while HC2-A had 98.1% and 99.2%, respectively. Both mAb-A and HC2-A had similar and low
levels of SE-UPLC HMW species or aggregation. These findings clearly indicate that HC2 antibodies
may have excellent stability comparable to or better than mAbs.

Table 4. Formulation conditions were 5 mg/mL for both mAb-A and HC2-A in 20 mM sodium acetate
pH 5.5, a representative formulation condition. Both samples were stored up to 4 weeks at 40 ◦C.
Column representations are % purity by NR-cSDS, % purity by SE-UPLC, and % High Molecular Weight
species (HMW) quantified by SE-UPLC. Molecules were purified by ProA affinity chromatography
followed by SEC polishing.

Molecule Timepoint NR-cSDS SE-UPLC % HMW

mAb-A

Initial 99.1 99.6 0.4
2 wk 40 ◦C 97.8 99.2 0.4
4 wk 40 ◦C 96.1 98.7 0.5

HC2-A

Initial 100 99.7 0.3
2 wk 40 ◦C 99.5 99.5 0.5
4 wk 40 ◦C 98.1 99.2 0.8

3.6. Analysis of Two Fd (VH + CH1) Domains (Fd2-A and Fd2-B)

To determine if HC2-A and HC2-B, which were shown to efficiently express full-length HC2 from
both transient HC/LC cotransfection and HC-only transfection, can also form HC dimers using only
the variable VH and constant CH1 segment with no hinge and Fc domain present, the “Fd” (VH + CH1)
domain was expressed (designated as dimeric Fd2-A and Fd2-B as follows). These constructs were
designed to end just prior to the IgG1 hinge, which contains two intermolecular disulfides. Therefore,
the expected Fd2 product should only have one observable intermolecular disulfide bond analogous to
Fabs and as previously reported [14]. In Figure 2A, NR- and Red-cSDS profiles are shown for both
HC- only Fd2-A and Fd2-B molecules that were CH1 affinity purified. For both molecules, Fd-only
expression followed by CH1capture yields >98% purity by NR- and Red-cSDS. High SE-UPLC purities
are also observed (>95%) that are easily polished by SEC purification to >99% SEC-UPLC purity
like full-length HC2s (data not shown). Further, both molecules clearly form a covalent dimer by
NR-cSDS, since a prominent peak at approximately 50 kDa is observed by NR-cSDS, and that this same
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molecule is reducible by DTT into monomeric Fd domains of approximately 25kDa for both Fd2-A
and Fd2-B. The identity of these species was confirmed by intact mass spectrometry (data not shown).
This demonstrated that the two different Fd2 species could be assembled, folded, secreted into the
culture supernatant, and affinity captured followed by purification of the desired product without
the presence of the Fc domain. This also revealed that the VH and CH1 domains alone were sufficient
to form a reducible covalent homodimer, without involvement by the Fc domain, where the two
Fd domains are presumed to be linked by a covalent, intermolecular, and reducible disulfide bond.
In Figure 2B, representations of the constructs evaluated thus far are shown and include a full-length
mAb and HC2 as well as Fab and Fd2 domains. There, the Fd2 domains are shown to be associated
biophysically and structurally as is later demonstrated.

Figure 2. (A) Overlaid NR-cSDS and Red-cSDS profiles for both Fd2 forms Fd2-A and Fd2-B. The intact
Fd2 dimer is reducible into monomeric Fd domains by DTT and appears as a Fd monomer by Red-cSDS.
Peaks below approximately 10 KDa are system-related peaks and include the internal MW standard.
(B) Diagrams representing a mAb, HC2, Fab, and Fd2. The HC is colored light blue and the light chain
is light red. Each individual variable and constant domain composing the HC and LC are labeled.
Intermolecular disulfides are not shown but exist in the hinge region and between CL and CH1 as well
as between the CH1 domains in the HC-only structures. HC-only Fd2 domains (VH + CH1) are shown
here to be associated.

3.7. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Analysis of mAb, HC2, Fab, and Fd2 Forms

Along with full-length mAb and HC2, corresponding Fab and Fd2 truncations were evaluated
by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) to probe differences in thermal stability for both A and
B molecular forms. In Figure 3, DSC profiles and tabulated Tm data are shown for mAb, HC2, Fab,
and Fd2 forms. For both A and B, mAb and HC2 forms have similarly high, acceptable melting
transitions and three in total for each molecule. For mAb-A and HC2-A, Tm1 values of 70.4 ◦C and
65.5 ◦C were obtained, respectively. For mAb-B and HC2-B, Tm1 values of 71.4 ◦C and 69.5 ◦C were
obtained, respectively. For the Fab and Fd2 constructs, both A and B molecules also had similar and
high melting transitions (two transitions for each molecule). Fab-A and Fd2-A Tm1 values were 71.5 ◦C
and 75.5 ◦C, respectively, with the Fd2 (HC-only domain) having higher thermal stability versus the
Fab. For the B forms, the Fab and Fd2 Tm1 values were 86.3 ◦C and 78.3 ◦C, respectively. In the latter
case, while the Fd2 construct had lower thermal stability than the Fab counterpart, it still possessed
high thermal stability by DSC with a Tm1 nearly 80 ◦C. It is important to note that these Fd2 molecules
can be expressed and purified to a fairly homogenous state (See Figure 2). Overall, DSC measurements
clearly show that HC2/Fd2 forms for two different antibodies have high thermal stability on par with
conventional mAbs/Fabs.
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Figure 3. DSC profiles and tabulated Tm data for mAb, HC2, Fab, and Fd2 constructs for both A and B
molecules. DSC profiles in the upper right box are for the A forms; upper left for the B forms. Below are
the tabulated Tm values for each species.

3.8. Formation and Analysis of (Non-Covalent) Fd2 Molecules without an Intermolecular Disulfide Bond

While the Fd domain forms a reducible, covalent dimer (Fd2) for two molecules with different
HC framework germlines (HV1 and HV4 respectively) and CDR sequences that bind to two separate
biological targets, we wanted to evaluate if these molecules could be expressed, secreted, and dimerized
in solution without an intermolecular disulfide bond. Stoyle and coworkers reported that the 5th
Cysteine from the N-terminus (Cys219 in Mab-A and designated herein as “5C”) is likely responsible
for intermolecular disulfide formation between Fd domains [14]. This is the same HC cysteine residue
responsible for forming the conserved Fab intermolecular disulfide between the HC and LC [27].
However, it is not known if this is conserved throughout observed HC dimers and further, if the Fd
domains can self-dimerize non-covalently in solution. In other words, do Fd2 or HC2 dimers form a
true dimerization interface in solution with substantial and relevant interface contacts that is apparent
in mAb or Fab forms. When the corresponding 5C-Cys is mutated to serine for both molecules A and B
(Cys219Ser in the case of mAb-A, diagrammed in Figure 4A), the Fd domain is still efficiently expressed
and purified to high purity. Further, in Figure 4B, denaturing NR-cSDS analysis reveals an Fd monomer
of approximately 25 kDa in size for both Fd2-5C-A and Fd2-5C-B, corresponding to the expected
molecular weight. Therefore, removal of the disulfide originally responsible for HC-LC disulfide
pairing in the Fab domain by “5C” cysteine to serine mutagenesis, also prevents the HC2 (Fd2) from
forming a similar intermolecular disulfide bond. In Figure 4B, online SEC-MALS profiles are shown for
both Fd2-A and Fd2-B with the 5C disulfide knock-out mutation (Fd2-5C-A and Fd2-5C-B), which elute
and are detected from the sizing column at low μM concentration. In solution, a partially resolved
mixture of monomeric Fd and non-covalent Fd2 is apparent for Fd2-5C-A. For Fd2-5C-B, non-covalent
dimeric Fd2 species are predominant at an average Mw of 49.0 kDa, therefore indicating a more stable
non-covalent dimer. We believe these dimeric species do not represent aggregated species, especially
since previous accelerated stability work with HC2-A does not result in appreciable aggregation by
SE- UPLC even after 1-month storage at 40 ◦C (See Table 4). Because the monomeric and dimeric
species for Fd2-5C-A are not fully resolved, the measured Mw values will be an overestimation for the
monomeric form and underestimation for the dimeric form and are tabulated in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Representation of the Fd2-5C dimer variant and experimental data for both Fd2-5C-A and
Fd2-5C–B molecules. (A) Representation of the dimeric Fd2 domain in cyan, with the VH and CH1
regions labeled and segmented. Each disulfide bond is represented in yellow, and the location of each
cysteine is labeled for one Fd domain (1C-5C counting from the N-terminus). The intermolecular
disulfide bond connected by the 5C cysteines is removed by cysteine to serine mutagenesis and thus
marked with a red “X”. (B) Overlaid NR-cSDS electropherograms for both Fd2-5C-A (black trace) and
Fd2-5C-B (red trace) and (C) Overlaid SEC-MALS profiles for both Fd2-5C-A (black trace) and Fd2-5C-
B (red trace). Results are plotted as molar mass (kDa) versus time with each chromatogram generated
by UV absorption. Measured molar masses are overlaid on each chromatogram (Fd2-5C-A in black
and Fd2-5C-B in red).

Figure 5. Diagrams of the Fab and Fd2 domains along with tabulation of transfected chains, variants,
and SEC-MALS Mw and nano-DSF Tm1 results for both molecules A (A) and B (B). The Fab domain is
shown as the assembly of the LC (VL + CL, red) and Fd (VH + CH1, cyan). The Fd2 domain is also
shown as a homodimer of Fd domains (cyan). Like in Figure 4A, disulfide bonds are depicted in
yellow and the position of each cysteine is labeled 1C-5C counting from the N-terminus. Under the
variant column is specified which cysteine is mutated to serine (e.g., Fab-1C-A has the first cysteine
from N-terminus mutated to serine). Species identified by intact mass are listed. “NA” denotes no
measurement since insufficient material was expressed and purified for characterization.
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3.9. Effect of Disulfide Mutagenesis on Fab and Fd2 Formation and Thermal Stability

Subsequently, we wanted to evaluate the effects of all disulfides in the VH and CH1 regions
on Fd2 expression and stability for both A and B molecules. Therefore, each VH and CH1 cysteine
was individually mutated to serine for both Fab and Fd2 constructs on both A and B molecules.
Based on known IgG1 disulfide architecture [27], Cysteines 1-4 (for mAb-A, sequential numbering
is Cys22 corresponds to “1C”, Cys96 is “2C”, Cys143 is “3C”, Cys199 is “4C”) form a pair of
conserved intramolecular disulfides within the Fd portion of the Fab domain and pair as 1C-2C and
3C-4C respectively. The 5th cysteine from the HC N-terminus (Cys219 for mAb-A and Cys230 for
mAb-B, or “5C”) forms the intermolecular disulfide between the Fd and LC of the Fab domains as
aforementioned. These molecules will be designated as the construct format, followed by location of
cysteine mutagenesis, followed by A or B molecule (e.g., “Fd2-2C-A”). In Figure 5A,B, SEC-MALS
and nano-DSF results, along with species observed, are tabulated for each of the resulting variants.
Nano-DSF was utilized here to evaluate Tm in a more high-throughput manner for many variants and
generally yields results comparable to DSC. In WT Fab expression of both A and B molecules, a mixture
of Fab and Fd2 species are observed. Since both Fab and Fd2 are ~50Kda in mass, SEC-MALS measured
the Mw to be ~50KDa for this mixture for both A and B. For both Fab-A and Fab-B, Fab expression
occurred for nearly all cysteine mutants with the exception of low Fab-2C-A expression. For Fab 1C-2C
mutants, similar or lower Tm1 values are observed by nano-DSF analysis, while similar or higher Tm1
values are observed for 3C-4C mutants. SEC-MALS results for WT Fab and each of the 1C-4C Fab
variants indicate that an intact Fab is expressed and formed as expected, with a measured Mw of
~50 KDa. When the intermolecular Fab disulfide is broken through 5C mutagenesis, Tm1 is similar
for Fab-5C-A but reduced ~15 ◦C for Fab-5C-B. These Fab-5C species are intact, non-covalent Fabs
indicated by SEC-MALS and NR-cSDS results (intact Fab by native SEC-MALS and composed of
monomeric Fd and LC components by denaturing NR-cSDS). When the same mutagenesis approach is
applied to HC or Fd-only expressed molecules A and B, similar traits are observed with one notable
exception: when any cysteine responsible for intramolecular disulfide formation is mutated in HC-only
Fd2 expression, little or no protein expression is observed, and therefore no analysis was conducted.
Only for the case of Fd2-2C-A expression was Fd2 even detectable by NR- cSDS. This explains why the
same variants also resulted in pure Fab species for the Fab-A and Fab-B 1C-4C mutants, since 1C-4C
mutated Fd2 was unable to be expressed to appreciable levels. Similar to the case of the Fabs, when the
intermolecular disulfide bond is disrupted by 5C mutagenesis, intact, non-covalently dimerized Fd2 is
expressed and purified as revealed by SEC- MALS and NR-cSDS (See also Figure 4). For both Fd2-5C-A
and Fd2-5C-B, Tm1 is significantly reduced compared to Fd2-A and Fd2-B, respectively. For Fd2-5C-A,
Tm1 is reduced 26 ◦C, and for Fd2-5C-B, Tm1 is reduced 15 ◦C. This is similar to the case of the Fab-5C-B
molecule, where Tm1 is reduced 15 ◦C when the Fab domain is no longer held together non-covalently.

3.10. Crystallization and Structural Evaluation of Fd2-A

To understand the structural basis of HC dimer formation and the nature of HC dimerization,
crystallization studies were conducted for the Fd2 domain of molecule A (Fd2-A). Crystals obtained
from a sparse matrix screen diffracted to 2.9 Å and the structure was solved by Molecular Replacement
(See Table 5 for crystallographic statistics). The resulting model was refined and built several times and
led to final values of Rfree and Rwork of 26.8% and 19.8%, respectively. The final model consists of six
monomers of 215 residues each that form three homodimers of HC:HC (Figure 6A) in the asymmetric
unit. This is deposited in the PDB bank as PDB I.D. 7KQY. In the crystal structure, the three molecules
within the asymmetric unit are structurally similar but have distinct and different domain orientations.
The final electron-density map allowed the positioning of most residues with confidence. In Figure 6B,
the Fd2-A structure is shown in ribbon diagram and reveals a highly symmetrical homodimer. The CDR
loops are also highlighted and face outward, similar to how CDR loops are positioned in Fabs/mAbs.
However, we found these HC2s for molecules A and B to not bind their original targets as expected
using a BIAcore SPR affinity assay (data not shown). The electron density corresponding to residues
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HC-216 to 224 is very weak, indicating that the loop is disordered. This disordered loop also includes
Cys219, which is engaged in an intermolecular disulfide bond to itself in the opposing monomer based
on previous studies of HC dimers [14] and our disulfide mutagenesis experiments. While this loop
is disordered and therefore not shown, it appears to be in close proximity to the same loop in the
opposing Fd monomer, thus allowing for intermolecular disulfide formation. In Figure 6C, the Fd2-A
homodimer is shown with all observed intramolecular disulfides shown in red surface. These pairs
of intramolecular disulfides are conserved with respect to all IgG1 mAbs. In Figure 6D, the novel
Fd2-A complex is superposed with a Fab whose crystal structure was solved and previously reported
(PDB ID 5vsi). Specifically, the CH1 and VH domains were superposed and overlay closely, with a
low overall Cα RMSD of 1.10, highlighting how similar the HC2 (or Fd2) and Fab structures are.
In Figure 6E, the CH1 domains of the Fd2-A and Fab (5vsi) are superposed. Interfacial Fd2-A dimer
contacts that differ from 5vsi are shown in red, which includes symmetrical interactions involving
the loop containing residues HC-126 through HC-133. Also in Figure 6E and overlaid with Fd2-A,
the corresponding Fab loop (HC-131 to HC-138) is highlighted in magenta and is involved in separate
interactions with the LC; it is in this region where a different set of unique interactions exist when
comparing the Fd2-A and Fab structures (See Supplemental Figure S1 for sequence alignment).

Table 5. Crystal data collection and refinement statistics. Values in parenthesis describe the highest
resolution shell. Ramachandran refers to backbone dihedral angles.

Data Collection HC2-A (7KQY)

Space group C121

Unit cell dimensions

a, b, c (Å) 169.66, 73.42, 140.41
α, β, γ (°) α = 90, β = 125.71, γ = 90

Resolution (Å)a 114–2.91 (3.02–2.91)
Unique reflections 22,757 (131)
Completeness (%) 73.43 (4.28)

Multiplicity 3.4 (1.7)
Wilson B-factors 54.5

I/σI 4.85 (1.18)
Rmerge 0.103 (0.471)
Rmeas 0.146 (0.665)
R-pim 0.103 (0.471)
CC1/2 0.979 (0.619)
CC * 0.995 (0.874)

Refinement

Resolution (Å) 114–2.91 (3.02–2.91)
Unique reflections 22,743 (131)
Rwork/Rfree (%) 19.8/26.8
CC work/CC free 0.933/0.905

Atoms 9247
Protein 9247

Protein residues 1243
RMSD Bond lengths (Å) 0.01
RMSD Bond angles (°) 1.28

Ramachandran preferred/allowed (%) 88.2/8.7
Clashscore 10.84

Average B-factor 41.4
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Figure 6. (A) Three HC or Fd dimers were found in asymmetric unit. All 3 dimers are similar and have
the same topology except for minor differences in electron density in flexible regions. “HC- Dimer1-Fd2”
(dimer of Fd’1 and Fd’2 domains) was chosen for evaluating structural features such as interfacial
contacts, CDR topology, and comparisons to a representative Fab domain. (B) Ribbon diagram of the
highly symmetrical HC dimer Fd2-A (PDB accession code 7KQY). One Fd chain is colored light purple
and the opposing chain is gray. CDR loops are yellow and labeled. This representation is the same
HC dimer as “HC-dimer1-Fd2” shown in part A. (C) Fd2-A with each intramolecular disulfide bond
highlighted red in transparent surface and labeled with the same notation used in Figure 5 (C1, C2, etc.,
where C1 is disulfide bonded to C2 and C3 bonded to C4) (D) Superposition of Fd2-A dimer (shown as
salmon for chain A and gray for chain B) and HC-LC of a Fab (PDB accession code 5vsi). The Fab HC
(or Fd) chain is in green and the LC is in turquoise. (E) Superposition of the Fd2 CH1 domains with 5vsi
Fab CH1 and CL domains (left) and same domain rotated back 90◦ (right). In the HC2-A dimerization
interface, residues from CH1 shown in red are residues HC-126 to HC-133 involved in a symmetrical
interaction that is unique relative to the Fab interface. In magenta, this portion of the Fab HC-LC
interface (residues HC-131 to HC-138 for 5vsi) are interactions not present in the HC2-A interface.
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In the highly symmetrical Fd homodimerization interface, several key and conserved residues are
apparent and hold the dimerization interface together (Figure 7A). Involved are residues spanning the
VH (Figure 7A) and CH1 (Figure 7B) domains and include both highly conserved FW and variable
residues. In the FD2-A structure, the opposing CH1 domains are in direct contact with each other and
the VH1 domains are in direct contact as well, analogous to the Fab structure. Between chains A and B
(opposing monomer units within dimer) within the CH1 regions, key intermolecular contacts include
side chain contacts between A-His-167 to B-Gln-174 (3.4 Å interatomic distance), side chain contacts
between A-Gln-174 to B-His-167 (3.4 Å), backbone contacts between A-Ala-128 and B- Ala-128 (2.8 Å),
side chain contacts between A-Pro-126 to both B-Ser-130 and B-Ser-133 (3.5 Å and 3.1 Å respectively),
and side chain contacts between A-Ser130 to B-Gln-215 (2.9 Å). Additionally, a symmetrical network
of interactions exists between conserved VH FW residues Tyr-95 and Gln-39 of both chains A and
B, where each side chain is contacted at an interatomic distance of 3.2 Å, with Gln- 43 flanking and
stabilizing this network of interactions. Gln-39 in both chains also have side chain contacts with each
other at a distance of 3.4 Å. Because these residues are conserved, the decision was not to mutate these
residues and evaluate their effect on HC dimer formation as they are conserved across all mAbs. In the
variable region of Fd2-A, key, highly symmetrical contacts exist mainly between the HC-CDR2 and
HC-CDR3 regions (See Figure 7A). Hydrogens bonds are apparent between the side chains of residues
HC-CDR2-A-Asp-59 and HC-CDR3-B-Arg-102 (3.4 Å distance), as well as HC-CDR3-A-Arg-102 and
HC-CDR2-B-Asp-59 (3.4 Å distance).

Figure 7. (A) Key interfacial contacts highlighted in the variable region (VH). (B) Key interfacial
contacts highlighted in the constant region (CH1). Fd chains A and B are colored salmon and gray.

Many of the apparently conserved interfacial homodimer contacts present in the Fd2-A structure
have similar or analogous contacts present in the Fab (HC-LC) interface [28]. In 5vsi, intermolecular side
chain contacts between the VH-VL FWs are observed between HC-Gln-39 and LC-Gln-37, which appear
to be substituted by a symmetrical HC-Gln-39 interaction in the Fd2-A structure. Additionally, the Fab
HC-Tyr-95 to LC-Gln-37 interaction is replaced by duplicate, symmetrical HC- Tyr-95 to HC-Gln-39
interactions in the Fd2-A structure. In the Fab CH1-CL interface, intermolecular side chain contacts are
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observed between HC-His-172 and LC-Asp-137. This appears to be replaced in the Fd2-A structure by
a duplicate set of symmetrical HC-His-167 to HC-Gln-174 side chain interactions, where Fd2-A-His-167
aligns with His-172 in the 5vsi Fab. Towards the base of the Fd2-A complex, there is some divergence
in contacts and structural alignment with 5vsi Fab, although there are additional contacts with residues
in common to both Fd2-A and 5vsi Fab. For instance, in the Fab, an interfacial side chain contact exists
between HC-Ser-138 (sequence aligns to Fd2-A-Ser-133) and LC-Phe-177.

3.11. Mutagenesis of Fd2-A VH Interfacial Residues and Their Effect on HC2 Formation

Since the pair of aforementioned Fd2-A R102-D59 interactions are symmetrical between both
chains in the homodimer and involve residues unique to that molecule, these residues were mutated
to examine their effects on HC2 dimer formation. If these interfacial residues were mutated to different
residues that do not favor HC dimer formation, the result should be a lower propensity to form HC
dimer. These mutations either removed the side chain or were mutated to other residues present
in other mAbs with little tendency to form HC dimer, specifically residues found in mAbs C and D
(See Figure 8 for alignment). In Table 6, these results are summarized for % HC dimer formation for
HC/LC cotransfection to produce mAbs in CHO transient cells. For mAb-A, HC-CDR2- D59N/A and
HC-CDR3-R102A/Q mutations were engineered. For mAb-A, all of these mutations reduced the % HC
dimer expressed and purified by several fold (in the range of 7 to 16.3 fold reduction). Further, using a
sequence alignment of the VH domains of both molecules A and B (Figure 8), the residues HC-S58
and HC-Y133 in mAb-B aligned with HC-D59 and HC-R102 in mAb- A, respectively. When similar
mutations were made to these residues in mAb-B, namely HC- S58A/Y and HC-Y113A, the % HC
dimer expressed and purified was reduced in the range of 6.9 to 27.5 fold. Remarkably, all these mAb
variants maintained target binding in the sub-nM range similar to WT using a monovalent BIAcore SPR
affinity assay against their respective target antigens (Table 6). Therefore, the Fd2-A crystal structure
guided mutagenesis of both mAb-A and mAb-B, which in each case resulted in decreased HC dimer
formation propensity. From a developability context, this indicates HC2 formation can be mitigated by
site-directed mutagenesis of these sites while not impacting activity; from an engineering perspective
to create HC2 molecules, similar reverse mutagenesis may be successful at similar or distinct sites.

Figure 8. Sequence alignment of the VH domain for the 4 molecules expressed at large scale, or HC- A,
-B, -C and -D. Key conserved, interfacial HC2 VH interactions are outlined in red/green. Variable residues
where mutagenesis was attempted are indicated with a red box and involve aligned residues in the
HC-CDR2 and HC-CDR3. Due to differences in HC-CDR3 lengths which are common, HC2-A R102
was aligned with HC2-C Q99, or the first HC-CDR3 residue. More conserved interfacial contacts where
mutagenesis was not attempted are indicated in a green box.
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Table 6. For mAb HC/LC cotransfection, effect of HC2 formation for both mAb-A and mAb-B is
evaluated for each mutant predicted to reduce HC dimer propensity by the Fd2-A crystal structure.
% mAb form and % HC2 quantified by NR-cSDS are tabulated along with fold reduction compared to
the wild-type version. Lastly, BIAcore affinities of the mAb (KD) towards recombinant target antigen
as the analyte are tabulated.

Reagent Name % HC2 HC2 Fold Reduction % mAb KD (nM)

mAb-A WT 4.9 - 92.5 0.29
mAb-A R102Q 0.5 9.8 97.7 0.3
mAb-A R102A 0.5 9.8 98.0 0.46
mAb-A D59N 0.3 16.3 98.1 0.67
mAb-A D59A 0.7 7 97.7 0.56
mAb-B WT 46.2 - 47.4 0.11

mAb-B Y113A 1.7 27.5 90.7 0.41
mAb-B S58Y 6.7 6.9 87.9 0.27
mAb-B S58N 6.6 7 88.0 0.23

4. Discussion

Herein, we structurally and biophysically characterized unexpectedly occurring human heavy-
chain only antibodies arising directly from transient CHO expression. We found these non- artefactual
HC-only antibodies to be homodimeric in nature, with an extended interface joining both CH1 and VH

domains, and to be linked by a conserved intermolecular disulfide bond similar to how Fabs are linked.
Overall, these HC dimers are efficiently expressed with or without the LC and conserved Fc domain.
Further, these HC-only molecules have similar or better accelerated storage stability characteristics and
thermal stability compared to their mAb or Fab counterparts. Further, the HC dimer is structurally
analogous to the Fab, and this is an interesting result that has implications concerning its mechanism
of assembly and its potential application as a novel antibody format. The solved crystal structure and
structure-guided, rational mutagenesis to the dimer interface reveals for the first time structural and
sequence determinants to human heavy-chain only antibody formation.

For both mAbs A and B presented in this study, which are two humanized and functional
recombinant antibodies with different germlines (HV1/KV2D and HV4/KV1 respectively) against
different and unrelated biological targets, HC-only expression yields stable HC dimers (HC2s).
These HC2s are reducible into monomeric components as demonstrated by denaturing R-cSDS of
Fd2 forms and NR-cSDS of C219S-Fd2 forms (lacking the intermolecular disulfide, see Figures 2
and 4). In Table 1, we see that expression variables and isotype do not eliminate or significantly
impact HC dimer formation for molecule A (HC2-A), and HC dimer remains robust, although
varied, across conditions. The only exception to this is with the addition of 5X transfected LC,
which can effectively eliminate HC2-A formation but was not considered to be a viable downstream
process solution.

Specifically, the HC cysteine involved in the intermolecular disulfide bond connecting each Fd
domain in the Fd2 molecule is the same HC cysteine that disulfide links the Fd and LC together in Fabs.
Interestingly, when the Fd-Fd (no Fc and hinge disulfides present) intermolecular disulfide bond is
broken through C219S/C230S mutagenesis for Fd-A and FD-B respectively, these HC (Fd) dimers are still
able to be expressed and yield molecules that are partially or predominantly non- covalently dimerized
in solution at low μM concentrations. This was demonstrated by native SEC-MALS, suggesting there
is a real dimerization interface with low μM affinity. This result also justified crystallographic studies
in an attempt to structurally reveal the nature of this dimerization interface. This same experiment
was conducted for Fab expression (HC or Fd +LC), however, since a mixture of non-covalent Fab and
Fd2 was formed, it is difficult to parse out comparisons between non-covalent Fd2 and Fab properties.

Interestingly, while both IgG1 mAbs A and B efficiently yield HC dimer both in the full-length
and Fd2 (without Fc) forms from HC-only CHO transient transfection, in HC/LC cotransfected CHO
transient expression, HC2-B clearly is more efficiently expressed than HC2-A (46.2% vs. 4.9% in control
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tubespin cultures). While we deemed both of these mAb molecules to have huge developability risks
and concerns due to robust HC dimer formation, mAb-B HC/LC transfection almost equally expressed
HC2-B versus mAb-B. By SEC-MALS analysis, C230S-Fd2-B was also predominantly a non-covalently
intact Fd2 dimer, whereas C219S-Fd2-A was predominately monomeric with some non-covalent dimer
present. Considering the amount injected (20 μg) on the SE-UPLC, the measured UV signal, and the
volume over which the C219/230S-Fd2-A/B analytes eluted (0.25–0.5 mL), these dimeric Fd2 species
were detected by SEC-MALS in the 10–20 μM range. This same C230S-Fd2-B species had a higher Tm1
(63 ◦C) than did C219S-Fd2-A (49 ◦C), although this difference may have been due to the instability of
the predominant monomer form for C219S-Fd2-A at low μM concentrations. Empirically, it is evident
that mAb-B had significantly higher levels of expressed HC2 in the presence of LC than did mAb-A
and it also qualitatively has a stronger dimer interface in the solution state as suggested by SEC-MALS
data. The stronger dimer interface present in Fd2-B versus Fd2-A may explain why Fd2-B forms
more robustly in the presence of LC, where apparently HC2 or Fd2 formation is seemingly in direct
competition with mAb and Fab formation and is more favored if the Fd2 interface is strengthened.
Conversely, when mutations were made to the dimer interface elucidated by the novel Fd2 crystal
structure that were predicted to weaken the dimer interface for both HC2-A and HC2-B, HC dimer
levels decreased in the presence of LC expression. Therefore, these dimer interface mutants selectively
decreased HC dimer formation versus competing HC-LC formation as originally hypothesized.

Conversely, if HC-LC pairing were strengthened or weakened, this should lower or increase HC
dimer formation, respectively. When we express mAb-A in the presence of 5X LC, mAb expression
dominates and we do not obtain any measurable amounts of HC2-A. This is a clear indication that
mAb assembly outcompetes potential HC2 assembly when LC is expressed in vast excess. Moreover,
when we evaluate HC/LC germline pairing frequencies, we see that uncommon germlines may
increase the likelihood of HC2 formation (Table 2). In a publication by Jayaram and coworkers,
358 HC/kappa-LC human antibody pairings were evaluated, and specific germline frequencies were
tabulated [25]. Their findings suggest that germline pairings are not random and that common germline
pairings may be attributable to increased stability of the VH/VL interface. In mAb-A, the HC and LC
germlines are the result of a more uncommon germline pairing, HV1/KV2D, where only four instances
out of 358 occurred. However, this uncommon pairing may not be statistically significant when
considering that KV2D itself is infrequently encountered. Likewise, mAb-B also has an uncommon
germline pairing, HV4/KV1 (nine out of 358 instances). When 11 additional human/humanized
recombinant IgG1 and IgG4 mAbs against different targets were evaluated, nine had more common
pairings (>20 instances each) and none formed HC dimers appreciably. Although our panel of
molecules is limited and anecdotal, our findings may indicate germline pairing preferences play a
role in enabling HC dimer formation and also explain their uncommon occurrence. However, clearly
there are other intrinsic factors to HC dimer formation which are presumably sequence/structurally
dependent. The heavy-chain domain still needs to be formed, folded, and result in a reasonably stable
product independent of the LC, a characteristic unique to a certain subset of human HC sequences.

Another example or factor in HC2 formation may include the length of the HC-CDR3, where HC2-B
has an unusually long HC-CDR3 of 19 residues (See Figure 8). HC-CDR3 length and composition
can have a huge impact on the developability properties of a mAb [29]. Previously, HC-CDR3
length has correlated with negative developability attributes such as aggregation and high viscosity,
where 137 clinical-stage antibody therapeutics had a median HC-CDR3 length of 12 residues [30].
For HC/LC transfection of mAb-B, HC2 formation (46.2%) was nearly equal to normal mAb assembly
(See Table 2). Stoyle and coworkers reported the number of basic residues to be a determinant of HC2
expression, where an increase in basicity of the HC-CDR3 increased HC2 propensity [14]. However,
no basic residues are observed in the HC-CDR3 for HC2-B. In the case of HC2-A, a relatively short
HC-CDR3 of seven residues exists, with only one basic residue present. Clearly, HC2 formation may
depend on other complex and unknown antibody sequence and structural factors.
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It is well known that the molecular chaperone protein, BiP, binds non-covalently to the HC, but not
to the HC associated with LC [31]. During mAb assembly, HC-LC pairing and folding in the Fab arm
occurs following BiP release from unfolded HC (CH1 + VH or Fd) as a result of LC assembly [32].
Here in the case of molecules A and B, HC dimer formation occurs with or without the presence of LC,
implying that perhaps one Fd domain mimics the LC, and can promote folding of another Fd domain
presumably associated to BiP. Remarkably, as depicted in Figure 6D, the novel HC2 or Fd2 complex
reported herein overlays nicely with a representative Fab structure with a low overall Cα RMSD of
1.10 Å, revealing that the opposing HC, or Fd, likely mimics the LC structurally during assembly and
promotes complete folding and assembly of HC2s/Fd2s. While it is known that HC dimers are common
degradant products of formulated mAb (HC2-LC2) drug products [33], resulting from the loss of two
LC domains, these HC2s described herein form during expression without LC, and are secreted and
captured as fully folded and stable products. Indeed, we show that these novel HC-only antibodies are
highly stable with Tms similar or better than their mAb or Fab versions (see Figure 3), where specifically
Fd2-A had a measured Tm1 of 75.5 ◦C compared to 71.5 ◦C for Fab-A. Additionally, we found that
full-length HC2-A had excellent accelerated storage stability attributes that were superior to mAb-A,
where after 1-month storage at 40 ◦C, purity attributes by SE-UPLC and NR-cSDS were both >98%
(See Table 4).

It is also noteworthy that intramolecular disulfide formation is necessary for HC2 or Fd2 expression.
When one intramolecular disulfide bond is removed in the Fab-A and Fab-B forms, LC assembly
followed by BiP removal is still able to occur, and Fab folding and secretion is achieved. The result for
Fab-A and Fab-B are expressed Fab molecules with suitably high Tm values. This is not unexpected since
reduced disulfides can occur naturally in antibodies [34], although incomplete disulfide formation may
result in increased aggregation propensity or decreased bioactivity [35–37]. In HC2/Fd2 formation, one
Fd domain appears to mimic or replace the role of the LC, however, when one intramolecular disulfide
is removed on both Fd chains via mutagenesis, Fd2 assembly is not efficient and little to no product is
yielded. This demonstrates that complete disulfide formation is necessary in one or both Fd domains to
assemble to the Fd-BiP intermediate(s) and complete Fd2 folding and BiP release. While mutagenesis
studies of CH1 cysteines involved in both inter- and intramolecular disulfide formation for a mouse
IgG2 enabled expression and secretion of HC-only transcripts [38], we find complete intramolecular
disulfide formation a requirement for the expression of two different humanized HC-Abs evaluated in
this study.

Structurally, the solved crystal structure of Fd2-A is remarkably symmetrical and involves many
conserved residues in the homodimer interface that have similar or analogous interactions in the
Fab HC-LC interface. Like Fabs, the CDR loops are facing outward and primed for and amenable
to antigen binding. As aforementioned, our novel HC-only Fd2 complex superposes remarkably
with a representative Fab structure (5vsi, See Figure 6D), demonstrating that these molecules are
quite similar to Fabs, and therefore have potential therapeutic utility. Although HC dimers A and
B characterized in this study are not active against the same target antigens that the mAb/Fabs are
(both in the sub-nM affinity range), this is fully expected since the entire LC is missing and further,
the arrangement and conformation of the HC-CDR loops are very likely to differ between the HC2 and
mAb forms. In the typical Fab structure, principal contacts exist between the HC-CDR3 and LC- CDR1.
In this HC2 structure for molecule A, the HC-CDR3 is also primarily involved in interfacial contacts,
with key contacts existing between the opposing HC-CDR2 chain, which apparently substitutes for the
LC-CDR1 in mAbs. The HC2 homodimer structure is also highly symmetrical in nature, which may
offer interesting binding and therapeutic properties, and may perhaps be amenable to engineering
hetero-HC dimers (composed from two different HCs) that have functional utility. To accomplish
this, HC-only domain libraries could be selected against a given target by yeast surface display,
as many non-conventional antibodies and scaffold proteins have been engineered using this platform
technology [39]. Further, hetero-human-HC dimers may be engineered to associate orthogonally by
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utilizing interfacial knob-hole interactions, for instance. These approaches may facilitate multi-specific
formats in the presence of conventional Fab domains.

Mutations designed to disrupt the Fd2 dimer interface were based on direct VH contacts revealed
by the crystal structure of Fd2-A. These mutations were made for mAb-A and to aligned residues in
mAb-B. When these key, interfacial CDR residues present in Fd2-A are mutated to smaller residues or
residues present in other non-HC dimer forming mAbs (C and D), HC dimer expression is significantly
reduced for both A and B (See Table 6). Likewise, the HC2-A and HC2-B molecules have many
other similarities, such as both being linked by an intermolecular disulfide bond and having high
thermal stability, indicating that the structures of HC2-A and HC2-B are likely similar and conserved.
Additionally, as demonstrated by mutagenesis of interfacial dimer contacts, further engineering is
achievable to modulate HC dimer formation through engineering or display technologies. Surely,
other sequence or specificity determinants of HC2 formation likely exist and understanding these
will further advance potential engineering. The use of engineered and/or antibody generated human
heavy-chain dimers can have advantages such as being smaller in nature versus full-length antibodies
as well as avoiding LC mispairing in multi-specific formats [40]. We show herein these human HC
dimers are highly stable, structurally well-ordered, crystallizable, and their likely conserved and
modular nature presents a path forward towards potential engineering and development of these
molecules into therapeutic modalities.

5. Conclusions

The novel characterization and structural elucidation of dimeric and highly symmetric human
heavy chain-only dimers (HC2s) were revealed for the first time and have significant implications to
both the mechanism of antibody assembly and their potential application as a novel and functional
antibody format. Unlike mAbs or Fabs, these HC2 species are expressed efficiently, independent
of the LC, where one HC domain seemingly mimics the LC during assembly. These novel HC2s
structurally overlay closely with Fabs, while sharing the same Fab disulfide bond network, secondary
folds, and residues involved in their respective HC2 dimer or Fab interfaces. These HC2 species can
also be purified to high homogeneity and are highly stable with thermal and acceleration storage
stability similar or greater than their mAb or Fab counterparts. We verified residues in both the HC-
CDR2 and HC-CDR3 in two different monoclonal antibodies against different targets to dramatically
affect HC dimer propensity, highlighting for the first-time distinct sequence specificity determinants
for this novel modality. We also elucidated important developability considerations and how to avoid
HC2 formation during mAb expression, both from a sequence evaluation and process standpoint.
Like Fabs, these molecules also present the CDRs outward for potential antigen binding, which can be
exploited to find binding partners and potentially have utility as a novel antibody format.
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Abstract: Bispecific molecules are biologically significant, yet their complex structures pose
important manufacturing and pharmacokinetic challenges. Nevertheless, owing to similarities
with monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), IgG-like bispecifics conceptually align well with conventional
expression and manufacturing platforms and often exhibit potentially favorable drug metabolism and
pharmacokinetic (DMPK) properties. However, IgG-like bispecifics do not possess target bivalency
and current designs often require tedious engineering and purification to ensure appropriate chain
pairing. Here, we present a near-native IgG antibody format, the 2xVH, which can create bivalency
for each target or epitope and requires no engineering for cognate chain pairing. In this modality,
two different variable heavy (VH) domains with distinct binding specificities are grafted onto the
first constant heavy (CH1) and constant light (CL) domains, conferring the molecule with dual
specificity. To determine the versatility of this format, we characterized the expression, binding, and
stability of several previously identified soluble human VH domains. By grafting these domains
onto an IgG scaffold, we generated several prototype 2xVH IgG and Fab molecules that display
similar properties to mAbs. These molecules avoided the post-expression purification necessary for
engineered bispecifics while maintaining a capacity for simultaneous dual binding. Hence, the 2xVH
format represents a bivalent, bispecific design that addresses limitations of manufacturing IgG-like
bispecifics while promoting biologically-relevant dual target engagement.

Keywords: 2xVH; IgG-like bispecifics; bivalent bispecific molecule; symmetrical bispecific;
concomittant binding; soluble VH
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1. Introduction

The importance of antibodies as a therapeutic modality is now widely accepted as evidenced by the
rapid rise of this drug class. Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), for instance, have maintained
a dominant share of the drug market since 2017 and are expected to occupy nearly 20% of the drug
market by 2022 [1,2]. Worldwide, over 570 mAbs have been studied in clinical trials and 97 have
been approved in the US and Europe for a variety of indications [3,4]. Despite the commercial and
clinical success of these molecules, the inherent monospecificity of mAbs is increasingly viewed as
a bottleneck for their therapeutic potential. In particular, many diseases, including autoimmune
disorders [5] and cancers [6,7], often have multiple immune modulators that cannot be effectively
targeted by combinations of monospecific molecules and would therefore benefit from new mechanisms
of actions associated with bi- and tri- specific molecules [8,9]. As such, the generation of bispecific
antibodies, which take inspiration from natural monoclonal antibodies but are engineered for increased
functionality, hold enormous clinical potential and address some of the limitations of therapeutic
mAbs [9].

Currently, over one hundred bispecific formats have been described in the literature [10], each with
its strengths and weaknesses. These different formats can be classified as either fragment-based
bispecifics or IgG-based bispecifics [11]. However, due to the short half-life of fragment-based
bispecifics, there has been an increased focus on designing IgG-based bispecifics [12,13]. This latter
class of bispecifics, examples of which are shown in Figure 1a, benefit from the Fc and an associated
increased half-life while also leveraging existing manufacturing and formulation infrastructure of
IgGs [14–18]. Among these IgG-based bispecifics, there are some that use IgGs as scaffolds and graft
either scFvs or Fabs to these scaffolds to create symmetric molecules [19,20] while others are IgG-like
and create different specificities in the two Fab arms.

These asymmetrical IgG-like bispecifics possess potentially favorable drug metabolism and
pharmacokinetic (DMPK) properties, owing to their similarities with traditional IgGs [17,18].
However, while these formats serve important niche applications, they suffer two important caveats:
monovalent binding to each antigen and chain mispairing [11]. Since these IgG-like bispecifics bind
each of their two targets in a monovalent fashion, they lose the target avidity of the monoclonal
antibodies from which they are derived. Exceptions to this include the design proposed by Golay et al.,
which creates a tetravalent IgG-like bispecific using a CH1-CL heterodimerization strategy [19], or the
Morrison type bispecifics that rely on grafting scFvs onto an IgG scaffold [21,22]. However, although
these designs have been validated, they do not fully replicate the IgG structure. While there have been
bispecific formats with a true IgG-like structure, such as the two-in-one antibody design [23] and the
mAb2 design [24], that aim to create bivalency for each specificity, it is yet to be demonstrated whether
bivalent, bispecific interactions can be mediated by either format in a concomitant manner. As an
additional consideration, IgG-like bispecific antibodies require extensive engineering to ensure cognate
chain pairing between the heavy and light chains [11]. Even with techniques like “knob-into-holes” [25],
strand-exchange engineered domains [26] and Fab interface engineering [27–29], these molecules
continue to face important manufacturing hurdles relating to low yields or the removal of chain
mispaired byproducts.

Here, we explore the possibility of generating a new bispecific design that aims to address the
manufacturing and valency limitations of IgG-like bispecific molecules by leveraging the smallest
immunoglobulin-based recognition unit, the VH domain. It has long been known that antigen-specific
single human VH domains can exist in the absence of their cognate variable light domains (VLs) [30,31].
While stability of conventional IgGs depend on the VH/VL interaction, target-specific yet soluble
and stable human or camelized human VH domains have been identified through both heavy-chain
antibody (HcAb) transgenic mouse models [32–34] as well as phage display-based selections using
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semi-synthetic human VH libraries [35,36]. Recently, Shi et al. proposed a novel antibody format
where two such soluble VH domains are used to replace the VH and VL of a traditional IgG through
engraftment onto the CH1 and CL domains of each Fab arm (Figure 1b) [37]. This proof of concept study
used two anti-β-klotho VH domains to create biparatopic IgG-like molecules that show synergistic
agonism unobserved in the individual soluble VH domains. Additionally, since these molecules were
symmetrically constructed using autonomous VH domains, no special cognate chain pairing was
required. However, the format’s ability to tolerate individual VH domains targeting various antigens,
a feature that would increase its broad, target-agnostic applicability, was unexplored.

 
Figure 1. Examples of current bispecific IgG-based formats and overview of 2xVH IgG and Fab format.
(a) Schematic depicting select examples of technologies used to generate IgG-based and IgG-like
bispecifics including peptide linkers to generate tetravalent, bispecific IgGs, engraftment of scFvs on
an IgG scaffold to generate Morrison-type bispecifics, heavy chain or light chain heterodimerization
techniques, the 2-in-1 design, common light chain, and the utilization of Fcab via monoclonal antibodies
(mAb2). Red asterisks refer to the presence of mutations while red lines refer to peptide linkers.
The capacity of each bispecific molecule to engage the two target antigens, depicted as circles, is shown.
Hashed circles for the 2-in-1 format indicate that either antigen can engage with the antibody paratope.
(b) Representation of proposed 2xVH IgG and Fab structure and antigen binding. (c) Workflow for the
generation and characterization of 2xVH constructs derived from publicly available VH domains.

To assess the versatility of this format, referred to as 2xVH, we selected VH sequences with a range
of sources and binding specificities from publicly available databases, including the protein databank
(PDB). The criteria for selection included solubility following expression in cells, reasonable expression
levels, a capacity for antigen binding and minimal surface hydrophobic patches as determined by
BioVia Discovery Studio. Through this analysis, we selected thirteen previously identified VH domains.
These domains were then characterized for expression and binding and further triaged before
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incorporation into the 2xVH IgG or Fab design. Once in the 2xVH format, the molecules were
assessed for expression, purity and binding to their desired target antigens. Furthermore, we were
able to validate dual binding in this format, including those targeting clinically relevant combinations,
suggesting the modular nature of this format. Figure 1c schematizes this format modularity, particularly
the capacity to integrate different VH domains identified from both in vitro and in vivo sources, as well
as the initial steps for 2xVH molecule characterization. From our investigations, we believe the
2xVH format is a versatile bispecific, bivalent design that addresses some important limitations of
generating IgG-like bispecifics [38] while showing promise as a dual- or multi-targeting therapeutic
antibody format.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Selection of VH Domains from the Literature and the Protein Databank (PDB)

A review of both the protein databank (PDB) and the literature was performed to identify VH
domains for production. The search included VH domains from in vitro display libraries [35,36] as
well as in vivo sources including transgenic HcAb mice [32,34]. Relevant unique IDs from PDB were
cross-referenced against the IMGT-3D structure-database for structural information [39], analyzed via
BioVia Discovery Studio (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) for hydrogen bonding,
electrostatic interactions with its target antigen and surface hydrophobic patches. Structures were also
annotated to identify chain and domain information. The VH domains from both PDB and literature
searches were reviewed for their diversity of source (i.e., in vitro-derived or in vivo-derived) and the
sequence availability to enable cloning. Domains were also ranked based on the commercial availability
of target antigens. Additionally, available data from the literature regarding each domain’s expression,
solubility and capacity to mediate antigen binding were also considered. Based on these parameters and
our outlined structural analysis, a set of thirteen VH domains were cloned, expressed and characterized
for binding and expression as described below.

2.2. Expression and Purification of VH Domains

VH domains were cloned into a pHEN4 vector [40] using restriction enzymes NcoI and NotI
(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). ExpiHEK293 cells were grown in 200 mL TB media
(Sigma T-9179, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) containing 0.8% glycerol, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1%
glucose and 100 μg/mL ampicillin at 37 ◦C. Protein expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG when
cells reached an optical density of 0.6–0.9 (A600). Induction occurred at 28 ◦C, overnight, with shaking
at 220 rpm. Cells were then pelleted and resuspended in 10 mL cold TES buffer. TES-suspended
samples were placed on ice for 1 h. Simultaneously, TES buffer was diluted 4-fold in water and 15 mL
of this diluted buffer was added to each sample and mixed via inversion. Samples were clarified
via centrifugation at 5000× g for 30 min at 4 ◦C. Soluble lysate was allowed to bind 1 mL of Ni-NTA
resin at 4 ◦C for 1 h while rotating. Resin was collected in disposable columns and washed with 5
column volumes (CV) of Buffer A (20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole pH
7.2). Proteins were then eluted with six CVs of Buffer B (20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM NaCl,
500 mM imidazole pH 7.2). Eluted pools were concentrated and buffer exchanged into Dulbecco’s
Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) using 3K MWCO ultrafiltration membrane tubes (MilliporeSigma,
Burlington, MA, USA). Analyses of total protein concentration and protein purity were performed
using the Bradford assay and SDS-PAGE, respectively. Final protein concentrations were reported
based on NanoDrop microvolume spectrophotometry.

2.3. Expression and Purification of 2xVH Fabs and IgG Molecules

For the generation of recombinant 2xVH Fab and IgG plasmids, human-codon optimized
gBlock® DNA fragments were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) (Coralville, IA, USA).
The gBlocks® were then cloned into a pTT5 mammalian expression vector using In-Fusion® Cloning
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technology (TaKaRa, Mountain View, CA, USA) to generate recombinant plasmids for heterologous
expression in mammalian cells [41].

The fully automated mammalian cell secretory overexpression system, Protein Expression and
Purification Platform (PEPP; GNF, San Diego, CA, USA), was used to express and to purify the
bispecific antibody molecules. In brief, 35 mL of cultures seeded with 3.2 × 106 Expi293F cells
(Thermo Fisher Scientific A14527, Waltham, MA, USA) were transfected with 34 μg of plasmid DNA
using the Expifectamine 293 transfection reagent per the manufacturer’s protocol (Life Technologies
Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Cells were incubated at 37◦C in an 8% CO2 gas environment for 5 days.
Culture supernatants were harvested and applied to MabSelect SuRe protein A resin (GE Healthcare
17-5438-02, Chicago, IL, USA) for gravity flow purification. Proteins were desalted using Nap-10
sephadex (GE Healthcare 17-0854-02) and eluted with 1X DPBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific 14190136),
resulting in a final storage solution of phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4 for each protein sample.

2.4. SPR Analysis

All surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analyses were done on a Biacore T100 using HBS-EP+
(GE Healthcare Life Sciences BR100669, Marlborough, MA, USA) running buffer. For dual binding
experiments, 2xVH IgGs were diluted to 5 μg/mL in running buffer and captured on a Protein A Series
S Sensor chip (GE Healthcare Life Sciences 29127555, Marlborough, MA, USA). The antigens were
diluted to 100 nM in running buffer and each was sequentially flowed over the captured 2xVH IgG.
For 2xVH Fabs, goat anti-human F(ab’)2 (Jackson ImmunoResearch 109-005-006, West Grove, PA, USA)
was amine coupled to a CM5 Series S sensor chip (GE Healthcare Life Sciences 29104988, Marlborough,
MA, USA). The 2xVH Fabs were diluted to 20 μg/mL in running buffer and captured to the anti-F(ab’)2
surface. The antigens were diluted to 100 nM in running buffer and each was sequentially flowed over
the captured 2xVH IgG or Fab. All data were double referenced, and the curves were evaluated for
binding responses above baseline.

For kinetics experiments, 2xVH IgGs were diluted to 5 μg/mL, 2xVH Fabs were diluted to
20 μg/mL and VH domains were diluted to 10 μg/mL in running buffer. The 2xVH IgGs were captured
on a Protein A Series S sensor chip, 2xVH Fabs were captured on the CM5 Series S sensor chip
immobilized with goat anti-human F(ab’)2 and VH domains were captured on a CM5 Series S sensor
chip immobilized with anti-his antibody (GE Healthcare Life Sciences 28995056, Marlborough, MA,
USA). Antigens were diluted to 100 nM in running buffer and then serially diluted 2-fold for a total of
six concentrations and a baseline, 0 nM control sample. Antigens were flowed over captured VHs
from low to high concentration with a regeneration of 10 mM glycine-HCl pH 1.5 (GE Healthcare
Life Sciences BR100354, Marlborough, MA, USA) in between each cycle. Resulting sensorgrams were
double referenced and fit to a 1:1 binding model.

2.5. Analytical SEC

All size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analyses were done on an Agilent 1260 HPLC with a
TSKgel G3000SWxl analytical column (Tosoh 0854, Tokyo, Japan) using phosphate buffered saline pH
6.8 as the mobile phase. For each sample, 20 μg of protein was injected in singlet over the column
at 0.5 mL/min for 30 min and an absorbance at 280 nm (A280) was measured. Buffer blanks were
included after each sample. Resulting chromatograms were blank subtracted and manually integrated
to determine percent purity.

2.6. NanoDSF

Nano-format of Differential Scanning Fluorimetric (nanoDSF) was performed for purified
VH domains using Prometheus NT (NanoTemper technologies PR001, Cambridge, MA, USA).
Intrinsic tyrosine and tryptophan fluorescence were measured during thermal denaturation from room
temperature to 95 ◦C at 1 ◦C/min ramp and 30% intensity.
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2.7. ELISA

For dual-binding ELISAs, the surface immobilized antigen was coated overnight at 4 ◦C on an
Immulon 4 HBX plate (Thermo Fisher Scientific 3855, Waltham, MA, USA) at 5 μg/mL. The plate was
then washed three times with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) solution using an automatic 96-well
microplate washer (Titertek Berthold, Pforzheim, Germany) and blocked with 50 μL of 3% milk-PBS for
30 min. The blocked plates were subsequently washed twice with PBS supplemented with 0.1% Tween
and once with PBS before varying concentrations of 2xVH IgG or Fab, diluted in 3% milk-PBS, were
added to each well of the microtiter plate. The plates were incubated for one hour and subsequently
washed twice with PBS supplemented with 0.1% Tween and once with PBS. The second tagged antigen,
diluted to 5 μg/mL in 3% milk-PBS, was then added to the plate and incubated for 1 h before the plates
were washed as previously described. Eu-labelled secondary antibody (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA,
USA) targeting the tag (anti-Biotin, anti-His or anti-Fc) was then added at 0.2 μg/mL in DELFIA assay
buffer (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and microtiter plates with secondary antibody were allowed
to incubate in the dark for one hour. Plates were subsequently washed with DELFIA wash buffer
and developed using the DELFIA enhancement solution according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
After 30 min of incubation, the fluorescence was measured via a microtiter plate reader at 615 nm.

2.8. 2xVH Fab Crystallization

Recombinant 2xVH anti-Lysozyme/Her2 Fab was expressed in Expi293F cells and purified by
MabSelect SuRe protein A resin (GE Healthcare 17-5438-02, Chicago, IL, USA) followed by size
exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200 10/300 GL-GE Healthcare; buffer: 20 mM HEPES pH 7.0,
50 mM NaCl). The protein was concentrated to 10 mg/mL and crystallized at room temperature in
1 M lithium chloride, 0.1 M citric acid pH 4.0. These crystals were cryoprotected in 20% ethylene
glycol and mother liquor. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Candian Macromolecular
Crystallography Facility (CMCF) at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) using a Pilatus 3 6 M detector
(Dectris, Philadelphia, PA, USA). The data were processed using XDS [42] and Aimless [43]. Molecular
replacement was performed using Phaser and the data were refined using phenix.refine and the
crystallographic object-oriented toolkit (COOT) [44–46]. Data collection and refinement statistics are
listed (Table S1). Software used in this project was accessed through the SBGrid consortium [47].
Atomic coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession code 7JKB.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of In Vitro and In Vivo-Derived Candidate VH Domains

To understand the capacity of the modular 2xVH bispecific IgG to tolerate diversely-sourced
VH domains, we searched the protein databank (PDB) and the literature for soluble VH domains
discovered through both in vitro and in vivo antibody discovery methods. Despite the generally
poor biophysical properties of autonomous VH domains [32,34–36], our in silico search yielded
thirteen soluble, human VH domains targeting commercially available antigens as seen in Figure 2a.
Interestingly, eleven of the thirteen VH domains were members of the VH3 family—a master framework
known to be more soluble and stable than any other human VH group in the absence of a cognate VL [48].
Despite this similarity, VH domains were derived from three distinct sources, namely phage-display
libraries, transgenic mice or VH dimer (VHD) libraries, and some of the unique features of each class
of domains are described below.
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Figure 2. Shortlist of VH domains identified from literature and protein databank search. (a) A heatmap
summarizing the thirteen VH domains from the literature chosen for further biophysical characterization.
VH domains were characterized and triaged based on their expression, purity, melting temperature
(Tm), and binding. Expression was assessed by recombinant protein production and visualization of
soluble protein on an SDS-PAGE gel. Soluble protein was characterized as having passable expression
(green), if the protein expressed at the correct molecular weight. VH domains that met this metric with
caveat, shown in yellow, expressed but at an unexpected molecular weight, whereas those that failed
(red) showed no protein expression. Likewise, for size exclusion chromatography (SEC), VH domains
with a monomeric purity of 95% or higher are marked as green, while those that were 90–94.9%
monomeric or ran at unexpected weight were marked in yellow. Any VH domain that was <90%
monomer was flagged (red). Melting temperatures, Tm, were determined by nano-DSF and used
as a measure of thermal stability. VH domains with a Tm above 60 ◦C were the most thermostable
(green). Any VH domains with a Tm between 57.5–59.5 ◦C were considered moderately thermostable
(yellow), while domains displaying Tms below 57.5 ◦C had poor thermostability and are marked in red.
Binding was analyzed by SPR for expressible VH domains and either marked in green for observable
binding or in red for no observed binding. (b) Binding kinetics for phage-derived VH domain, 5FV2,
binding to its target antigen, human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). (c) Binding kinetics for
transgenic mouse-derived 1F3 binding to its target antigen, hemagglutinin (HA). Both VH domains
bind their target with affinities of 3 nM and 0.7 nM respectively.
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In vitro sources, like phage display, can be used to identify non-aggregating VH domains
against desired target antigens through panning synthetic or semi-synthetic libraries based on master
frameworks like the V3-23 germline [49]. Analysis of published soluble VH (sVH) crystal structures
in BioVia Discovery Studio suggested that incorporation of hydrophilic residues at the VL interface
reduces hydrophobicity and can further improve solubility and any aggregation-associated issues
that persist with these domains. In some cases, mutations of just the complementarity-determining
regions or CDRs can be sufficient to induce a small conformational change that shields or alters a
hydrophobic patch at the VH interface and thereby solubilizes the VH domain [50]. The solubilizing
effect of mutations in the CDR was seen for one of our candidate VH domains, HEL4—a molecule
that contains negatively charged residues in its CDR1 that causes a framework tryptophan to rotate
inward. The rotation of this hydrophobic tryptophan side chain was proposed to have improved both
the solubility and stability of HEL4 [51].

Although such solubilizing mutations can be rationally introduced to the CDRs of VH domains [52],
phage display libraries also afford the opportunity to leverage stress-selections by heat [35], protease or
acid treatment [53] to identify and produce stable VH domains. Previously, it was shown that three
rounds of stress-selections on an error-prone PCR library derived from one of our candidate VH domains,
Dom1h-131-511, could produce protease-optimized clones [54]. One such clone, DOM1h-131-203,
showed a two-fold improvement in binding affinity for hTNFR1 and an increased melting temperature,
a hallmark of improved thermostability among IgGs and VH domains [50,52]. As a consequence of this
enormous flexibility afforded by phage display in tailoring library-based selections, numerous soluble
VH (sVH) domains have been reported and six different phage-derived sVH domains were shortlisted
for introduction in the 2xVH format—5FV2 targeting human VEGF [55], Dom1h-131-511 targeting
human TNFR1 [54], Dom1m-21-23 targeting mouse TNFR1 [56], Gr3 targeting Her2 [57], Hel4 targeting
lysozyme [35] and VH-V1a targeting human VEGF [58]. The criteria used for the selection of these VH
domains as well as our in vivo-derived VH domains are outlined in the Materials and Methods.

In addition to in vitro discovery techniques, in vivo sources, like transgenic mice containing hybrid
llama/human Ig heavy chains, can also produce HcAb upon immunization. Work by Drabek et al.
showed that the VH portion of these HcAbs can be isolated and expressed as soluble proteins [59].
Upon sequence analysis, Drabek and colleagues found an increase in net hydrophobicity and the
presence of charged residues in select CDR and framework regions, a feature that facilitates the
solubility of these fully human VH domains. Consequently, four different transgenic mouse-derived
VH domains bearing similar charged residues—1F3 and 7F2 targeting hemagglutinin [59], 3D3 and
3D10 targeting LuksPV [60]—were identified in silico and selected by us for further characterization
and incorporation into the 2xVH format.

Aside from in vitro and in vivo discovery of native sVH domains, we were also interested in
considering in vitro-derived VH dimers. It has been hypothesized that VH domains have the capacity
to dimerize owing to the structural similarity between VH and VL and the capacity of the latter to form
homodimers [61]. These VHDs create a VH:VH interface that is an appealing feature for the 2xVH
format and similar in structure to a native VH:VL interface. Given this feature of VHDs, we decided to
explore the capacity of VHD-derived VH domains to generate similar stabilizing interactions in the
2xVH context through three such domains: D8 targeting dsDNA [62], H16 targeting wheat extract [61]
and VH7.6 targeting lysozyme [63]. Consequently, thirteen VH domains were incorporated into the
2xVH format, six of which were derived from the phage platform, four from transgenic mice and three
from phage-derived VH dimer libraries.

3.2. Biophysical Characterization of sVH Candidates Shows Source-Dependent Differences in Expression,
Purity and Thermal Stability

We hypothesized that three key biophysical parameters—expression, purity and thermal
stability—of soluble VH domains would have an important influence on the production of any
derived 2xVH bispecific molecule. Therefore, each of the thirteen domain antibodies was expressed in
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a small-scale bacterial culture system, purified from the periplasm, and characterized via SDS-PAGE.
Five of the six VH domains identified through phage-display uniformly expressed as soluble proteins
by SDS-PAGE and all but one, VH-V1a being the exception, showed bands at their expected molecular
weight. Of the four VH domains derived from transgenic mice, all but one, 3D10, could be expressed
as a soluble protein. Similarly, all three VHD-derived VH domains showed uniform expression as
soluble protein by SDS-PAGE. At this point, any VH domain that could not be easily produced in
bacteria was triaged out, leaving twelve VH domains that were further characterized.

Measures of protein heterogeneity or purity of the monomeric fraction are essential for both
antibodies and antibody fragments since the presence of impure species can result in aggregation [64]
and other undesirable properties. To better understand the biophysical characteristics of these twelve
soluble VH domains, we moved forward with subsequent analysis of purity by analytical size exclusion
chromatography (aSEC) as shown in the classification scheme in Figure 2a. VH-V1a, despite having an
SEC purity of 95.5%, was an exception to this classification scheme. Analysis by aSEC suggested the
monomer was larger than anticipated, a finding that was further supported by SDS-PAGE analysis
(data not shown). While the majority of phage- and transgenic-mouse derived VH domains showed
a single monomeric peak in SEC chromatograms and purities above 90%, only one VHD-derived
sVH (H16) showed comparable purity by aSEC (91.5% monomeric). By contrast, two VHD-derived
VH domains, D8 and VH7.6, demonstrated a broad peak by aSEC, indicative of possible aggregates
or unwanted isoforms of the VH domain [64]. In fact, these poor SEC profiles are corroborated
by previous work illustrating the hydrophobicity of VHD dimerization interface [31]—a feature
which, unless engineered or masked by pairing, could result in aggregation of the monomeric VH.
Consequently, these molecules were flagged for triaging and are marked in ‘red’ in the heatmap in
Figure 2a.

As with measures of protein aggregation, protein stability is a key developability parameter
that can provide insight into the capacity of individual VH domains to maintain structural integrity
as soluble domains and in the context of a bispecific format. Here, protein stability was addressed
through thermal unfolding experiments where individual VH domains were subjected to a linear
temperature ramp and thermal stability, quantified by the melting temperature (Tm), was monitored
by nanoDSF. For the twelve identified VH domains the Tms ranged from 47 ◦C to 65.4 ◦C, with six
molecules showing higher Tms above 58 ◦C. Unsurprisingly, VH domains identified from optimized
phage display and transgenic mice showed higher Tms (ranging from 55.9 to 65.2 ◦C and 54 to 57.1 ◦C,
respectively), further supporting the idea that stress-selections and interface engineering play an
important role in increasing the stability of these molecules. This is illustrated by DOM1h-131-511,
a native VH domain targeting hTNFR1 that we initially shortlisted for incorporation in our bispecific
2xVH format. However, as suggested by Enever et al., this molecule showed a low Tm (<58 ◦C) and
monomeric purity (<90%) by aSEC (data not shown) [54]. Consequently, we instead decided to move
forward with the protease-optimized variant, DOM1h-131-203, reported to have a higher Tm of 64.4 ◦C
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). We also observed that VHD-derived VH domains had the
lowest Tms at 47 and 53 ◦C, and these low melting temperatures, coupled with poor purity by SEC,
eliminated these domains as candidates for the 2xVH format.

3.3. Candidate In Vitro- and In Vivo-Derived sVH Domains Show nM and Sub-nM Binding

Before generating bispecific molecules, we assessed if the individual sVH domains mediate strong,
specific binding for their target antigen. To understand the kinetic parameters between each VH
domain and corresponding target antigen, the nine shortlisted molecules were assessed by SPR and
individually captured and oriented on the SPR chip surface before saturating concentrations of the
cognate antigen were flowed over the chip. Two examples of VH kinetics, one for the phage-derived
5FV2 and another for the transgenic mouse-derived 1F3, are shown in Figure 2b,c. Fitting both these
sensorgrams with a 1:1 binding model indicates high affinities of 3 nM for the 5FV2-hVEGF interaction
and 0.7 nM for the 1F3–HA interaction. The high affinities can be attributed to 5FV2’s fast on-rate
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(7.3 × 105 M−1s−1) and 1F3’s slow off-rate (5.5 × 10−5 s−1). Figure S1 illustrates the binding interactions
of the remaining seven VH domains showing measurable equilibrium dissociation constants (KD) by
SPR. The affinities of the different VHs for their cognate antigens ranged from 500 nM to 2.7 pM.

While these nine phage- and HcAb transgenic mouse-derived VH domains showed stable
interactions with their target antigen, characterized by nM or sub-nM KDs, two domains, 3D3 targeting
Luks PV and HEL4 targeting lysozyme, were unable to bind their targets. Though the absence of
target-specific binding was in contrast to the reported literature [34,35], it is possible that both VH
domains require oriented antigen presentation, as suggested by Friguet et al. [65], or multivalency [35] to
initiate binding to their target. While we did not assess the capacity to rescue binding through alternate
antigen or VH presentations, both 3D3 and Hel4 displayed favorable purity and thermostability as
monovalent sVH (Figure 2a). This suggests that elements of the 3D3 and Hel4 framework, derived from
the VH3-23 germline, may confer stability and potentially serve as a scaffold for further engineering.
For this reason, both 3D3 and Hel4 were pursued alongside the other seven VH domains for reformatting
and assessment in the 2xVH format. Since two VH domains targeting VEGF and two targeting HA had
been shortlisted, the anti-VEGF and anti-HA VH domains with lower SEC purity and Tms, VH-V1a and
7F2, were triaged out. The seven, unique VH domains that ultimately progressed toward incorporation
in the 2xVH scaffold were 1F3, 3D3, Hel4, 5FV2, Gr3, Dom1m-21-23 as well as the protease-optimized
variant of Dom1h-131-511, Dom1h-131-203.

3.4. Generation and Characterization of 2xVH Molecules with High Yield and Purity

We were interested in understanding how each of these domains would behave when paired with
another VH in the 2xVH format. To explore the degree of modularity in the 2xVH design, each of the
seven characterized VH domains were combinatorially paired with the remaining six VH domains
to generate twenty-one two-domain combinations. By accounting for two possible placements for
each VH domain within the 2xVH format, forty-two unique 2xVH molecules were designed. Due to
constraints in cloning and expression capacity, 31 IgGs and 21 Fabs were generated as illustrated in
Figure 3.

 
Figure 3. Characterization of 2xVH IgG and Fab expression and purity. (a) Heat map denoting the
expression and purity of 2xVH IgG. VH1, corresponding to the heavy chain position on the native IgG,
is listed on the vertical axis of each heatmap while VH2, corresponding to the light chain position,
is listed on the horizontal axis of the heatmaps. The identity of the VH domain is delineated by a
number scheme identical to the one outlined in Figure 2a. The expression, extrapolated into mg/L,
is denoted in green for those IgGs expressing at greater than 25 mg/L, yellow for those showing
moderate expression of 10–25 mg/L and red for any molecules with poor expression below 10 mg/L.
SEC purity was calculated as a percentage of area under the main peak with 90% or higher monomeric
purity marked in green, 80–90% monomeric purity marked in yellow and below 80% purity in red.
Duplicate pairings (i.e., pairings with two identical VH domains) or combinations that were not
produced are marked in white. (b) Heat map denoting expression and purity of corresponding 2xVH
Fabs. Expression and SEC criteria were the same for both the 2xVH IgGs and Fabs.
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Codon-optimized Fab- and IgG-versions of these molecules were cloned into a mammalian
expression vector, expressed in small-scale cultures and assessed for expression and purity as shown
by the heatmaps in Figure 3a,b, respectively. It is important to note that although our constituent
sVHs were expressed and screened in E. coli, a flexible system for the expression of small or simple
proteins, we chose to express the final 2xVH constructs in mammalian Expi293F cells since the
expression of complex molecules like full-length IgGs is often difficult, if not impossible, in bacterial
systems [66–68]. Overall, mammalian cell-expressed 2xVH Fabs showed similar expression with
consistently higher purity compared to the corresponding 2xVH IgGs as seen in Figure 3b. Regardless of
whether the VH pairs were expressed as Fabs or IgGs, certain VH1–VH2 combinations showed high
expression and purity while other combinations showed poor tolerance for the bispecific format.
For example, IgGs and Fabs with transgenic mouse-derived 1F3 in the VH1 position or the phage-derived
Hel4 and DOM1h-131-203 in the VH2 position showed yields greater than 25 mg/L and over 90%
purity. By contrast, other phage-derived VH domains including 5FV2 and Gr3, while stable as
soluble VH fragments, showed poor expression and purity as 2xVH except when paired with 1F3,
Hel4 or DOM1h-131-203.

To further investigate the stabilizing effects of these three VH domains, a small panel of
molecules incorporating these domains—an anti-HA/anti-hVEGF (i.e., 1F3/5FV2), both orientations
of the anti-hTNFR1/anti-hVEGF (i.e., 5FV2/DOM1h-131-203) and an anti-lysozyme/anti-Her2
(i.e., 5FV2/DOM1h-131-203)—were assessed for purity, binding and structure. The learnings from
representative 2xVH constructs are discussed in the following sections.

3.5. 2xVH IgG and Fab Can Co-Engage Two Antigens: A Case Study of Anti-HA/Anti-hVEGF

To gain further understanding of the binding capacity of the 2xVH format and to ensure that
VH domains originating from both in vivo and in vitro sources could integrate into a single 2xVH
molecule, we generated prototype Fab and IgG molecules using a VH from transgenic mice, 1F3,
and an optimized, phage-derived VH domain, 5FV2, as shown in Figure 4a. 1F3 was grafted onto
CH1 of the heavy chain (VH1 position) and 5FV2 was grafted onto the CL domain of the light chain
(VH2 position). Anti-HA/anti-hVEGF molecules expressed well as an IgG and showed a single peak
by aSEC as seen in Figure 4b. While the Fab fragment expressed just shy of 25 mg/L, the molecule
nevertheless eluted as a single peak (Figure 4c).

Next, to interrogate if these molecules could engage both their targets, HA and hVEGF, the 2xVH
IgG and Fab molecules were assessed for binding by SPR. For this analysis, each 2xVH molecule was
captured on an SPR sensor chip surface and sequentially exposed to each target antigen. We also
assessed how dual binding differed if the molecule was first exposed to the 46 kDa hVEGF homodimer
followed by the larger, 85 kDa HA as opposed to HA followed by hVEGF. While both the anti-HA/
anti-hVEGF 2xVH IgG and the 2xVH Fab showed the capacity to bind the two target antigens,
the binding profiles of the IgG and Fab differed significantly as seen in Figure 4d,e. In Figure 4d,
the 2xVH IgG showed stable engagement and limited dissociation from both antigens regardless of the
order in which the two targets were flowed over the IgG sample. By contrast, as shown in Figure 4e,
hVEGF shows a partial, rapid dissociation from the 2xVH Fab both in the presence of existing HA
interactions and in isolation. Furthermore, Fab engagement with HA was four-fold more attenuated
when hVEGF interactions were already present than when HA was the first antigen to bind the 2xVH
Fab. This suggested that while both 2xVH formats were able to engage with target antigens, the 2xVH
IgG, by virtue of its bivalency, was able to cross-link VEGF homodimers and display stable antigen
engagement. By contrast, the 2xVH Fab—a monovalent format whose binding capacity is more
severely impacted by steric effects than the bivalent IgG—had more limited, sterically-driven target
coengagement. Incidentally, this corroborates with the original characterization of 5FV2 performed
by Walker et al. where a bivalent construct, consisting of two 5FV2 VH domains joined by a Gly-Ser
linker, was shown to be more effective at binding and capturing the VEGF homodimer than a single,
monovalent 5FV2 [55].
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Figure 4. 2xVH format allows for dual target engagement as IgG and Fab. (a) Schematic of anti-HA/anti-
hVEGF 2xVH IgG and Fab. (b,c) SEC profile of anti-HA/anti-hVEGF IgG and Fab. (d,e) SPR analysis
of anti-HA/anti-hVEGF IgG (d) and Fab (e) show binding for corresponding antigens regardless of
the order of antigen injection. (f) Schematic of the time-resolved fluorescence ELISA for determining
the capacity of the 2xVH Fab to engage simultaneously with two target antigens. In this sandwich
ELISA, an untagged target antigen is coated on the surface before interacting with its 2xVH Fab at
varying concentrations (0–10 g/mL). A second, tagged antigen is subsequently introduced and allowed
to bind the complex. Secondary antibodies recognizing that tag are then introduced to probe the
antibody–dual antigen complex. A fluorescence signal at 655 nm occurs only if the Fab can bind
both antigens at the same time. By contrast, the absence of a streptavidin-based signal suggests
that both antigens cannot simultaneously bind the Fab, either because the Fab is unable to bind the
surface-bound antigen (HA) or because second biotinylated antigen (hVEGF) is unable to bind to the
Fab-HA complex. (g) ELISA results show concentration dependent binding of anti-HA/anti-hVEGF
Fab to its corresponding antigens, HA and VEGF.

To explore if the 2xVH anti-HA/anti-hVEGF Fab could, in fact, simultaneously coengage with
both hVEGF and HA, a modified sandwich ELISA assay was employed as shown in Figure 4f. In this
scheme, the 2xVH Fab, at varying concentrations, was allowed to bind surface-adsorbed, untagged
HA. Biotinylated hVEGF was subsequently allowed to interact with the Fab–HA complex and the
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entire trimeric complex was probed by a streptavidin-conjugated secondary antibody through a
time-resolved fluorescence assay. Unlike with SPR, a positive signal is only observed in the sandwich
ELISA when both HA and hVEGF bind to a single Fab. Using this fluorescence-based readout, Figure 4g
illustrates that 2xVH anti-HA/anti-hVEGF Fab was able to mediate a dose-dependent, simultaneous
co-engagement with both HA and hVEGF. Consequently, this binding data unambiguously suggest
that both target antigens can simultaneously engage with their VHs within the same Fab arm of a
2xVH molecule—the first such illustration of simultaneous, dual binding for this format.

3.6. VH Domain Placement Does Not Impact Binding to Target Antigen in 2xVH Format: A Case Study of
Clinically Relevant Anti-hVEGF/Anti-hTNFR1

Having shown that prototype 2xVH molecules can engage in simultaneous, dual binding, we asked
whether domain placement within the IgG could impact a molecule’s capacity to bind its two, target
antigens. To this end, two 2xVH IgGs incorporating 5FV2 targeting hVEGF, a mediator of angiogenesis
in both development and disease, and DOM1h-131-203 targeting hTNFR1, the canonical receptor for
the inflammatory TNF cytokine family, were generated and characterized. Notably, blocking both
hVEGF and hTNF signaling has been observed to have therapeutic benefits in a number of autoimmune
disorders including rheumatoid arthritis [69,70]. In the first molecule targeting these two antigens,
the 5FV2 domain was grafted onto the CH1 domain or the VH1 position while DOM1h-131-203 was
grafted onto the CL, in the VH2 position. In the inverted anti-hTNFR1/anti-hVEGF, the orientations
were reversed and DOM1h-131-203 occupied the VH1 position while the 5FV2 was grafted onto the
VH2 position. The schematics for these two molecules are shown in Figure 5a. Although 2xVH
IgGs expressed well and their SEC profiles look to be 90% pure, we observed some minimal peak
tailing suggesting column interactions and the possible presence of unresolved low molecular weight
contaminants (Figure 5b,c). To address these concerns, SEC traces for both molecules were fit with
exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) curves as shown in Figure S2. While these fits suggest the
possible presence of low-molecular weight contaminants, more than 70% of both samples are pure,
monomeric IgG.

The initial binding assessment for these molecules was done by both SPR and ELISA. As illustrated
in Figure 5d, both 2xVH IgGs show a similar capacity to engage in stable, dual binding by SPR when
presented first with the VH1 antigen followed by the VH2 antigen. However, as with the prototype
anti-HA/anti-hVEGF molecules, SPR-based analysis provides limited insight into whether the 5FV2-
and DOM1h-131-203-containing bispecific can bind two antigens simultaneously or if these binding
events are spatially and temporally distinct. To address this question and understand if these
molecules engage antigens simultaneously, we employed a similar sandwich ELISA strategy used to
characterize dual binding for the 2xVH anti-HA/anti-hVEGF Fab. In short, each 2xVH molecule could
interact with either surface-immobilized hTNFR1 or hVEGF. The surface immobilized antigen-2xVH
complex was then allowed to interact with the second tagged-antigen and probed with a secondary
antibody targeting this tag. Figure 5e illustrates how each 2xVH IgG anti-hTNFR1/anti-hVEGF and
anti-hVEGF/anti-hTNFR1 mediates dual binding when the VH1 antigen is surface-immobilized and the
VH2 antigen is tagged, as well as, when the VH2 antigen is surface-immobilized and the VH1 antigen
is tagged. While both 2xVH IgGs showed significant, dose-dependent dual binding, the measured
EC50s for these interactions varied depending on the presentation of the antigen. Namely, when the
VH2 antigen was surface-immobilized and initiated dual binding to the 2xVH molecule, the measured
EC50 for dual binding was ten-fold lower than when the VH1 antigen was surface immobilized and
the 2xVH molecule sequentially bound via VH1 followed by VH2. This suggests that this 2xVH
molecule participates in a stronger dual binding response when the VH2 antigen initiates dual binding.
Conversely, when the VH1 domain interacts with its target antigen first, the 2xVH molecule may have
a weaker, subsequent interaction with the VH2 antigen. While both 2xVH molecules mediated dual
binding, the quality of this binding interaction can be influenced by sterics and vary based on both the
domain placement and the order of antigen binding.
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Figure 5. The 2xVH IgGs can undergo dual binding but domain placement and order of antigen binding
can alter half-maximal effective concentrations or EC50s (a) Schematic of anti-hTNFR1/anti-hVEGF and
anti-hVEGF/anti-hTNFR1 2xVH IgGs. (b,c) Traces of monomeric purity for Anti-hTNFR1/anti-hVEGF
IgG and hVEGF/anti-hTNFR1 IgG as assessed by analytical SEC. (d) SPR traces showing the sequential
binding to the VH1 and VH2 antigen for the two mirror-image molecules, anti-hTNFR1/anti-hVEGF
and anti-hVEGF/anti-hTNFR1 2xVH IgGs. (e) Time-resolved fluorescence ELISA results showing
concentration dependent binding of the two mirror-image molecules, anti-hTNFR1/anti-hVEGF and
anti-hVEGF/anti-hTNFR1. The top panels show dual binding of the two molecules when hTNFR1 is
immobilized on the surface and hVEGF is tagged. In the bottom panels, the molecules are introduced
to a hVEGF-immobilized surface and probed with tagged hTNFR1. While both 2xVH IgG can bind
target antigens and display dual binding, domain placement and order of antigen binding can alter the
EC50 tenfold.
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3.7. Anti-Her2/Anti-Lysozyme: VH/VH Interfaces Are Larger than Canonical VH/VL Interfaces

As mentioned previously, the heat maps in Figure 3a,b illustrate that the anti-lysozyme VH
domain, Hel4, was one of the best tolerated VH domains in the 2xVH format, regardless of whether it
occupied the VH1 or VH2 position within the molecule. To gain an understanding of why this VH
domain was particularly amenable to the 2xVH format, we solved the crystal structure of the 2xVH
anti-Her2/anti-lysozyme Fab schematized in Figure 6a, at a 2.55 Å resolution (Figure 6b).

 
Figure 6. Crystal structure of 2xVH Fab shows VH:VH has a larger interface than natural VH:VL.
(a) Schematic illustrating the configuration of VH domains in the 2xVH anti-Her2/anti-Lysozyme
Fab. (b) A ribbon diagram illustrating the crystal structure of the 2xVH anti-Her2/anti-Lysozyme
Fab, resolved to 2.55 Å. The Gr3 VH domain (shown in yellow) and the Hel4 domain (shown in
magenta) were grafted to the CH1 and CL domains (shown in blue), respectively. (c) Superposition of
the 2xVH (colored) with the following Fabs, derived from the VH 3-23 germline, in varying shades
of gray: protein databank (PDB) 5I19, 5I1A, 5I1D, 5I1C. Structures are aligned on the CH1 domain.
(d) Superposition of VH:VH domains from the 2xVH structure on canonical Fabs. (e) Top view of the
VH:VH interface with CDR1 and 2 from both VH domains highlighted in orange and the long CDR3,
thought to stabilize this interface, highlighted in red.

In order to explore the differences between the 2xVH structure and a VH/VL pair on a standard
IgG, this 2xVH Fab was compared to the canonical pairings of VH 3-23 with various VLs shown in
Table 1 [51]. Superposition of the 2xVH Fab structure on this conventional VH3-23:VL Fab shows the
VH:VH orient differently from the VH:VL domains with respect to CH1 and CL. When the structures
are superimposed on the CH1 domain, the CH1:CL domains of both the canonical Fab and the
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2xVH Fab overlay well until the elbow region of the IgG. Upstream of the elbow region, the VH:VH
domains of the 2xVH Fab do not align with the direction of VH:VL domains as shown in Figure 6c.
However, the VH:VH dimer alone (in absence of CH1/CL) shows good alignment with VH:VL Fv

domains (root mean square deviation, R.M.S.D, of structures tested = ~1–2 Å), indicating that while
the orientations of the domains differ, the structure of the domains themselves do not (Figure 6d).

Table 1. Buried Surface Area in Fab Structures.

Construct PDB
Contact Surface
VH (Å2) or VH1

Contact Surface
VL (Å2) or VH2 Interface (Å2)

H3-23:L1-39 5I19 795 817 806
H3-23:L3-11 5I1A 822 834 828
H3-23:L3-20 5I1C 670 698 684
H3-23:L4-1 5I1D 743 770 757

2xVH anti-Her2, Lysozyme 7JKB 1200 1143 1171

To understand why this 2xVH Fab construct may have favorable stability, we looked at the
interaction interface between the two VH domains via the buried surface area, commonly used to
estimate the interface between two domains or macromolecules. The buried surface area was calculated
using PISA (Protein Interfaces, Surfaces and Assemblies) on CCP4 by averaging the contact surface of
each VH domain [71]. VH:VL contact surface area values for VH3-23:VL structures were extracted
from Teplyakov et al. [72]. The buried surface area of VH:VH in the 2xVH anti-lysozyme/anti-Her2
Fab is significantly larger than the typical VH:VL contact surface in the referenced Fab structures [51]
(Table 1). The VH:VH interface in the 2xVH anti-lysozyme/anti-Her2 Fab structure is 1171 Å2, whereas
the analogous VH:VL interfaces listed range from 684 to 828 Å2. Many of the interactions at the 2xVH
anti-lysozyme/Her2 Fab interface are contributed by the long, 16aa CDRH3 of the anti-Her2 VH, Gr3,
as shown in Figure 6e. This CDR3 shares a long interaction interface with CDRH2 in Hel4 VH while
also interacting with additional residues from CDRH1. This large VH–VH interface area, though
unique and highly dependent on the length of the CDRH3, appears to be characteristic of the format
and likely plays a role in stabilizing the 2xVH anti-lysozyme/anti-Her2 Fab and contributing to the
overall stability of the 2xVH format.

4. Discussion

IgG-like bispecific antibodies, as well as their multispecific counterparts, have become a highly
desirable modality for clinical therapeutics [8,9]. An attractive promise of this format is its capacity
for dual targeting—a feature allowing for the creation of molecules that generate novel function by
simultaneously binding and/or eliciting interaction between their targets. While there are over one
hundred different bispecific formats that attest to the importance of this dual targeting capability [10],
the majority of IgG-like bispecifics require considerable engineering to eliminate mispaired or unwanted
species [11]. Additionally, IgG-like bispecifics, unlike their monospecific counterparts, bind each of
their two targets in a monovalent fashion and thus do not display avidity-induced enhancements in
activity. Although bispecific formats like the two-in-one antibody design aim to create bivalency for
each specificity [23], it has yet to be demonstrated whether concomitant interactions with both targets
occur on a single Fab arm. Here, we have presented and characterized a new format, termed the 2xVH
bispecific, that overcomes many of the engineering and manufacturing hurdles currently plaguing
IgG-like bispecifics and offers a simple, unique and modular format capable of bivalent targeting.
Additionally, this design holds significant promise for generating multispecific molecules in the future.

The 2xVH format utilizes two soluble, fully human autonomous VH domains, each with its
own target specificity, to replace the native VH and VL pair within a traditional IgG. Since binding
to each target is determined by a single domain, it eliminates the need for cognate chain pairing.
Moreover, the molecules’ symmetry, with each half containing two specificities, gives rise to bivalency
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while retaining a nearly normal IgG structure. Consequently, these bispecific molecules can be
produced via single-step purification methods and further polished for high purity via preparative
SEC [11,37]. Previously, Shi and colleagues had developed a biparatopic 2xVH-like antibody targeting
distinct and previously inaccessible epitopes on the β-Klotho/FGFR1c complex using two transgenic
mouse-derived human sVH domains [37]. They showed that their biparatopic antibody was able to
co-engage both epitopes of β-Klotho by biolayer interferometry (BLI) and inhibit downstream FGF21
signaling. However, BLI and other label-free optical analysis methods, which probe bulk changes
in optical thickness at the biosensor tip, provide limited insight into whether dual binding events
primarily occur on the same molecule at the same time and if so, whether these interactions are
monovalent or bivalent in nature. Furthermore, the biparatopic anti-β-Klotho 2xVH molecules only
make use of two VH domains, both derived from transgenic mice and targeting distinct epitopes on a
single molecule [37]. Consequently, the capacity of this format to tolerate VH domains targeting two
independent antigens was unexplored.

Given these limitations in the Shi et al. study, we searched the literature for publicly available VH
domains that could be used to characterize and assess the versatility of the 2xVH format. After analyzing
the expression, monomeric purity, thermal denaturation and binding properties of identified VH
domains, we shortlisted seven different domains derived from both transgenic HcAb mice [32,34] and
single domain VH phage display libraries [35,36]. Despite originating from different sources, all seven
VH domains were derived from V3-23—a germline that is noted for its stability [49,51]. By grafting
these seven VH domains into the 2xVH format in various configurations, we generated 31 unique 2xVH
IgGs and 21 unique Fabs. While we observed that both phage display and transgenic mouse-derived
VH domains could be substituted in the 2xVH format, the variability in expression and aSEC suggests
that not every VH domain is well-tolerated. One of the best performing single VH domains, Gr3,
showed greater than 90% monomeric purity by SEC, high Tms indictive of thermostability and a
sub-nM binding affinity for its target, Her2 (Figure 2a). Nevertheless, when Gr3 was incorporated into
the VH1 or VH2 position of the 2xVH Fab and IgG formats in combination with a number of other VH
partners, many of these Her2-targeting molecules were 10 to 20% monomeric, suggesting a propensity
for aggregation.

By contrast, Hel4, a thermostable VH domain targeting lysozyme [51], was able to rescue
this phenotype, with the 2xVH anti-lysozyme/anti-Her2 IgG showing a four-fold improvement in
expression and 93% monomeric purity (Figure 3). Previous work had shown that HEL4 contains a
unique feature—a rotated framework tryptophan—that improved both the solubility and stability of
HEL4 VH domain [51] and may be implicated in the favorable pairing of HEL4 with the less stable
Gr3. More specifically, with its framework tryptophan no longer surface exposed, HEL4 may display a
more attractive interaction interface for other VH domains including Gr3. This observation suggests
that although VH domains grafted onto the IgG scaffold do not chain pair as do traditional VH and VL
domains, paired VH domains do interact, as shown in Figure 6, and the VH–VH interface plays an
important stabilizing role for the molecule. In the future, we hope to generate crystal structures for a
larger subset of these 2xVH molecules and better understand both the stability of the VH:VH interface
as well as possible steric hindrance in the presence of antigen binding. Nevertheless, our analysis of
the anti-lysozyme/anti-Her2 2xVH molecule suggests that many of its characteristics, particularly its
monomeric purity and aggregation propensity, are emergent to the 2xVH format rather than intrinsic
to the constituent VH domains. This characteristic affords the possibility of designing VH libraries to
strategically select VH domains pairs or engineering the VH–VH interface to accommodate a wide
range of VH domains, including those, like Gr3, that show poor biophysical properties as single sVH.

In addition to characterizing the 2xVH constructs by aSEC, we also assessed individual molecules’
capacity to mediate binding with their target antigens as shown in Figures 4 and 5. SPR analysis
of 2xVH IgG shows that these molecules are capable of dual engagement. However, as previously
mentioned, label-free optical analysis methods provide limited information on whether dual targeting
can occur simultaneously on the same molecule or whether each binding interaction is spatially and
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temporally distinct. To truly assess if the 2xVH format can co-engage its two target antigens on a
single Fab arm, we performed a label-based sandwich ELISA utilizing a 2xVH Fab targeting HA
and human VEGF. Within this scheme, a fluorescence-based signal, recognizing a biochemical tag of
interest, is only observed if the entire binding complex of the immobilized antigen, the 2xVH Fab and
the second antigen bearing the tag can form. With our 2xVH anti-HA/anti-hVEGF Fab, we observed
a dose-dependent fluorescence signal indicating that a single Fab molecule was able to bind both a
surface-immobilized HA and a tagged human VEGF. This work characterizing simultaneous dual
antigen binding by Fab molecules is the first definitive evidence that two antigens can be bound by a
Fab arm on a single 2xVH molecule. This also opens the possibility for leveraging this modality to
generate multispecific molecules [11] in the future. However, based on this report, it should be noted
that the 2xVH format does not ensure coengagement of two targets by the two VH domains within
each Fab arm in every case. Rather, each new pair of VH domains within the 2xVH format must be
tested for coengagement of cognate antigens.

Beyond definitively demonstrating dual engagement, our binding studies with the anti-hVEGF
VH domain, 5FV2, also validate the early characterization of bivalent and monovalent versions of
this domain by Walker et al. [55]. In their work, Walker and colleagues describe a bivalent, dual dAb
generated by linking two 5FV2 VH domains utilizing a Gly-Ser linker. Notably, this dual dAb was
more effective at binding and capturing the VEGF homodimer than a single 5FV2 domain, a feature
the authors attributed to the dual dAb engaging in a “side-on” or “pincer”-like capture of the
VEGF homodimer and the generation of a 2:2 heteromeric complex [55]. In our analysis we see a
similar synergistic effect associated with bivalency, where the VEGF partially dissociates from the
monovalent, bispecific 2xVH anti-HA/anti-hVEGF Fab but not from the bivalent, bispecific 2xVH
anti-HA/anti-hVEGF IgG regardless of the antigen binding order (Figure 4d,e). This synergism suggests
that the geometry, and more particularly the mutlivalency, of VH domains in the 2xVH IgG can aid in
the targeting of structurally complex antigens [37] and antigen homodimers [55].

The role of geometry and the synergistic binding arising from bivalency was an important feature
not only for the 2xVH anti-HA/anti-hVEGF IgG but also in the anti-hTNFR1 and anti-VEGF 2xVH IgG
molecules. While these two VH domains were tolerated in both the VH1 and VH2 positions of the IgG
scaffold, their positioning influenced their capacity to sequentially engage target antigens (Figure 5).
In fact, we saw ten-fold higher EC50 values, corresponding to a weaker dual target engagement,
when the VH1 domain bound its target antigen first as opposed to when the VH2 domain initiated
dual engagement. Though these observations are likely target dependent and were formulated based
on a study of anti-hTNFR1 and anti-VEGF 2xVH IgG molecules, it has important implications for the
design of clinically-relevant bispecific 2xVH where such sequential targeting may be required [12,73].

Our work highlights the potential versatility of a symmetric, simple yet novel bispecific format,
the 2xVH. In addition to demonstrating that this format is amenable to two-chain expression with no
engineering as well as single-step purification of both IgGs and Fabs, our work provides definitive
evidence that a single 2xVH Fab can engage simultaneously with both its target antigens. This capacity
for simultaneous dual engagement makes the 2xVH format a particularly attractive platform for
the generation of bivalent, bispecific IgGs. Furthermore, when combined with technologies like
“knob-into-hole” [25], orthogonal Fabs [55,74,75] or DuetMab [17], which increase the efficiency of
heavy and light chain pairing, the bivalent, 2xVH technology affords the possibility of generating
minimally engineered, asymmetric multispecifics including tri- or tetra-specific IgGs. In this vein, our
work also illustrates the format’s enormous flexibility, keeping in mind caveats associated with domain
position and VH–VH pairing, for incorporating VH discovered through both in vitro and in vivo
discovery methods. Given the widespread use of both single domain phage libraries [36,40,59] and
transgenic heavy chain mice [32,34,59], we anticipate that target-specific VH domains can be rapidly
discovered. By leveraging tailored selections and immunizations, we envision the generation of panels
of VH domains with diverse affinity and epitope targeting capabilities and the strategic incorporation
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of these domains within the 2xVH scaffold to create functionally enhanced, clinically relevant
multispecific therapeutics.
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anti-lysozyme/anti-Her2 Fab.
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